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FOREWORD

,

Enhancing Career Development: Recommendations for Action,.

A Review of Empirical Studies of the Effects of Care-et Guidance

has been prepared in response to our long-standing need to

provide effective career guidance services in schobls at all .

levelselementarY, secondary, and postsecondary. Recent

national opinion polls have substantiated this need but also

have raised questions as,to the effectiveness of theseservices.

Despite ntimerous improvement efforts, little attempt has been

made to bring together the diverse findings in-this area. This

report attempts to do precisely that; that is, it attempts to

synthesize the findings under five,broad themes: (1) improved

school involvement and performance, (2) persdnal and interpek-..

sonal york skills, (3) preparation for careers, ,(4):careet

planninq skills, and (5) 'career awareness and explora'tion. The

synthesis will help provide some of thd answers to how effective.

career guidance interventions have been. While all of the

questions will certainly not'be answered, me will gain some

common understandings with which to pursue further critical

Tesearch, development, and implementation efforts.
. .

.
This synthesis is intended .for several...audiences: prO4ram

planners at the local, state, and federal levels; adtinistrators.

of career guiclance programs; and counselor educators, .

researchers, and practitioners at all levels. It will provide

these groups with information for future, program options,

imp oved practice, and impOrtant research.. .

(
'

Recognition is due to the following guidance and counseling

consultants for providing valuable direction in preparing the

.manuscript: Dr. John 0. Crites, Kent,State University;

Dr. 14orman C. Gysbers, the University of Missouri at Columbia;

Dr.-Arnold R. Spokane, the University of Maryland; and .

Dr. Donald E. Super, Teachers College, Columbia University.

Dr. Spokane also served as a reviewer of the manuscript, as did

Dr. Robert L. Smith, East Texas State University. Mr. Hairy N.

Drier who gave the project leadership as the Division Associate

Director, and Dr. bonna M. Mertens of the National Center for

Research in Vocational Education also served'as project

consultants. D. Richard J. Miguel and Mr. Fred Williams of the

Na.eiona.1 Center staff provided helpful reviews. We are also

grateful to the following National Center staff who prepared

the review: Dr..Robert E. Campbell, Ms. Janie B. Connell,

Ms. Karen Kimmel Boyle, and Dr. Robert D. Bhaerman. Typing and

word processing of the manuscript were 'provided by Regenia'Castle

and Beverly Haynes. Editing was provided by C.R. Faddii of Field

Services.

-Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in VocatioriWi Education
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0,XECUTIVE SUMMARY

One of the goals of this coUntry's publicjschodls is to
"provide-career guidance programs'and services to the students

they.,serve. Over the last decade( federal, state, and-local

'goVernments have made subdtantial investments to improve those

programs and services, but a question has ariien regarding.tbe

effects of career guidance on the students. This study wee

conducted to identify and review reseatch studies relat-ed,to

career guidance effects, to categorize and synthesize those

findings, and to make recommendations fot future.practice,

researcth, and policy: In addition, findings of a number of major

previous reviews also were utilized.

The research studies that were reviewed had to meet the

following ceiteria: (1) the study was conducted since 1970, ,

.(2) the population of the study was in grades 9-14, (3) the size

of the study sample was twenty-five or more, (4) the setting for'

the study was an educational agency or cOmmunity seryice

organization, and (5) the study was empirical. Sources used to

identify resource studies were telephone contacts with career

guidance experts, a computer search of the.literature, let'ters to

^state departments of edudation, convention crograms, directories

describing projects, professional journals, and testimony

prepared for Congressional hearings on legislation related to

guidance and counseling.

After the studies were obtained,' each was reviewed according

to its objectives, intervention's for implementing the objectives,

setting, instruments used to measure the effect of the

intervention, and major Andings or outcomes.
4

A wide array of objectives-were evident. The.objectives

were grouped into five broad outcome categories or themes. ,These

,.were: (1) improved school involvement' and performance,

(2),.personal and interpersonal work skills, (3) preparaticion for

careers, (4) career planning skills, and (5) career awareness and

exploration. A number of studies had multiple objectives that

cut across several of the categories.

Similarly, the studies used a variety Of interventions.

.Counseling activities,included group and individual counseling,

videotaped models, structured interaction, and°follow-up.
Classroom activities also were diverse. They included specific

guidance curriculum, curriculum infusion, basic skills

instruction, specific modules, programmed instruction, career

simulations, and occupational briefs. Several computer-based

activities also were util,ized. Other interventions included job
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and educational placement, seminars and workshops,
eXperiende-based career education, employer-based career
education,.cooperative eucation, and various career exploration

techniques.

The majority of the etudies were'conducted at-the secondary
School level in both rural and large urban school districts:,
additional sites were junior high SchoolS and middle schools;

area vocational sáhools, correctional institutions, community and

junior colleges, colleges and universities, and counseling
centers located,at'universities.

Most of the populatidn for the studies consisted bf high

school students from kich diverse backgrounds as academic and
nonacademic programs, gifted and talented programs, experience-

based and nonexperience-based career education programs,ane
programs for handicapped and disadvantaged students. The

popUlation also included.some school dropouts, as well as several
junior high school and vocational center participants. -Other

groups studied were undergraduate college students, correCtional

institute inmates and pre-release training program partidipants-,

and Neighborhood Youth Corps members. Populations alSo included

Black, rural, Native American, and Mexican7American youth,.

In terms of the outeomes, the following summaries indicate
the 'major findinigs of the empirical studies.

o Improved school involvement and performance

A total of forty-one studies focused on one or more

of the five dimensions of this theme. The thajority of'

the studies reported gains in student behaviors. The

' -gains were attributed primarily to interventions

involving individualized student learning experiences

such 4s Experience-Based Career Education, special class-

room activities, career exploration, and 'counseling.

o Personal and interpersonal work skills

A total of thirty studies dealt collectively with

this multiple objectivenineteen with self-awareness,

five with interpersonal and life skills, end six with

work values( The overwhelming majority of studies in this

outcome category reported positive effects, i.e.,
twenty-six out of the,total of thirty. In summary, the

various interventions utilizedparticularlli "EBCE, career

education, and career and vocational exploration--led to
favorable results.

viii
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o PFeparation for careers

Fourteen studies focused on this theme. TwelVe

studies demonstrated Positive gains. The gain s

were attributed to fdur types of"interventions.:

(1) counseling, J2) classroom instruction, (3)-EBCE, and

Career.exploration activities.

,,--

,-

Career planning skins

In general, career guidance interventions ,seem to

have.a beneficial impact on acquiring career iplannipg

skills. Of the thirty-four studies reporting,evitdence on

Ihis,theme, twenry-seven found a positive outcome.

Although many different'iAterventions were used to

achieve the outcomes, two were mentioned in-over haaf the

studies--EBCE and counseling. Other interventions ranged

from computer-based programs to c4ssroomactivities.
;

-o Career awareness and exploration

Forty-four studied reported data in this erea: Of

the total, thirty-one_studies_showed:positive results in

various atpects -of-this objective. The remaining

thirteen indicated eithet"no tignificant-differences

between the-groupsastudied,' mixed results, or minor

dilferences. In terms of interventions that showed more

positive effects, the following.were most prevalent:

areer and vocational exploration, experienced-based

areer education, counseling activities, and career -,

education activities.

In addition to these studies, previous reviews and reports
- 0

of.the effects of career 'gm:dance-interventions were cited. One

of the.most,comprehensivg
analyses during the early 1970s was

Myers' review (1971)-of research on education and vocational

counseling. Myers reported that studies showed that counselors,

scan-influence certain activities that may lead to better decision

making. Another major, review was conddCted by Heir (1982), who

,analyzed gyidance and counseling's philosophical, empirical, and

cost-benefit effects in order to draw implichtions foreresearch,

, development, and policy. His report contained many findings in

the'categories cited in the current review (e.g., improved school

involvement and performance, personal and interpersonal work

skills, preparation for careers, and career planning skills).

Bince there has been considerable interaction among researchers

in drawing upon a common research data base, several statements

and COngressional testimony alsg drew primarily from Herr's

review. The following concluskens and recommendations are based on

all studiet and previous reviewQ,
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Tilpe following four,donclusions were .cited:

,o The preponderance of evidence suggests that career
guidance inerventions achieve their intended objectives
.if..guidance personnel,are given the opportunity to

provide structured guidance interventions in a
systematic, dei.relopmental sequence.

o Career guidance has demonstrated its effectiveness, in

influencing the Career development and adjustment ol
individuals in the five broad outcome ateas.'

0,

o Career guiance has been successful'in assisting
individuals representing a wide range of subpopulations

and settings, such as in correctional institutions,

vocational training ceriters, community colldges,,and
rehabilitation Centers.

o The number and variety'of career interventions has

greatl.Tincreased, giving researchers and practitioners a

larger pool of treatments from which to dravi. For

example, due to significant progress in comppter
:applications for career exploration and Choice, there are

, several dozen models from which to choose.

A seris of recommendat:ions in three brOad areas also were

cited:

1. Regarding state and federal policy

o National, state,and local education and effiployment

.and training policies should'be written to include

the total comprehensive career guidance concept. The

concept should be employed in alL future employment
.and training and education legislation.

o National, state,and local employment and training'and

education policy statements should recognize and
support the inclusion of career guidance programs and

services as an integral,and'centtal strategy for

ecohomic'development,and revitalization.

o Federal career guidance leadership should be at least

at the division level to insure that the leadership
participates fully in policy determinationi and has the

appropriate level budget and staff to meet the
expectations and mandates of national policy and

legislation,

o Policy and legislative provisions should clearly

indicate and pr'ovide for state career guidance

leadership.



-2. Regardtng Creer guidance praCtice.

o Programs should be,designed for the continuity of

individual career development.

o More emphasis should'be placed on exploiting what

activities work and bn Strengthening-them to,achieve

optimum career guidande'effec,ts.

o There is the need to establish a larger num)Der be

hdghly trained, instituionally sui5pored and effectiVe

'z'teams of guidance. workers.

IMP

o A compreherisive list of client cOmpetendies should be

developed-to provide program direction.

o School and agency-based career güidance activities-

should be more closely inte4rated with private sector:

experiences for clients; wheneVer feasible.

o Programs should riot rely solely on a few traditional

techniques to achieve their program goals.

o Career 4uidance activities, that are too general or

ambiguous should be avoided.

Self-initiated, periodic evaluation of the degree to

which career guidance programs are achieving their

objectives should be conducted more frequently.

o Counselor education programs should be competency-based

in order to insure that counselors acquire the "necessary

.skills to meet the full range of their clientS' needs.

o Career guidance personnel at the local level should be

updated on new technology to increase program effective-

ness.

Regarding research

o There is a need for researchers to repo'rt More complete

data.

0 A classification of outcomes should be developed and

tested.

o A classificatidn of interventions shouJA be develbped

and tested.

10
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o Employment and training and education policies and
legislation should contain provisions to improve and_
strengthen state and local efforts to collect, organize,
and.disseminate career and. labor market information.

o.National, state,and local policy and legisration should
support a wide range of updating'activities for
guidance personnel.

44-

National, state/ and local policy and legislation should .
provide for a nationally opordinated.research and
devel9pment effort for career guiaance,prOgrams and

seivices.

,o To insure that. career guidance prograM's are well'
organlied and.systematic, annual state planning should
indicate how programs are to be implemented and

evaluated.,

o ,Comparative studies are 'needed bf.intervention
.techniques for the same problem.

o Research is needed on differen-tial OterventiOns by age..

o Re-search is needed,on interventions specific to varying
populations.

A substantial comparative study.of comprehensive
approaches is needed.

o 'Cost-benefit. studies are needed.

o Research iS needed on the-optimum mix of public- and
private sector services.

o More research iS needed to determine what kinds of
career guidance inervention activities do not work.

-
o ResearCh to enable more carelul diagnosis of cli, ent

needs in the design of interventions is needed.
a
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CHAPTER 1

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

Background

A major goal of this country's public schoolc is to provide

career development experiences to the students they.serve.
National opinion polls have yerified this gdal; hoWever, they
also have raised questions as to the quality of theSe .

experiences--that is, are they effective in achieving career
gu4ance goals?

Over the last decade, federal, state, and local governments

have made substantial investments to improve career guidance

programs and services. These investments have included funding
projects that have generated materials on how-to integrate career

development concepts systematically into the activities of the

schools. The materials address such'topics as: (1) designing a

. -career guidance program, (2) the goals and objectives.of a career
guidance program, (31 establishing a career resource center, (4)

the use of a:computer-based guidance system,.(5) collaboration of

the school and community on career guidance issues, (6)' the

relationship of the counselorband others in the school, and (7)

the influenoe of parents and others. on a student's career

development%

1Despite the improvement-efforts, IOnsiderable doubt . istll
ekists as tO the effects of career guidance. In this era of

limited budgets, school systems want to know the effects of

various c'ereer guidance efforts prior to investing in them.

Also, federal and state agencies can benefit from research
information on guidance effects to assist them in setting policy

.and making future program investments. Currently, many policy
and program de.cisions are based more on opinion and speculation

'than On reliable research.

Comprehensive examinationg of-the effects df career guidance

efforts studerit outcomes) are,rare. There have been

numerous evaluative studies on specific aspects of caree'r

guidance (e.g., career exploration and decision making), but

these have not been synthesized to permit a total look at

guidgnce effects.
.4 A

Objectives
. --

The purpose of this'study was to determine.the effect's' of

career guidance programs and activities. The study had three

'major objeCtives:
.N D.

1. To identify .and synthesize findings from relearch
studies that have addressed career guidance effects.

1



2. To identify ahd synthesize findings,of previous
reviews that have assessed the effectS-of career
guidance.,

3. To Make recommendatioris for future practice,
reSearch, and policy,

Organization Of the Report

Chapter 2 desdribes the Inethodology for 'the study (i.e., Iv-
studies were acquired, screened, reviewed, and classified).
Chapter 3 reviews the findings'of the studies'grouped according
to different variables, as follows: (1) studies-with similar
career guidance interventions or strategies, (2) stndies with
similar objectives, (3) studies with similar populations, and
(4) a summary of previous reviews assessing the effectSof career
guidance. Chapter 4 contains the conclusions and recommendations
as well aa implications for future reSearch and recommenda--
tIons for prograM planning and policy formulation.

NOTE: The following terms were used in the study as the basis
T3F-defining the key concepts.

*Career Awareness. The inventory of knowledge, values,
preferences, and self-concepts which an individual uses in

the course of making career-related choices.

*Career Counseling. A one-to-one or small group relationship
between Ta .client and a counselor with the goal of helping the
client(s) integrate and apply an understanding of self and

. the environment to make the most appropriate career decisions_

and adjustment.6.

*Career Education. Arieffort aimed at refocuSing American
education and the actions of the broader community in ways
that,,will help individuals acquire and utilize the knowledge
skills, and attitudes necessary for each to make work a
meaningful, .productive, and satisfying part of his/her way of

, living.

*Career Exploration. One's involvement in trying out a variety
of activities, roles, and situations in_order to find out
more about aptitude for oN interest in an occupation or other

career opportunitieS.

2.'
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*Career Guidance. Those activities and programs which assist

individuals to assimilate and integrate knowledge,
%experience, and appreciations related to--

,o Self-understanding, which includes a.person's relationship

to his/her own characteristics and perceptions, and
hi.s/her relationship to others and the environment

o Understanding of the work of society and those factors

that affect its,constant change, including Worker
attitudes and discipline.

O Awareness-of the part leisure time may play in .EL person's

life

o Understanding of the necessity for and the multitude of
factors to be considered in career planning

o Understanding of the information and skills necessary to
achieve self-fulfillment in work and leisure

o Learning and applying the career decision-making process

Career Guidance Effects. Career guidance effects are the

observable b-ehavioral outcomeS resulting from a carec.ir

guidance intervention or treatment intended to enhance an

individual's career development.

Career Guidance Intervention. The strategy or treatment used to

enhance an individual's career development.

*Computerized Guidance. The process by which a client becomes

.familiar with occupational and educational information

through the expanded delivery system of a computer.

*Curriculum Infusion. The process of integrating career
---3.7gTOTTITJEE-655ggtives and experiences with other subject

matter in the ongoing-curriculum.

*Decision Making. A process designed to assist persons in making

personally satisfying decidions, including these components:

(1) exploration and clarification of personal values, (2) use

of data about self and the environment, and-(3) study of the

decision process and strategies. The process includes these

steps: (1) recognize the need for a decision, (2) explore

alternative choices, (3) predict°the probable outcomes of

each choice, (4) assign personal values to each chOice,

(5) determine the cost of each choice, (6) make a decision,

(7) implement the decision, and (8) evaluate the outcomes of

the decision.



Experiential Education Programs. A generic term that refers to
planned educational experiences designed to enable learners
to acquire skills, attitutdes, and knowledge Tor work and
other life roles bpparticipating in work settings. This
term includes programs such as experience-based academic
programs,,cooperative vocational education programs, and
career exploration programs.

. *Self-Awareness. The process through which an individual
differentiates self from environment and others, recognizing
that he/she'is a unique individual.

Study Objectives. The objedtives a research study sets for
its clients.

[Definitions with asterisks were obtained from The National
Vocational Guidance Association's Glossary of Career Guidance
Terms (1982).]
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CHAPTER ,2

METHODOLOGY

This chapter describes (1) the procedures-thatwere used to
identify and assemble relevant studies and (2) the means by which

the studies were categorized.

Selection Criteria

The first step was to:establish criteria for screening the

°research studies. With few exceptions, the studies included in

the report were selected according to the following criteria;

(1) the study was conducted after,1970, (2) the poPulation of*

the study was in grades 9-14, (3) the size of the sample was
twenty-five or more, (4) the setting for the study was an

educational agency or community service organization, and

(5) the study-was empirical.

Identification Process

The process of identifying relevant studies was extensive.
The following is a brief description of the procedures used.

(1). Telephohe contacts were made with sixteen national career

guidance experts. The project's purpose and study
'selection criteria were explained to the experts and

they were asked to identify potential studies.

(2) Mechanized Information Center (MIC) Dialog Computer
Search resulted in:500 citations. The primary
descriptions for the search were: career planning,
career guidance, career development, career education,

career choice, career counseAng, career exploration,
career awarepess, employment counselor, and school

guidance. These descriptions were combined with the

following: evaluatiOn, counseling effectiveness, program
effectiveness, program validation, program costs, and

cost effectiveness.

(3) Letters were sent to guidance supervisors, research
coordinating unit supervisors, career education
coordinators, vocational research and evaluation
consultants, program development directors, occupational
and career research development coordinators, and
research consultants at the state departments of
education in all-stateS and territories. These

people were requested to provide information on
appropriate studies.

6



(4) Convention programs Tor the American Psychological
- Association and the American Personnel and Guidance

Association were reviewed. Convention presentations that
appeared to be relevant to this study were identified.
Presenters were contacted to provide written information

on their studies.

(5) Directories that contain information on educational
research projects were reviewed and relevant research
projects were identified. The-directories were
Educational Programs that Work (Far West LaboratorY for
-Educational Research _and Development, San Francisco, 1975
to 1981), a resource of exemplaryoeducational programs
developed by local school districts and approved by the
Joint Dissemination Review Panel; the CEDaR Projects
Catalog; Current Research Projects (1978-81), a directory
,of projects funded through the U.S. Office of Vocational
and Adult Education; and Building Comprehengive Career
Guidance Programs for Secondary Schools; Handbook of
Programs, Practices, and Models.

(6) Four national longitudinal studies were analyzed to
determine ifthey had information that applied to this
study.

(7) Back issues (since 1970) of professional guidance
journals that provide research findings also were
reviewed. The journals mere: The Vocational Guidance
Quarterly, Measurement and Evaluation in Guidance, The
Journal of Vocational Behavior, The Journal of Counseling
Psychology, and The Counseling Psychologist.

(8) Special papers and testimony for Congressional hearings

were analyzed for references to additional studies.

Even with this identification process, omissions of relevant
studies may have occurred because of inability to locate them,

misclassification, failure of agencies to send requested
unpublished reports, or error in judgements of pertinent
criteria. Therefore, no claim is made that this study reviews
and synthesizes all relevant studies.

Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework guiding'the data collection and
analysis for this study is illustrated in Figure 1. The effects

of guidance appear as various outcomes which result from a
variety of diverse interventions.

Ten broad types of career guidance intervention techniques

were identified. They are counseling, classroom activities,
computer-based pr.grams, placement services, seminars and



-idorkshops, experience based career education, cooperative

education, employer-based career education, alternative career-

education, and career and vocational exploration techniques. For

most types of interventions, a large variety of techniques appear

within each category.

Me first type of intervention is counseling. Various types

of covnseling strategies'are included-within this technique,

including'group activities,
videotaped models, structured

interaction, individual activities, and follow-up activities.

The'second type of intervention is classroom activities.

This broad group contains the following kinds'of activities:

career guidance curriculum, career guidance ihfusion, curriculum

models for reducing sex bias and sex role stereotyping, basic

skills instruction, guest speakers, films, occupational survival

,skills training modules, academic inatruction, programmed

instruction, career logs, career simu\lation, occupational briefs,

and study skills.
.

The third type or category of intervention is computer-based

programs. The category includes the use of the computer to"

assist an individual in obtaining and Using occupational and

educational'information.

The fourth type, placement services, \refer to prOcedures for

assisting student in obtaining jobs.

The fifth type of intervention used seminars or-workshops as

a means for focusing on a specific careerthguidance objective such

as assisting a client to-acquire satisfactory work habits.

The next three categories of interventions (experience-based

career education, employer-based career educatioh, and

ccioperative ed6cation)
refers to planned edutational experiences

designed to enable learners to acquire skills, attitudes, and

knowledge for work an other life toles by participating in work

settings and cooperative education.

The ninth type of intervention, alternative career education,-

refers to a specially constructed combination of career related

instruction in a variety of settings. The intent of the

education is to provide the student with-an individualized,

program of instruction.

The tenth category of intervention-is career and vocational

exploration activities
which include a wide range of techniques

intended to facilitate the process of identifying and.choosing

careers.

7



This structure was used as a ruler in developing the
inventory of studies to be aggregated. That is, no study was
included which did not (1) utilize at least one of-the ten types
of interventions listed in Figure 1 and (2) collect evidence
relative to at least one of the outcomes. Primary syntheses were
IDepared by outcome area, e.g., improved school performance,
personal and interpersonal work skills. Secondary analyses
exaffiined interventions.used in achieving those outcomes.

Ns,

Guidance interventions
(Independent variables)

Counseling

Classroom Activities

Computer-based Programs

Placement Services

Seminars and Workshops

Experience-based Career Education
' (EBCE)

Cooperative Education

Employer-based Career Education

Alternative Career Education.

Voc'ational and Career Exploration
,Activities

Figure 1.

EfEEFIL2>

NN.

Guideline Outcomes
(dependent variables)

ImOroved School Involvement and Perfdrmance

--school retention and attendance

--academic performance

- -basic skills achievement

--lparninlg and study:skills

--educational planning

Personal and Interpersonal work skills

- rself-awareness

--interpersonal ;Hid life skills '

- -work values

Preparation for Careers

Career Planning Skills

Career Awareness and Exploration

Conceptual Framework Undergirding the Study

8
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CHAPTER 3

A REVIEW OF THE-FINDINGS OF THE STUDIES

This-chapter reviews the findings of the studies. It is

divided into two parts. The first part reviews the findings of

more than 200 studies specifically identified for th.is report.

.The second part summarizes 14 additional supporting reports that

previously reviewed the outcomes of,career guidance

interventions. The total review represents an estimated 500

studies.

The review for part one is based on information Contained in

Appendices A, B, and C. Each appendix organIzes_the same studies

differently in order to examine the significant variables of the

studies (by populations, interventions, and outcomes).' Appendix-

A classifies studies to depict major cafeer guidance objectives-

outcomes theynes; Appendix B classifies them by treatment inter-

ventions; and Appendix C classifies them by target populations.

Each class of information will be discussed below.

Career Guidance Themes

Appendix A_ groups the studies by five career guidance themes.

Each theme represents a cluster of career guidance objectiveS

that reflect a siffillar purpose for-their client$. "For example,

the fheme of improved school invOlvement and performance reflects

a grOup of objectives intended to help clients_become more

involved in such academic performance as increasing school

participation; basic skills,.and educational planning. -The-

themes were derived by a panel of three career guidance experts,

who reviewed and cat:egorized each study objective for their

Similar purposes. The five themes and their subtopics are-as

follows:

'o Improved SChool InVolvement and Performance

- -School retention
- -School attendance
--School participation
--Academic performance
--Learning/study skills
--Basic skills
--Education4 planning

9
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O Personal and Interpersonal Work Skills

--Self-awareness
--Interpersonal skills
--Life skills or life rolecompetencies
--Work values
--Out-of-school behavior

O preparation for Careers

--Vocational skills or work-related skills
-,Career implementation skills and/or

employability skills

o Career Planning Skills

o Career Awareness and.Explgration

All of the relevant studies,for each theme_were listed in

figure 1 under that theme. Each study describes client
objectives, intervention/strateay, settings, populations,

outcomes, author, and,date. The highlights of the findings of
each of the five themes are summarized-next.

Improved School Involvement and Performance

This theme identified various methods foe motijvatinq students

to remain in/School, to attend school on a more frequent basis, .

or to participate in school-relatid,activities.

Forty-three studies dealt with.the theme of improved school
involvement or performance as all or part of their career
guidance objectives. Highlights of the findings of some of these
studies are as follows:

o Studies of potential ninth-grade dropouts &kind
that those who received individual and group counseling,
took field trips to employment sites, heard guest
speakers, and saw films experienced a significant decrease

in dropout rate. (Campbell 1981)

0 ,A study of tenth- and eleventh-tgrade Indian youth who
\\\ (1) participated in vocational, personal, and school

counseling (2) attended seminars and job exploration
., field trips, and (3) heard guest speakers, experienced a
'N significant decrease in dropout rate. (Career

Guidance for Indian Youth 1976) ,

10 21
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o Absenteeism and dropout rates were-reduced for.sudents

in grades 9-12 through an alternative learning project--

an individual basic skills program, a college preparatory

course, community-wide career exploration activities, a

broad arts program, and through counseling. (Kenyon 1974)

o The use of the General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) as a

part of a preselection procedure together with vocational

counseling as a preparatory procedure for admittance into

vocational programs proved to be a significant factor in

male vocational center trainees' completion rate in their

chosen vocatiolial programs. (Serednesky, Cahill, and'

Engelhart 1974)

o Classroom guidance, case conferences, peer counseling,

parent information, counseling groups for parents,

community groUp cooperation, self-esteem groups, teacher

support, and attendance monitoring, provided potential .

dropouts in grades 9-12 with the impetus to stay in

school, earn more credits, redUce unekcused absences,

increase participation in school activities, set and

attain their own learning objectives, improve their

reading skills, and raise their self-esteem. (Stoker

1979)
. -

Experience-based career education (EBCE) with

twelfth-grade students enhanced their scores on the five

Comprehensive Test of Basic.Skills (CTBS) subtest-

posttests when considered simultaneously. (Carey and

Weber 1979)

,o Classroom experiences an an ihner-city New York City .

setting with tenth-grade students enrolled in a general

education curriculum served to improve significantly

thein'attendance and punctuality, and to increase school

and self-initiated exploratory behavior. (Hamdani.1977)

o Another EBCE program conducted with high school students

helped to improve their attitudes toward work, their

recognition of the importance of learning marketable

skills, and their work habits as well as school_

attendance. (Handler et'al, 1978)

o Educationally disadvantaged spudents -who participated in

an integrated program of vocational, compensatory? and :

career educ'ation experienced-significant changes in -

achieVement levels during the project. (Holmes 1979)

o

f

Another EBCE program produced improvements in self-

attitudes, attitudes toward school, attitudes toward

others, attitudes toward education in general, and

e
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increases in academic achievement. Conecuh County
Experience-Based Career Education 1977)

o An EBCE program for high school juniors and seniors that
stressed career exploration activities,'cateer'
counseling, and academic instruction fostered some
significant and some nonsighificant gains for students in
all-test areas and revealed_that academic achievement was

not hindered by EBCE participation. (Experience-Based
Career Education Project 1978)

o Students in grades 7, 9, and 11 whO participated in an
incremental careee education project and who had
achievement test scores that were below norm improved tO
be at or above the norms in later grades. (Omvig 1979)

o High school students participating in EBCE showed
effectiveness in achieving growth in basic skills, career

awareness, interpersbnal skills, and enhanced motivation

to learn. (Peterson 1975)

o Gifted and talented high school juniors and senaors who
participated in .a public service administration
internship program in,career education revealed some
inconsistencies in attitudes ,:tbout the relevancy of
skills they learned-in school to their functioning in the

_

world,of work. (Public Servide Administration
Internship Program in Career Education 1978)

o Twelfth-grade EBCE students made significant gains in
academic subjects, career degision-making and employment-
seeking skills, and,motivation toward school. (Stead

and Hartnett 1978)

o

,

College students who experienced a -combination of group

counseling, study skills instruction, and individual,
internal/external locus of control counseling reCeived

significantly higher grade point averages than did

comparison groups. (Whyte 1978)

o Evaluation results of an alternative high school program
designed to improve attitudes toward learning revealed
that participating studehts compared favorably with other

high school students and that Che greatest-gains were in
reading skills apd in attitudes toward school. (Smith

1975)

o Ninth- and tenth-grade students who participated in the
Career Education Plus program fully or partially attained

improvement in oral communication, improved writing

12



skills, and improved quantitative skills. (Career

Education: Planning, Learning, Understanding,. and

Succeeding (CE 1977)

o Puerto hican high sChool students who parcicipated in an

EBCE program showed a greater gain over non-EBCE studentS

in almost all academic areas tested. (Experience-

Based Career Education Project 1982)-

o Ninth- and tenth-grade students participating in an EBCE

program aid not show any increased mastery in all career

skills, life skills, and.basic skills, nor did they show

any decrease. (Muse and Coombs 1977)

Theme Summary

--School retention and attenKance., All nine studies

demonstrated improvepents in this area.- ,The most

frequent interventions employed to achieve improvements

were indiv2dualized -student learving experiences such aS

counseling and special classroom activitiesp

--Academic ionformance. Ten'studies repotted objectives to .

imprOve the academic performance of students. Six-of the

studkes showed improvements--five through EBCE, and the

sixth through counseling. Tour that used EBCE did not,

demonstrate improvement.

--Learning-study skills. Eighteen studies reported

objectives to help students,acquire learning-stydy skillS

and develop pos±tive attitudes toward school. Thirteen of

-the eighteen studies.reported.gains for these behaviors;

however, the bulk of these gains were for pOsitive

attitudes toward school. Of the interventions

demonstrating gainS, ten used EBCE, two-used classroom

learning experiences, and one used'counseling.

- -Basic Skills. Fifteen studies included the improvement of

basic skills as part of their overall objectives for

career guidance intervention. Eight of V.he fifteen

studies demonstrated improvements in basic skills'using

EBCE, and classtoom instruption. The remaining seven

stydies did not demonstrate improvements using.similar

intetventionS.

--Educational planning. All three studies deMonstrated

improvements in educational planning particularly as the

13
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planning related to preparation for-careers._ Improvements

were attributed to career exploration, career education, :

and counseling interventions.

ConclUsion. A total-of fortSf-one studies focused on one or °

more of the five dimensions of this theme. The majority ef the

studies reported gains in student behaviOrs- The gains were

-attributed primarily to interventions involving Andimidualized

student learning experiences such as,EBCE, special clasroom

actiVitie, career exploration, and counseling.

_
,
,Personal and 'Interpersonal Work Skill's Q1,

. \ ,
,

The second theme, personal alld.in*personal work skills,

.
treats such, topics as self-examination\and recognition of ond'S

work"potent.ial and job satifaction, crarification of values,

attitudes toward sex role stereotyping, arid increased personal

confidence and self-esteem; In addition, the fteme includes

personal and interpersonal work skills, 11 e skills, the dignity

of vork, and positive out-of school behavio . Thirty studies

i related to this theme. General findings of the studies relating

to this second theme'are as'follow: ,

,, ....
.

o Significant differences.were,found between first-year male

°and female college students who participated in a
curriculum,model to reduce sex bias and seX, role

stereotyping. (Blimline 1976) .

o Predominantly urban, 'black tenth-grade students.who

scored in excess of'20 percentile points belovAthe

national norm in basicskills achievement and_ vihd

participated in a planned cluster of diverse careerz-

focused activities received higher scores than did ithe

comparison group on totar Crites' Maturity Invente)ry

competency scores. (Career Education Resource
Center Program (CERCP) 1979)

o High school EBCE students demonstrated growth in bas'ic

skills, career awareness, and interpersonal skills. \

(Chatham 1975)

o Ninth- and tenth-grade students from an area vocational

school(participating in a career exploration program)

were better informed about career choice and
demonstrated more positive attitudes about their

abilities and chances for vocational advancement qs
compared to students from the control school and the

general high school._ *(Cochran and Weis 1972)'

14
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-o Community college students enrolled ip a cooperative

educaizion program had mixed,results. Those students

who wei.:e"placed in Internship'positiohs appeared -

to exfzerience-a greater impact regarding 'Perceptions-.

of themselves, whereas students in the classroom setting

exp2rienced a greater impact with regard to perceptions-

ofreferred occupation. (Ducat 1980)

o Community-based care(-_-x
experiences, a career resource

room,,and an individualized course4of instruction with,

community experiences for-high school Students enhanced

their perfdrmance on a Career Maturity Index. Sme .

evidence of appropriate attitude develophlenq.plso.was

seen. (Experience-Based Career Education 1978)

o Tenth-graders in an inner-city New York school who, had

about 100.hours of classroom experiences evidenced gains.--

in carder maturiV,that remained intact four months after

treatment. (Hamdani 1977)

o EBCE high school students in Pennsylvania showed

-Improved attitudes toward work, recognized the

importanae oflearning marketable skills, improved their-

work habits, anO.had better school f.-,77-endance. - (handler

'et al. 19784 .

-%

o A community-based,career
education program for higfi

School students had a definite impact on the students'

abiiities to analyze condiptions-and requirements of

occupations. However, 1,itt1e or no.impact was realized

regarding increased
un.dersta.iding of positive and

negative rewards asso(ciated with various types-of-work.

There was an increase in students"understanding of

mn 'abilities. Little or no impact was found

regarding the actual selection of jobs stereotyped for the

opposite sex. (Highline's Vocational Exploratory and

Rreparatory Program )978)

o For students in grades 9-12 an alternative learning

projectincluding an indiv-idual basic skills program.,

a college preparatory -ourse, community-w-ide career

exploration activities, a broad arts,program, and

counselingimproved students' attitudes toward

themselves and school in general., (Kenydri 1974) °

An intermediate career education course conducted witn

igh school students that focused on perceptualization

self.and environmental orientations), concept4a1ization

(directional choice and adaptive'behavior), and



generalization (accommodation, satisfaction, mastery)

significantly 'improved studenta' knowledge of personal and,

int,erpersonal work skills. (Leton 1975_)__

o A vocational, exploration group that was.used with non-
handicapped and physically impaired students to increase
self-recognition of work potential and job satisfiers

helped to induce changes 'in favor Of a self-report

of more options. Also, significant increases were found

in aspirations that tend to reveal self-confidence-and
Independence and in recognition of work potential.

-There were also Increases in the number of work

areas considered personally relevant. (Neely and Kosaer

1977) .

o When Project DisCovery materials were used with students

to increase their experience base and heighten awareness

of the kind bf wbrk,for which,their abilities and
Interests su'ted them, the mean change on all scales of

the Mature 3essment of Discovery Exploration.increased
:as the group mean for packages explbred Increased. (Olive

1978)

o Self-appraisal, occupational information, goal .

selection, planning, and problem solving were areas in .

which students classified as low-achieving urban

tenth-graders made signifitant gains after participating

in coordinated .activities in the Career Education
Resource Center, the classroom, and,the community.

(Page 1980)

o USing a computer-based vocational exploration program,
eleventh-grade males demonstrated Increased accuracy

about their intelligence.but'not about their interests

after treatments that included feedback. Increases were

largely due to changes' in subjects who originally."
Underest3;mated their intelligence. :(Pilato and Myers

1973)..

o Results from ,the'Student Attitude Survey in the area of

self=awareness, conducted as a part of a public Service
administration program in career education With gifted

and talented students,.revealed.that second semester

interns held,basically positive attitudes about

.
themselves and knew themselves well-enough tb at least

begin to make logical dareer decisions. (Public

Service, Administration Internship Program in Career'

Education 1978)
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o A short-term educational program for"comminity/junior
college females assisted women to enter nontraditional
occupations by helping them to set career gOals and to

change_stereotypical attitudes. Participants reported

feeling less deterrence from potential barriers and having

more control over career deVelopment. (Thomas et al.

1980)

o A career education program (Career Education:. Planning,

Learning, Understanding, and Succeeding) conducted
with a ninth- and tenth-grade stumts did not reveal
effectiveness in Improving reading skills, development

of self-knowledge, more positive attitudes toward work,,-

or a higher level of career awareness. (Career

Education: Planning, Learning, Understanding,' and

Succeeding 1977)

o Results of an.ECBE program revealed,that EBCE students

showed improved attitudes toward work..and recognized the

importance.of leerning marketable skills, improved work

habits, and school attendance. (Handler et al. 1978)

Theme Summary

--Self-awareness. Nineteen studies, reported data on,

self-awareness. These'studies noted increases in such

related areas as attitudes, self-confidence, self-

appraisal, and self-knowledge. These concepts also
manifested themselves in a number of specific behavioral
changes (e.g., more positive attitudes about abilities

and-changes for Vocational advancement, less deterrence"

from potential barriers to women community/junior

college students, greater recognition of work .potential

and options, and heightened awareness of the kinds of'

work for which abilities aIld interests are suited.).

.of the nineteen studies, seventeen (89 percent) showed
positive restIlts in various aspects of this objective.

Five studies used experienced-based career education as

an intervention strategy; five used career and

vocational exploratiOn; four used career education

interventions. The other two studies which showed

positive results uSed classroom activities and career

education interventions; in these two instances, either

no significant differences were found between the

experimental and comparison groups on any of,the
criteria or the report of the findings were

inconclusive.

17



In summary, studies that relied upon such

interventions as career educationeither
experienced-based or school-based--and career and
vocational exploration, reported data on various
dimensions of improved self-awareness.

--Interpersonal and life skills. Only five studieS
reported data in this area. Although this topic was not

one of the_major focuses, some positive data were
reported regarding progress in students' ability to
relate their personal interests and values to their
career choices and in their relationships with adults.
The primary improVements in this area dealt with
enhanced motivation to leatn and more positive attitudes

toward schooling. Of the total, four out of five" 0
studies showed positive results in Various aspects of

this objective.

All five of the studies, interestingly, utilized
variation of the experience-based career education

(EBCE) model. With regard to the fifth study, although

the studente did not show any increased mastery in this
area, neither did they eilow any decreases. In summary,

EBCE v;las the only intervention cited that resulted in
improvements in this ar:)a.

--Work values. Six studies reported data in this area.
The two most relevant outcomes were (1) an EBCE finding

that showed improved attitudes toward work, the
recognition Of the importance of learning marketable
skills, and improved 'work habits; and (2) the variables

of amount of work experience, work plans, and
educational plans were found to bear significant
relationships to the attainment of occupational survival

skills. Of the total number, five out of eix studies
showed positive results in various aspects of this

objective. In these studies, three of the interventions

dealt with career education activities; the other two
were experienced-based career education model and a

classroom activity (module). With regard to the eixth
studyin cvhich career education was the
interventionmore positive attitudes toward work were

not reported. In-summary, career,education was the most

,prelevant intervention cited that resulted in
improvements in this area.

Conclusion. A total of thirty studies dealt collectively-wth
this multiple objective--nineteen with self-awareness, five with
interpersonal and life skills, and six with work values. Two

studies (Chatham's and Comer's) apppared in more than one

sub-group.
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The overwhelming majority of studies in this outcome category

reported positive effects, e.g., twenty-six out of the total of

thirty (or 86.6 percent), seventeen out of nineteen in self-

awareness, four out of five in interpersonal and life skills, and

five out of six in work values. In summary, the various interventions

utilized7-particularly EBCE, career education, and career and voca-

tional exploration--led to favOrable results.

With regard to the interventions in the thirty studies,

one-third (14 were experienced-based career education

activities The other two most prevelant ones were career

education activities (7) and career and vocational exploration

(5). In short, interventions which provided for "hands-on"

experiences that went beyond the walls of the classroom are the

most popular and, seemingly, the most useful devices for

improving personal and interpersonal work skills.

Preparation for Careers_

The third theme, preparation for careers, includes methods

for improving the ability to locate, obtain, perform, and keep a

job. Fourteen studies addressed some facet of this theme.

Findings relatihg to preparation for careers are as follows

o Ninth- and tenth:grade students who partrcipated iR

Career Educatiou: Planning, Learning, Understanding,

Succeeding, satisfactorily completed projects and

demonstrated competence and development of career

knowledge and career exploration. (Career Education:

Planning, Learning, Understanding, and Succeeding 1977)

An ECBE program for high school students that was designed

to improve the skills and knowledge necessary to Choose,

enter, advance in, and find satisfaction in adult roles

succeeded in enhancing growth in baib skills, career'

awareness, interpersonal skills, and student motIvation.

(Chatham"1975)

o High school students who participated in an EBCE program

reportedly achieved growth 'in preparation for career

opportunities, communication skills, math, perceptions of'

environment, motivation to learn, and ability tO'solve

problemsv make decisions, and take action.
(Experience-Based Career Education Project 1982)

o -Some of the high school students and agency participants

_who used the_Guidance_Information System (GIS) reported

that although the GIS is not designed-to-de-ye-lop-

job-seeking or job-keeping skills, it aided them in

these skills. (Ryan et 'al. 1980)
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o With male wmates in a prerelease training program,
both model-exposure plus role playing and model exposure

and role playing with video feedback yielded
significantly greater results tor itproving job

interview skills than did simply using model exposure
(Speas 1979).

o Twelfth-grade students in an experience-based career

education program made significant gains in academic

subjects as well as in career deciSion-making and
employment-seeking skills. (Stead and Hartnett 1978)

o Ninth- and.tenth-grade,students in a program designed to

sv.pplement corresponding grade level components of the

Chio Development Program showed more career-reiated
learning in developmental areas, especially cognitive

learning. (McCadley and Rusling 1979)' .

o A Work Experience and Career Exploration Program (WECEP)

used with junior high school and senior high school
students identified as potential dropouts was
significantly related to-an increase in theirmeasured

vocational maturityc. (Schmadt and Dyke7.an 1979)

Of 179 senior dropout-prone Neighborhood Youth Corps

students enrolled in a vocational exploration program

in the private sector, 71.5 percent continued their
employment,- 9.5 percent continued their education,

4.,5 percent joined the military, 10.6 percent did not

work after graduation, and 2.8 percent got married.
.Sprengel. and Tomey 1974)

Theme Summary

Fourteen studies focused On this theme. Twelve studies

demonstrated positive gains. The gains were attributed to four

types-of interventions: (a) counseling, (2) classroom

instruction, (3),EBCE, and (4) career exploration activities.

Career Planning Skills

The fourth theme, Career planning skills, includes career

decision making, goal setting, educational and vocational

planning, goal selection, long-range and short-range planning,
knowledge_of resources for planning, increased realism of

voca.tionalchoice,information seeking, vocational maturity, and

career development. Thirty-four studies dealt With-thiS-aree-of
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career guidance. Highlights of the findings of some of these

studies.are as folloW:

o A positive relationship was found to exist between the

use of group reinforcement counseling and career
information seeking of male collegejreshmen and
sophoMores., (Aiken and Johndton 1973)

o Eleventh-grade females in an all-women's counseling
group were better able to make career decisions than
did women in *a sexually mixed caroup. (Brenner and Gazda-

Grace 1979)

o Tenth-grade students who participated in Business
,Industry-Training-EducatiOn (BITE) classes
demonstrated 20 percent gairis both in.attitude and
competency scores regarding ca'reer awareness,
exploration, aAd decision making. (California State

Department of Education 1978)

o The Career Education Resource Center Program (CERCP)

assisted predomiriantly black,,tenth grade students who

scored in excess of 20 percentile paints below the
national norm in basic skills adhievement, and
positively influencing their career-related competencies.
(Career Education Resource Center Program 1979)

o Undergraduate college students who voluntarily
participated in a computer-based guidance program were

assisted in decision making and'in learning skills related

to choice of academic major. (Cochran et al. 1977)

9 A college credit course, Decision Making for Careen
Development, used with first and second-year college

students undecided about theleacademic major, career

field, or occupation within a'career field was
instrumental.in helping more than 70 percent of the
enrollees to select a major and an_occupation. (Evans and

Rector 1978)

Short-term counseling with tenth-grade students was

utilized effectively to facilitate career maturity.
(Flake, Roach, and Stenning 1935)

o A career development seminar for undergraduate college
students resulted in participants' viewing work as a.

more important aspect of life, becoming more personally

involved_in_the_career choice process,,and_becoming
more independent in decision making as compared to

control studentS. (Ganster and Lovell 1978)
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o Junior and senior high school students participating

in an experimental career education ,program appeared

to increase the maturity of their career
attitudes and achieve gains on career competencies as

measured by the Career Maturity Index career competency

tests. (Greene 1973)

o Experience-based career eduCation significantly

increased-students' (grades 7-14) career planning ability

and ability to relate their personal interests and values

to career choices. (Hagans 1975)

o When a course on career decision-making skills was used

with academic and nonacademic eleventh-grade students,

the Course seemed to be more effective with,the non-

academic groups. (Jackson and Egner 1976).

o -An experience-based career education program was

effectively utilized with students in grades 9-12 to

help prepare them for career opportunities and to increase

their ability to .plan, solve problems, make decisions, and

take action. (Maguire 1975)

Experience-based career education utilizing techniques

of time management and short- and long-range,planning
'aSsisted students in gra.C.es-9-12 to achieve growth in

basic skills, self-awareness, career awareness, career .

development skills, life-skills,- and motivation to learn.

(McClure 1975)

o From 50 percent to 69 percent of urban twelfth-grade

students who used the Self-Directed Search were able to

make a career choice without the aid of a counselor.

(McGowan 1977)

o Low-readiness high school sophomores realized more

change regarding vocational decision making with

individual counseling than with nine computerized
vocational information programs. (Melhus, Hershenson, and

Vermillion 1973)

o With ninth-grade females, peer social mOdeling was

related to an increase in both the variety and

frequency of information-seeking behaviors. (Motsc)-t

1980

o Tenth-grade:students who used the Educational and

Career exploration_System made larger gains in terms

of choice and use of resources tor occupational-
exploration than did control group students. (Myers

et al. 1975)
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o Junior_and senior-high school students participating

in an experimental career education program appeared

to Increase the maturity of their career

attitudes and achieve gains on career Competencies as

measured by the.Careen-Maturity Index career competency

tests.. (Greene 1973)

o Experience-based career education significantly

Increased students' (grades 7-14) career planning ability'

and ability to relate their personal,interests and values

to career choices. (Hagans 1975) -.

Ninth-grade females with average on above-avexage-

academic"ability who participated in Small group

sessionS on vocational planning after receiving

reports of'their vocational*interest score's

demonstrated increased occupational exploration.and

congruence between occupational preferences and

measured interests. (Prediger and Noeth 1979)

A computer-based career guidance system program

appeared.to-assist_undecided
college students to make

appropriate career dedisions better than students

enrolled in the traditional program. (Risser and

Tulley 1977)

4110

o Career planning experiences-and occupational

exploration utilizing career logs; career sithulations,

and written occupational briefs used with academic

high-risk, low-economic-status black 'first-year college

students was beneficial in raising their career maturity

levels. (Rolle et al. 1977)

o A computer-assisted program and counselor aid used with

community college students was found to be helpful in

decision-making skills. It was most effective when

combined with structured counselor intervention.

(Sampson and Stripling 1979) ',--

o Vocational maturity was siq:lificantly increased in

volunteer first- and second-year college students

as a result of career croup experiences, (Schenk,

Johnston, and Jac.obsen 1979)

o Experience,based cal-eer education students showed

positive increases:in test results concerning. career

.knowledge, planning, and maturity. ,(Shively and Davis
A

1979a).



o A short-term educational program used with female
community and junior college students was helpful in
assistrng women to enter nontradrtional occupations
by enabling them to set career goals and to change
stereotypical attitudes. (Thomas et al. 1980)

o Use of the Kuder Occupational Interest Survey (KOIS).
with high_school students was found.to have better
,results with students who were interested in taking an
interest inventoty and obtaining their results. These,
students showed more gains in certainty and satisfaction
with their plannedoccOpation., (Zytowski 1977)

Theme Summary

In general, career guidance intervention's seem to have a,
beneficial impact on acquiring career planning skills. Of the
thirty-four studaes reporting.evidence on this theme,
twenty-seven found a positrve outcome. Although many different
interventions were used to,achieve the outcomes, two %were

mentioned in over half the studies--EBCE and counseling. Other
interventions ranged from codputer-based programs to classroom

activities.

Career Awareness and Exploration

The final theme, career awareness and exploration, includes a

. variety of methods for increasing,career options; for cOnsidering
various occupations and career opportunities; for improving
awareness, knowledge, and exploration of careers; for broadening
understanding of job duties and requirements.; for increasing the
overall awareness of the world of work; and for enhancing career
knowledge generally. Includ.xl in this theme ate forty-four

studies. Major findings of some of these studies are as follow:.

o Tenth-grade students who utilized Business-Industry-
Training Education classes demonstrated 20 percent
gains both in attitude and competency scores. (California

State Department of Education 1978).

o ,Low-achieving, tenth-grade black students participating in

a Career EducatiOn Resource Center prbgram-showed what
appear to be pOsitive influences on their career related
competencies. ,(Career Education Resource_Center Program

1979)

o-,-Indran youths in grades 10 and 11 made srgnrficant,
improvement in vocational awareness as a result of
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vocational, personal, and school.counselin; seminars and

job exploration field,-trips;- and guest speakers. (Career

Guidance for Indian YoUth 1976).

o Experiencebased career education with high school_

students enhanced growth in basic skills, career

awareness, and interpersonal skills. (Chatham 1975).

,o Career exploration With gifted and.talented high

school students produced affective and cognitive

gaills.in terms of real life career exploration'.

(Crusey 1979).

o A cooperative education program with community college

students revealed that students who participated in an

internship experienced greater Changes in perceptions of

self,and thatttheir classroom experience created more

impact bn perceptions of their preferred,occupations.

(Ducat 1980)

o High school stifdents participating in an experience-based

career education program showed total batterli superiority

on the Career Maturity Index as compared to non=EBCE

students. (Experience,-Based Career Education 1978)

o ,A career exploration course for first-and

second-year students helped the majority' of the students

to make better career depisions. (Evans and Rector

1978)

o Inner-city tenth-grade student6 enroYled in. general

education curricula who had special classroom guidance

experiences for one class period per day for one term

engaged in more self-initiated exploratory activities,

improved.their ability to expreSs a vocational preference,

and maintained vocational maturity gains on-the Career

Maturity Index four.months after treatment., (Hamdani

1977) \

o High schbol students who participated in a community-based

career education.program became more'adept at analyzng

conditions 4nd requirements of occupations, but their

understandings of positive,and negative rewards associated

with.various types, of work were not significantly

affected. (Highline's Vocational Exploratory and

preparatory Progtam 1978)'

o Coordinated activities in a Career Education Resource

Center, in the classtoom, and, in the community, assisted

low-achieving, urban tenth-rgrade students in achieving
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significant gains in self-appraisal, occupational
-information, goal selection, planning; and problem
solving. (Page 1980)

o Gifted and talented high school students who participated
in the Career Education in the Arts program showed fairly
favorable attitudes toward themselves, the arts, and the
world of work in the arts on preteses and posttests.
Students showed many positive changes in cognitive items
that dealt with knowledge about work in the arts and
career decision making. (Paul 1977)

o Ninth-grade female-students who received a report
their vocational interest Scores and participated
in small group seSsions on vocational planning
demonstrated increased occupational exploration
and congruence between occupational preferences
and measured interests.. *(Prediger and Noeth 1979) ,

o College students preferred CHOICES, an interactive
computer-based guidance program, over the Self-
Directed Search, although both programs receVVed
positive ratings. (Reardon, Bonnell, and Hud40.ston 1982)

o Academic high-risk, low-economic-status black college
students in their first year experienced an increase in
Career maturity level through the use of career logs,

career simulations, and written occupational briefs.
(Rolle' et al. 1977)

of

a ExperienCe-based career education students showed
positive increases in test results concerning career
knowledge, career maturity, attitUdes'toward education,

sex role stereotyping, locus of control, and attitudes
toward self. (Shively and Davis 1979)

o High school students in either Vocational Preference
Inventory or the Self-Directed 'Search groups were found to
be considering more occupational alternatives and were
more satisfied with their current occupational choices
than were students in the control group. The Self-
Directed Search group reported less of a need to see a

,counselor than did students in either the Vocational
Preference Inventory or control groups. (Zener and

Schnuelle 1976)
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Theme'Summary

Forty-four studies reported data in this area. Career
guidance interventions appeared to stimulate career awareness and

exploration. 'Various researchets noted that subjects reported
more.occupational,alternatives and greater satisfaction with

current occupational choices. Increased knowledge about work and

career decision making also were teported. Experienced-based
career education,(EBCE), particularly, pointed toward improved
career awareness of participants. 'In fact, career exploration
was cited by one study as being the strongest component of the

EBCE activity.

a

Osf the total, thirty-one studies (70.5 percent) showed pbsitive .

results in various aspects of this objective. The remaining thirteen
(29.5 percent) indicated either no significant difference'e between the

groups,studiedl mixed results,,or minK differences.
,

The following interventions were utilized: _career and

vocational exploration (.15), experienced-based Career education
(9), career education (8), counseling activities (8), classroom'

activities (3), seminars"(1), and cooperatiNie education (1). In'

terms of interventions that showe6 more positive effects, the
following were mbst prevalent: career and vocational expl.oration

, (9) experienced-based career education (7), counseling activities'

(7), and career edycation activities (6);

In summary, studies which relied upon such intexventions as
these reported positive data oh improved career awdreness: *the

inventory of knowledge, values, preferences, and self-concepts
that an individual uses in the course of making career-related
choices. These interventions ate most prevalent, too, in career

exploration: one's involvement in trying out a variety of

activities, roles, and situations in ordet to find out more about
aptitude for or interest in an occupatiOn or other career

opportunities.

Types of Career Guidance Interventions*

Ten broad types of career guidance intervention techniques

were identified. They are counseling, classroom activities,
coMputer-based programs, placement services, seminars and
workshops, experience-based career education, cooperative
education, employer-based career education, alternative career
education, and career and vocational exploration techniques. For

*Studies ,are /listed by type of intervention, author, and
publication in Appendix B.
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,most types or categories of interventions, a large variety of
techniques appear within each category.

.The first type of intervention is counseling. Various types
of counseling strateOes are included within this teChnique,
including group activities, videoteped models, structured
interaction, individual activities, and follow-gp activities.
Twenty-one',studies were found that utilized counseling as all or
part of the plan to produce desired career guidance effects.

a

The second type of intervention is tlassroom activities.
This broad group contains the following kinds of activities:
career guidance curriculum, career guidance infusion, curriculum
models for reducing sex bias and sex role stereotyping, basic
skills instrUction,.guest speakers, films, occupational eurvivAl

skills training modules, academic instruction, programmed
instruction, career logs, career simulation, occupational briefs,
and study skills. Thirty studies were reviewed that incorporated
at least one of the forms of classroom activities mentioned above
as a means to implement Career guidance effects.

The third type or category of iftervention is computer-based

programs. Eight studies were reviewed that utilized this

intervention. The computer-based programs implemented in the

eight studies included the folloviing: System of Interactive
Guidance Information, Educational and Career Exploration System,

kN' Computer-mediated Guida'te, Computerized Vocational Inforffiation
System,Computer-based Vocational ExploratiOn, and Computer-Based

Career Exploration (CHOICES).

For the fourth category, ,placrment services, two studies were

found. Other.studies may have, also incorporated placement as

part oftheir career guidance efforts, but the two studies (cited

in Appendix B) did so specifically.

The fifth tpe pf antervention used seminars or workshops as

a means for inducing career guidance effects. Three studies_were

found.

The sixth category of intervention is experience-based career

education. Twenty studiee were inCluded.

For the next two categories of Interventions, cooperative
education and employer-based career education, only one study for

each was located,.

In the ninth category, altennative career education, thrfe

studies were found.
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The final category of inteeventions is caree'r and vocational,

exploration techniques. Included were studies dealing with one
or more of the following strategies: vocational exploration
group, Hunt'S Matching Model Paradrgm, field trips to local
employment sites, internships, Self-Directed Search, career
planning experience, -GATB profiles, community-wide career ex-

ploration, the BITE (business,..industry, training, °education)

project, $i.nger Vocational Evaluation System, Nonsexist
Vocational CaAl Sort, SeekingAlternatiVe Vocational EdUcation,
Work Experience and Career 55<ploration Program, Taylor Manifest

Anxiety Scale, Career MaturitIOnventory, VocationaI'Preference
Inventory, and kilder Occupational Interest Survey. Thirty-nihe
studies mere cited for thrs category.

The Effects of Intervention,Types

The previous discussion fodused on aggregating research re-
lative to a particular outcome theme (e.g., .improved school

involvement and performance). This section will review outcope
themes In relation to the aggregation of evidence for.various
intp;rvention types'for each outcome theme. Table 1 suMmarizes

these data. Each cell of the'table diSplays the number bf
studies and the percentage of L..he studies in which the effect was

,poqAtive. Three points need to be emphas,ized with_re.gard to
,4

thepe data.

The most frequently mentioned interventions is
experienced-based career education. This finding could
be an artifact of frequent EBCE experimentation,- Because,

EBCE was a federally sponsored intervention-, many
evaluations were cOnducted and,reported on the

effectiveness of this intervention. Also, EBCE typically

was desigehed as, an omnibus intervention impacting on
multiple outcomes. In other wOrds, EBCE.may be
overrepresented in the literature.

Overall, the most consistently successful i.ntervention

is counseling. Perhaps face-to-face interventions
generally are more powerful than those delivered through

other areas.

3. Excepe'for seminars and Workshops,.the othei .

interVentions are effective for at least hall.f or.more of

the total studies. The totals ranged froM-forty-nine
percent for alternative career education to Seventy-nine

s$,S5 5

percent for Classroom activLties.'

k
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY DISPLAY OF PERCENTAGE OF SUCCESSFUL OUTCOMES
SY INTERVENTION TYPES

.' Intervention Type. -

.......k.

.

Outcome Area

,

Counsel-
ing

' '

Classroom
Activities

Computer.:
basea
Programs.

Seminars
Workshops

.

'

ESCE

Coop
Educe-
tion.

Alternative
Career
Educetion

Career
Awareness

and.
Exploration
Techniques

Outcome

Total
Studies by'

Area
,

Improved
Sctlool
-Involvement
and
Performance

8 (880* 7

.

(1000 -

.

- -
.

-
.

' 29 (66%) - -

'A

1 (100%)
. .

, 7 (43%)

.
'

52 (7_10
,
$

I

Personal and
Inter-
personae
Work Skills-

- - 2 (50%) 1

'

(100%)

.

'- - 5 (100%) 1 (100%)

.

5 (80%) S (100%)

a

19
k

(ns)

Preparation
for '4
C s

(100%) 3

.

(67%) 1 (100%) - -

.

3

.

(67%) - - - - 3'(100%) 14

.

(860

.

Career
Planning.
Skills

9 (77%)

,

4 (.750.:

,

4 (50%). - - 9

.

(77%)
' .

.- - 12 (75%)

.

39

.

(76%)

.

C Aware-
nes. .aind'

Explore-
tion
Techniques

7 (1000

,

3 (67%)

.

-

,

- ' 1 (0%) 9 (78%) 1 (b%) 8-(75%) 15 (600 44 (70%)

Total
Studisi' by .

Intorven-
tion Type

28 (89%) 19 (79%) 6 (67%) 1 (00 55 (73%) 2 (50%) 14 (49%)

'

_.

42 (69%)

.

"Each cell gives the number of studies and,the percentage of the studios in which tho effect was positive.

5

Populations Studied*

Career guidance effects studaes.were grouped according to

.four major categories: secondary and postsecondary level

students (grades 9-14), vocational center trainees, inmates, and

mi?ced grade levels.

The first group:secondary and postsecondary, is by far the

Most extensive group of studies. .To focus on specific pop-

ulations within this broad category, further subdivisions were

identified. These are as follows: rural, inner citY and dis-

advantaged, gifted and talented, handicappedi female,

dropout/potential dropout, Mexican-American, Indian, male, and .

black. A separate category for other-students not specifically

-classified according to one of the previously mentioned sub-

divisions is also included.-

-*Studies are grOuped by career guidance occupations in

Appendix C.



The first major subcategory of secondary and postsecondary
level students (grades 9-14) is that identified as rural.

Although other studies in this report may have been conducted in

a rural setting, only one study specificaliYdeclared its pop-

ulation as such.

. The next subdivision of secondary and postsecondary level
students focused on inner-city Or disadVantaged students. Nine

studies identified this population as the primary population.

- Gifted and talented subjects at the secondary or
postsecondary level comprised the population for five studies.

Secondary-and postsecondary-level students classified as
handicapped were included specifically in two studies.

Five studies focused on secondary or postsecondary females as

the target population.
.

At the secondary or postsecondary grade level, sik studies

featured dropouts or pdtential dropouts as their focal point.

One 'study specifically identified,students of 'Mexican-

American descent as its population. Another study utilized a

Native American population:

Five studies isolated male secondary or postsecondary level

students as the subjects for their career guidance effects,

investigations.

Black secondary-and postsecondary-level students were the
subjects for two studies.

The final category of secondary or postsecondary level
students included those studies that did not specifically

categorize students as belongirig to any of the preNaously

mentioned groups. Seventy-four studies.comprise this group.

Vocational center trainees a're the next broad population

identified. Two studies utilized students from this type of

setting as their focal populations.

Inmates served as the population for two studies;

Four .studies were reviewed that combined students from above

and below the ninth grade. Although the present study was
concerned only with those students classified as being in grades

.9-14, the four studies were included because they otherwise met

methodological criteria.
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Previous'Reviews

This section summarizes previous reviews and reports of the

effects of career guidance interventions.

Myers' Review

One of the most comprehensive analyses during the early
1970s was Myers' (1971) review of research on education and
vocational counseling. His two-part review included outcome
studies on decision making and on rule functioning (i.e., on
general adjustment and academic perormance).

In summarizing the research on decision making, Myers
indicated that counselors can influence certain activities that
may lead to better decision making. This was so especially for
activities having to do with seeking relevant information about

imminent choices. Myers indicated that this class of behaviors
is highly ,important, as shown by .findings that report that.the

possession of certain types of:.occupational information in the
twelfth grade has predictive value fox career behavior at age

twenty-fiye.

Myers also concluded that in working with iligh school
students who volunteer for help in educational-vocational
planning, counselors' use of a planned reinforcement strategy
during the interview is associated with subsequent increases in

the target behavior after counseling and even after as few as two

counseling sessions.'

In terms of role functioning, MyersNreported a number of

studies with mixed results at the elementafy and secondary school
level. However, his most significant analysis related to a

study of college and university clients. Myers reported that the

study found that--in general-- the counseled grouP earned better
grades, graduated with a higher frequency, received more academic
honors, participated more in college activities during their

postcounseling college careers, and achieved slightly more in th?.

complex achievement criteria at the twenty-five-year follow-up.

,Fretz's Review

In a more recent review, Fretz (1981) focused on
"empirically based recommendations" intended to facilitate

systematic evaluations .of career counseling interventions. His

most relevant conclusion with regard to effects was that little
progress can be made in improving the effectiveness of career .

interventions until more specific evaluative attention is given

to the relationships of both treatment parameters and



participants' attributes to the diversity of career-related

behaviors that serve as oUtcome measures for evaluating

interventions.

For our immediate purpose, the list of outcome dimensions is

relevant. ?our categories were listed. There is a great deal of

commonality with the five themes presented in the current review.

Fretz's categories of outcomes were As follows:

ci Career Knowledge and Skills

--Accuracy of self-knowledge
--Accuracy ot occupational information

- -Accuracy of"job-seeking skills knowledge
--Planning and goal selection'skills
-=-Appropriateness of choices (realism)

- -Range of choices

o Career Behavior
~

- -Career information seeking
- -Relevant academic performance

, --Seekina initial/new job
--Getting,initial/new job
--Job ratings
--Being proMoted
--Earpings

o Sentiments

--Attitudes toward choices: certainty, satisfaction,
commitment, career salience

,--Job satisfaction
--Quality of life ratings
--Satisfaction with intervention
--Perceived effectiveness of intervention

Effective Role Functioning

--Self-cóncept adequacy
--Personal adjustment
- -Relapses of career problems
--Contributions to community

3



Holland, Magoon, and Spokane's Review

Holland, Magoon, and Spokane -(1981) reviewed the literature
published in 1978 and 1979 that addressed career interventions
and multiple forms of vocational assistance. The experimental
evaluations of counselors, couses, career prograps, card sorts,
interest inventories, workshops, and related teeatments implied
that beneficial effects were due to common elements in the
following divergent treatments: exposure to occupational
information; cognitive rehearsal of vocational aspirations;
acquisition of spme cognitive structure for organizing
information about oneself, occupatigns, and their relations; and
reinforcement from counselors or workshop members.

In addition, the following conclusions were cited:

O The number and variety of interventions had greatly
increased so that practitioners had a larger pool of
treatments from which to draw.

o Multiple evaluations suggested.that divergent treatments
(counseling, inventories, workshops, special teghniques,
workbooks, and'so on) usually had positive effects'
on clients. These outcomes usually held for.a wide
range of evaluations that used divergent populatiOns
and designs. ,These outcomes were remarkable in view
of the relatively brief period of evaluation,(less
than ten years).

o An ideal series of related interventions included
occupational information organized by a comprehensible
method and easily abcessible to a client; assessment
materials that clarified a client's self-picture and
vocational potentials; individual or group activities
that -equired the rehearsal of career plans or problems;
supportive counselors, groups, or peers; and a compre-
hensible cognitive structure that organized information
about oneself and one's occupational alternatives.

o The understanding of the development of vocational
interests and career pathways was more complete.. In

particular, the extensive examination of sex,role
socialization and interests showed how occupational
goals were probably formed, how they.were maintained,
and how they could be modified.
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o The development.and revision of occupational
classification systems had-a pervasive substantive
and theoretical impact. These systems greatly facili-
tated the use of occupational data for counselors,
researchers, and participants.

.Spokane and Oliver's Review

In a forthcoming publicatiOn, Spokane and Oliver (in pressr
have examined vocational interventions and outcorAs. They
defined intervention as any effort intended to enhance an
individual's career development or enable the person to make
better career-related decisions.

The first phase of their study was to review previous
outcome research. The summary of eight reviews indicated that
researchers seem to agree that most career interventions have
some beneficial effects: They diverged considerably, however,
ylien they attempted to account for the observation that few
differences could be.found among'these diverse treatments in

.

their effectiveness. Most reviewers concluded that more-work of
an analytical nature needs to be done to improve our
understanding of treatment effects.

The authors also used a meta-analysis procedure to analyze_
fifty-two studies that met their criteria. The studies had to
include a control group in addition to one or more experimental
groups and had to have data necessary to make experimentaf-
control group comparisons.

The authbrs drew the following conclusions: the outcome
status of the average client receiving (1) any type of vocational
intervention (2) group/class vocational interventions, and
(3) individual vocational interventions exceeded that of 80
percent, 87 percent, and 81 percent, respectively, of untreated
controls. The final point (3) was less certain.than the other
two due to a smaller number of studies. Individual interventions.,
included test interpretation, individual career counseling,
reinforcement and/or model reinforcement counseling, and decision

,

training.

The analysis of fifty-two investigations confirmed the
conclusions of previous reviewers that vocational interventions
generally have been found to have beneficial effects.



Herr's Review

Herr (1982) studied guidance and counseling's philosophical,
empirical, and cost-benefits effects in order to draw implica-

tions for research, development, and policy. His report
contained many findings in the majority of the categories cited

in the current review. These are discussed next, according to

the outcome category.

o, Improved School Involvement and Performance

Generally, studies reported significant differences in
academic achievement and in realistic.choice of cOurses

of study in favor 'of groups exposed to counseling. Group,

or individual: counseling helped improve the petformance

of underachievers. Community college students in a
career planning class wete found.to perform better
academically than those without the class. Students'

academic achievement was increased when counselor'teams

worked with teachers, principals, and parents to help
hildren deal with.emotiOnal ot sodialoblems.

Since one,major aociai ptoblem concerns juvenile
delinqudnts and adult offenders, mahy research findings

are available in this area. Lowered-Tates of recidivism,

truancy, and running away are reported in Many studies of

delinquent and -predelinquent childret\who.participated in

some type of counseling support services. One'study
reported that dropout prevention programs Chat inClude

counseling services proved successful in Chicago public

schools.:-

o Personal and Interpersonal Work Skills

The effects on self-concept, self-esteem, and Mental

health took various forms. Persons exposed to counseling

tended to organize their concepts' about.themselves in a

more coherent way,,.leading-to harmony between "ideal" and

"real" self-concepts-. Behavioral modification and Other

counseling techniques had positive effects on.clients
with emotional, mental, or motivational probleffis.

Studies reported that students gained a stronger

self-concept after receiving various-forms of career

counseling.
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p Preparation,for Careers

Over the years, researchers have studied the effects of
guidance and counseling on transition to work and work
adjustment. Studies conducted in state employment
service offices indicated that clients (in at least two
sessions) were more likely to receive a job than those
not counseled. This was particularly true for
disadvantaged and handicapped persons. In terms of
counseling rehabilitation clients, data show that
long-term counseling correlated with higher salaries and
short-term counseling with more placements. Generally,
it was noted that counseling processes have helped
wotkers in sorting out available work Choices, in
considering personal commitments to work,'and in
developing ways of deriving feelihgs of psychological
competence in the work place.

o Career Planning Skills

.
Career planning, career development; and career decision
making.are terms used when theeintent of guidance and
counseling is development of students' knowledge, skills,

and attitudes that'underlie self-understanding, their
awareness of educational, occupational, and life style
alternatives, and their ability to choose. Research in

this area Concluded that gilidvice and counseling
processes helped itudents be-come better decision makers.
In several studies, persons at, various grade levels
(junion high through College) were able to make more
informed career-related decisions after participating in

some counseling processes. Although the specific process
used in various studies differed, the Majority of the
decision-making activities involved,soMe form of group
process. Through other group methods, such additional
career issues ad values and goal clarifidation, use of
relevant information, and job satisfaction were
successfully addressed. Also, guidance and counseling
films were found to help motivate high school students to
obtain additional occupational information. One study
found that students using compUter-baSed career guidance
systems made grea,ter gains than other students in the,
areas-of planning, knowledge and use of resources for
career exploration, awareness of career options, and the
costs and risks associated with these.options.'
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Herr also suggested that one appeal of guidance and

gounseling in the future will be"the cost-benefit
effects. He reViewed selected studies of cost-benefit

analysis to getermine types of cost-benefit analyses that
should be done. The studies were directed towards
psychotherapy, since there were few dn guidance and

counsel,ing. The use of psychotherapy was cost-effectie
to hospitals (persons spent less time as patients),
clients (persons spent less money for medical care), and

society (persons,were able to function better on the job
and in life). The cost of psychotherapy was lebs than

other means of*treatment, and the funds'spent to conduct
_psychotherapy programs were less than for other
treatments.

The National Vocational dUidance Association (NVGA) and the
Guidance Division of the American Vocational Assocation (AVA).

Joint ,Stateffient*

In a joint statement of these two associations, Pinson,

Gysbers,, and Drier (1981) e.ttempted to clarify the_impoitance of
quality.guidance in strengthening work-related edubation'and
training.. Jn doing so, the authors of the statement presented

two relevant findings, which are discussed next.

o Improved School Involvement and Performance

Depressed communities tend to have one or more of the
.following characteristics:- heavy or sparse populations

per square mile, high unemployment, low gross national
product contribution, little or no new industry, ancla
large proportion of resident poor. In such locations,

there is evidence that guidance and counseling programs
alleviated some of the symptoms associated with these

conditions. When,guidance and counseling programs
augmented the delivery of services for potential RI-

. actual dropouts, delinquents, or others alienated 4ftom
established methods or institutions, recidivism rates

were lowered, school attendance increased, _educational/

career goals were more firmly articulated and pursued, /
1

*There has been considerable interaction among researchers in'

drawing upon a common research data base. The joint
statement drew heavily upon the data reported primarily in

Herr and Pinson (1982)-
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\
and placement rates increase. When these programs used
specific approaches--such as peer counseling by\\
indigenous role models, early and continued emplOyer and

parent involvement, and employability development through
career-oriented instruction--they had consistently igh

levels of success.

o Personal and'Interpersonal Work Skills

1Documentation showing that guidance and counseling
programs accompanying vocational skill prOgrams sendered
a longer labor market advantage to the graduate persists
in the research literature. Beneficiarids of this
collaboration were More likely to hold onto their, jobs,

get work more quickly, transfer job skills and objectives

to a larger variety of career fields, and remain. more
attractive to their employers. It was demonstrated that
counseled graduates of skill training programs were more
flexible, optimistic, and'open to learning on the work

site.

PinsOn's Statement

Pinson (1980) documented the importance of guidance,apd coun-
seling for the proposed Youth Act of 1980. In doing so, she drew
upon the,evidence of the effects of career guidance interventions

later in Foundations for Policy in Guidance and Counseling
(Herr and Pinson n a..i ion o. e a a on-UfreUT.U,
Pinson reported on a career guidance System model for use with

disadvantaged. Because of its relevance, it is briefly reported

,here.

According to the model, counseling and guidance services
would focus on decision making, problem solving, and self-

management. Youth, para-professionals, employers, parents,

clergy, and community lay perSons would take on much of the
counseling responsibilities with professionalg assisting.
Business,and industry's vested interests in increasing profits

and improving the quality of the labor supply, combined with a
desire to help young people, are,expected to provide a timely
opportunity to use this resource.

Relevant Congressional Testimony

In addition to the reviews cited above, several recent
Congressional testimonies have been presented the:- included

findings originally cited by Herr. In some instances,,the
testeimonies summaried next draw upon that data base. Hence,

ithere is some overlap with the preceding reviews.
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Edwin L. Herr (1982) prepared a...,statement, as testimony' for
, the U,S. Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and Humaniies'

Oversight HearNing on Guidance and Counseling of April 28, 19 2.

In his statement, Herr sumMarized some of the most significa t
studies related to a numbers of the themes of interest to this

reView. They are listed-next.

o Improved School Involvement and Performance

(School Achievement).
,

--In general, significant differences in academic
\

achievement and in realistic choice of courses of stu4
were found in favor of groups exposed to guidance-and `

counseling compared with those not so.exposed.
\

-

--Elementary school children taught behavior-!change
techniques were found to make greater academic gains than\ .

children in the control group on school: attendance and
social behavior.

--Counseledstudents in the elementary school were found to \
-make better grades and parents rebort improved attitudes,
tOward school during a three-year period of time. .

--The importance of desiring what one has chosen rather
than than being at the whim of others -without any
personal'investment iR the choice was a factor in.

academic success in college. Such behavior was aided by
guidance processes.

--Either group or individual counseling extending for a
reasonable-amount of time helped students whose ability was
adequate or better to improve their scholastic performance
if they choSe to participate in it. Better results werp
likely if guidance processes focused on the causes of
underachievement and what could be dOne to oorrect them

than if a more general approach 'was take

--Counselor teams-that worked closely with .eachers;
principals, and parents in'dealing with e otional or

social problems interfering with children's use of their
intellectual potential were helpful in inc easing general

levels of student academic achievement.

--Guidance and counseling processes integrate with
remedial instruction in mathematics and ma ing were
found.to increase academic achievement signi icantly.
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o Personal and Interpersonal Work Skill6

JSelfEsteemr Self-Concept,
Interpersonal Relations, and Mental Health)

-aAdolegtent black males who were assisted through
.
guidance and counstling toqdecide upon vocational
objectives were found to have more positive
self-concepts than those.who were not been-so assisted.

--Studies of adolescents and yOung adults in rural areas
showed that self-awareness activities, job-seeking
skills activities, and peer interactions through group
sessions, counseling, career materials displays,
testing, and information meetings caused observable,
positive changes in most of.the partitiPants.' .

--As-a function of behavioral modification techniques, it
was found that delinquent boys in a community-based
home tended to improve dramatically in self-esteed and
from externality to internality as compared with a

- control group.

=Students.exposed to guidance processes tended to
organize their concepts about themselves in a more coherent ,

way and to reconcile their differences between ideai and
real self-concepts more effectively than other persons.

--Middle school students exposed tO guidance prbcesses
designed to' improve their interpersonal skills
experienced improved general behavior and interpersonal
relationships.

,-7-Elementary school children given relationship
enhancement training by an elementary school counselor
improved more on empathic acceptance arid relationship
skills than children not so trained..

--Planned gUidance activities were found to raise
awareness and the self-concept of sixth-grade children
independent of sex, IQ, or school achievement.

--Elementary school counselor consultation with parents
-was-found-to-affeot_positively,the motivation,
self-esteem, and anxiety itOr76-dt-b-Iack-elementary
school students.

-Elementary school counselor consultation with teachers
was found to show gains in the children they taught on
elf-perceptions and peer acceptance.
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--Parent-training groups provided by elementary school
counseIor were found to improvecommunication
skills and had.a meaningful impact on parent-child
relationships.

--Students who were7lhelped by counselors to evaluate
their problems,.to break tHem into their component's,
and to master them one at a time gained,sel.f-confidence.

2

,

--Minority students whp were assisted in deciding/on'
vocational objectives typically were found to have more
positiveself-concepts and'higher idearselves thaP

those who did not have-such objectives.

--The degkee of gelf-esteempossessed by students related

to the appropriateness of vocational choice andito high
school achievement. y #

.
. %

0 0

--A rise in the'self-esteem of students exposed to
guidance and other counseling, pfroceises showed related

`---,Keduction in dropout rates, reductions in daily

.
absence, and'improvement in conduct and social
adjustment...4..

.

2 .

.

.
. 'S

Preparation for:Career&

(Transition to Work and Work, Adjustment)

--Guidance and counseling processes helped young workers sort I

ou.t ayailable work choices, consider personal commitments
to work, and develop ways of deriving feelings of
psychological competence in the work place.

--Young workers who were trained in job-search and,'

, interview skills, communication, and human relations

at work were more,likely to ma.e, an effeCtive transitiqn
to work than wdrkers who'werecTot.

--Behavior rehearsall in which youorkers role played
with a counselor specific work-releted social and
interpersonal problems," was more effective in resolving

. such problems panidirect advice.

--For young persons (disadvantaged and others) preoccupied
with economic issues, guidance and counseling that focused

on job placement was more effective than broader matters of
work adjustment until after the persons secured a job and

began to work.
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--Disadvantaged youth who participated in counseling were
more likely'to achieve salary increaser and job.

satisfaction than those who did note

o. Career Planning Skills :

,

_(Career Planning)

- -Students exposed to systema-tically planned career
guidance classesdealing with topics such 4as yaluei
clarification, decision making, job satisfaction,
sources of occupational fnformation, work-power
projections, and career planning made greater gains on
pelf-knowledge and the relations of self-knowledge to
occupatibns. 'They also engaged in a greater number of
career-planning activities-than students who did not.

,

participate in Such classes.

-111,7u ior high school students provide4,with guidance programS
,sp cifically designed to do so-gained in knowledge and
d sire to explore nontraditional jobs as compared.with
'conErol groupS.

- -Student users-of computer-based career guidance
systems madegre4ei. gains on such'charaFteristics as
degree of planning,, knowledge and Use of resources for
career explforatioin, awareness of career optionsopen to
them, and the costs of risks associated with these
optionS than nonusers.

A

- -Both individual counseling and group counseling-that
- involved specific,training in self-assessment, gathering
.pertinent career inormation, and planning skills
enhanced student career planning.

/.
,

.--If students learned about-themselves befqre they were
. .

exposed to occupational information-or if they could
requeSt such information as they were ready, their
'car'eer planning.,was-significantly facilitated.

(Career Dbvelopment) '

. --Systematic group guidance programs that emphasized
womeri and work and entry-to nontraditional and
traditional occupations expanded the career
perceptions oD junior high school girls.
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--Female senior high school students exposed tO guidance

programs emphasizing career awareness gained significant
improvement in overall career awareness and in factbal

knowledge,of the occupational status of woman.

--Short-term counseling (three sessions) with high school
Students ,was found to facilitate the career maturity of
these students with regar'd to emphases such as orientation
to decision making, planning, and independence of choice.,

--Guidance films (e.g., "Careers in the 70s") were found to
affect high school students' attitudes positively, motivate

them to seek additional information, and make career

choices. These outcomes were strengthened'when such films
were used as part of a planned guidance program.

--High school students ekposed to model reinforcement and
reinforcement counseling paricipated more intensel.y in

external information-seeking behavior than students not

so exposed.

--.The use of simulated occupational experience in guidance

and counseling programs had positive effects on student
occupational knowledge among secondary school students.

--In reaards to criterion measures in areas Such as self-concept,
the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, and other measures of

academic achievement and school attendance, it was found

that students exposed to career education did as weli as

or, in most studies, better than comparison students in

traditional classes.

(Decision Making)

--Guidance processes helped students.become more competent

decision makers, select high school courses, and-make
high school plans more congruent with their abilities
than students-not exposed ta such processes.

--Guidance processes helped students sharpen and/or commit

themselves to educational and occupational actions on the

basis of personal values.

--Decision-making processes have been taught to junior high

and senior high school students within a,guidance and
counseling setting by using a variety of modeling
techniques, sequential learning exercises, and activity

packages.
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--Directed learning by students of decision-making
processes was more effective.than nondirected practice._
Such5lirected learning assisted in the transfer of
decision-making skills to real life circumstances
outside of guidance and counseling settings.

--Counseled students in the middle school were found
subsequently to make more realistic choices in choosing
high school courses and seeking part-time work according to

adult jury ratings.

--Through group problem-solving methods, students were helped
to Amderstand tH-6-7-tbIatIOhtitip-be'tween-eduzationaI-and
vocational development, to clarify goals, and to acquire
skill in identifying and using relevant information for

their decision-making needs.

--Men and women students with identifiable educational
goals--reasons that were related to why they were doing

what they were doing--seemed consistently to be better
prepared for college than students who had no such

reasons for being in college.

Other findings that cut across several of the five themes

are as follows:

(Long-term Gains)

--In longitudinal follow-ups as long as twenty-five years
after exposure to counseling and related guidance
processes, persons so exposed in high school or college
could be distinguished from peers who did not participate
in guidance and counseling oh such criteria as higher
ihcome and contributions to society.

eight_years there was a greatly increased correlation
betwe,en high school senior-year career choice and actual
career followed for counseled gro'ups compared with control

groups.

.Differences were identified in follow-ustudies of
high school students two-and-one-half, two, and ten
years,after high school when those randomly assigned to
extensive counseling and guidance services ir high

'school (experimental) were compared with those\who Were
not excluded from such services but for whom no,sp cial
attempts were made to involve them (controls). \J
Experimental students had better academic records"both
in high scho,ol and after; they had made more realaStic
and more consistent vocational choices and were Mores

likely to stick with their first choice; they h d made\
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more progress in their employment; they were more
likely to have entered college and to have graduated;
and they.were more satisfied with their lives.

--Career adjustment at age twenty-five and beyond was related
to awareness of choices to be made; to information and
planning bearing on choices; and to possessing and being

able to use occupational, psychological, educational, and
economic information"by students while in the secondary

school.

--Counselors specially trained to provide personal counseling

resolved interpersonal conflicts, and coordinated classes

designed to improve students' human-relations skills and
their understanding of different racial and ethnic groups
in order to prevent or reduce racial prejudice and conflict

in schools undergoing integration.

--Group counseling that focused on problems of an
interracial nature and the promotion of understanding

and openness between atudents from different cultural
backgrounds created a related atmosphere in a school

and increased intergroup understanding.

--As a function of atudying nine thousand persons in 879
schools, it was found that counseling and
counseling-support programs Clearly correlated with

positive racial-climate changes in newly _desegregated

schools. Thia finding was especially apparent in the

number of interacial friendships formed, how well students

of different rages worked together, how well teachers
worked together,\integration of students on the campus
and in,the cafetenia, and the attendance of.Black
students.

--Affective education d igned to improve racial under-

standing and provided b trained school'counselors did

achieve such goals.

--Small face-to-face discussiorroups led by experienced

counselors assisted school periOnnel to explore their
own attitudes, values, and feeling,a regrading ethnic

differences. This personal understanding in' addition

to human relations and communication skill training was
effective in facilitating intergroup relatirs and

school desegregation.
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(Disadvantaged Youth)

--Guidance and counseling for disadvantaged youth is
effective when linked to a direct service such as job

placement. In many circumstances, until the economic
situation of disadvantaged youth is improved, the
possibility of helping such youth with other areas of
_concern is unlikely.

--The combination of counseling with the use of indigenous
role models who have succeeded in educational and
occupational options is effective with inner-city youth.

--Co Mprehenetve pftygrams -Inv dIvtng-8-61--dwareness--
activities , job-seeking skills, and peer interaction
through group sessions, counseling, career materials
displays, and testing and information meetings have
observable, positive changes among rural youth.

(Juvenile Delinquents)

--Shortlk.*.erm profeesional counseling, coupled with probation,
can have more immediate and lasting effects than probation
alone.

--The provision of adult basic education, general educational
development, and vocational courses to institutionalized
juvenile delinquents is likely to be more effective if

career counseling also is offered than if it is not.

--Lower rates of recidivism, truancy, running away, and
ungovernability were found in delinquent children wh'ci

took part in a Baltimore, Maryland project providing counseling_
and support services, including youth advocates to
predelinquent and potentially delinquent children.

--Five public schools in Chicago have implemented dropout
prevention programs intended to prevent, control, and
eliminate delinquent behavior through'counseling,
educational assistance, vocational placement, and
recreational activities. The success of the program is

reflected in a decline in the number of students actually
dropping out of school or displaying delinquent behavior.
Police records show a reduction in juvenile offenses and

arrests. Counseling and discipline records show a decrease
in violations of school rules.
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-Counseling programs specifically combined with
supportive instruction have been found to be successful
in motivating truant, low-income male students to
attend school 'regularly.

- -Specific,programs designed to prevent, control, and
eliminate dropouts or delinquent behavior should include
combinations of educational assistance, vocatdonal training
and-placement, and recreational activities ,and counseling.

- -Individual counseling in cOmbination wLth counselor-
conducted training programs designed to emphasize-the
development of interpersonal, physical, emotional, and

tgal..ectual skills that cAn be applied tolhome, school,
and community problem areas can reduc-e- the'i4didiNiism rate

for youthful offenders.

(Mentally Retarded Youth)

- -Modeling and reinforcement counseling with 'edUcable

retarded youngsters is effective in facilitating
knowledge of, how to get a job and' in stimulating
job-seeking behavior.

- -Counseling and testing in combination with training in
basic job skills is effective in increasing employment

or entrance into further career training among mentally
retarded youth.

Additional Congressional testimony is cited briefly as

follows.

o FroM the Statement of Harry Drier on behalf of the
Guidance Division, American Vocational Association.
House Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and

Vocational Education. May 19, 1982.

In v-iew-of-the-not-yet comprehensIve-data-base-(-a-eIreum-
stance not unique to guidance), the best way of presenting
program effects is by ighlighting how certain interventions have
helped certain groups f individuals deal with the problems of

career development. The summaries are part of a growing research

base that shows positive, effects for guidance and counseling
across various populations. It is important to note that these

findings are but.conservative estimates that have both long-term
and short-term client gains.
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In addition to the results of reported studies, findings
showing positive effects of guidance and counseling were reported
by evaluators concerned with the effects of government spending

in support of guidance and counseling. A report of the United'
States Office of Education (1975), Educational Programs That
Work, listed more than a dozen counseling programs that were

deemed effective by ouCside evaluators. In Innovative
Educational_Practice_(U.S.Department of Health, Education, and
Welfate 1974), six eft-ective counSeling progi.ams validated by
Elementary and Secondary Education Act Title III evaluators were

listed. Similar findings were reported in documents published by
the Unitea States Office of Career Education, the Rehabilitation
Services Administration, and the United States Department of

LabUl.

The following items reiterate representative findings by

categories of school-age groups:

Elementary Guidance'

--Empathic acceptance and relationship skills were improved

through counselor assistance.

--Children showed gains on self-perception and peer *;
acceptance as a result of counselor working with parents.

--Parent training groups provided by elementary school
counselors increased 'student communication sk.11s and
improved parent/child relationships.

- -Children taught behavior change techniques by the
elementary school counselor were found to make greater
gains_in school attendance and social behavior than did
those who were not taught these skills. -

- -Counseled students in the elementary school were found to
achieve higher grades; also, parents reported improved
attitudes toward school.

Middle/Junior High School Guidance

--Middle school students exposed to guidance processes
designed to improve interpersonal skillS improved both
general behavior and interpersonal relationships.

4 9.
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- -According to adult jury ratings, counseled students 'LIP
the middle school mere found to make more realistic choices
in choosing high school courses and in seeking part-time
work.

- -Junior high school students who received guidance exhibited
greater gains in knowledge and greater desires to explore y
nontraditional jobs than did students who received no
guidance.

Senior High School Guidance

--Students exposed to systemati cally planned career guidance
classes dealing with topics such zs values clarification,
decision making, job satisfaction, sources of ,occupational
information, work-force projections, and career planning,
had a gxeatet awareness of self-knbwledge and the
relationship of self-knowledge to occupations than those
mho did not participate.in such classes.

--Through group problem-solving methods, students are helped
to understand bette.r the relationship.between educational

, and vocational development, clarify personal goals, and
acquire skill in identifing and using relevant information
in their decision-making processes.

- -Students expOsed to model reinforcement and reinforcement
counseling independentLy sought out their own information
more often than did students not so exposed.

--Female students exposed to guidance programs that
_emphasized career awarehess gained significant improvement
in overall career awareness and in' factual knowledge'of the
occupational status of women..

--Short-term counseling was found to facilitate the career
maturity of-high sch-oot s-tudents with LegaLd-to ,Areas-such
as orientation to decision making, planning, and
independence of choice.

Postsecondary Guidance

- -Men and women students with identifiable educational
goals seemed consistently better prepared to'Attend college
than students who had no such reasons for befng in college.
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--The impo4ance of desiring personal goals, rather ;than

being at the whim of others without any personal invest=
ment in the choice, was a factor in academic success in

college. Such behavior was.aided,by guidance processes.

I
employer-benefits, broad social benefits, and cost savifigs in

In addition, much evidence could be added in the areas of

e
relationship to individuals being exposed to quality career

guidance and counseling.,. It iS obViOus that as guidance

I
decreases self-abuse, work losS1, mental illness, bsenteeism,
unemployment, and.crime, the private and public benefitS are

numerous. As individuals find Satisfying work, improve their

11
_saveAl through_reduded_welfare payments, incarceration costs, and
self-esteem, and earn acceptable wages, billions of dollars ,re

mental treatment. Overall social behavior al-Sosmuch--mcire

I.

desirable and is less costly to local and state gov'ernments.
Reductions in recidivism rates in cOerectional institutions, in
the length of stay in.psychiatriC hospitals, or in sustained

unemployment each carry an economic factor that can be credited

Ito the effectiveness o guidance and counseling. ,

Ultimately, the effects, that have been shown to result from

I

guidance and counseling in either single studies or multiple
studies cOnverge to affect significantly the growth of the gross

national product.

1 o From the Statemeht of Jeffrey W. Drake, Coordinator of

Career Development, GenesseeIntermediate School District,

I
Flint, Michigan. Hearings on Reauthorization of the

Vocational Education Act of 1963; Part 7: Vocational

'Guidance and Counseling and 14,.R. 4974, Vocational Guidance

I

Act of 1981. November 19, 1981.

A statewide Michigan Educational Assessment Program
conducted in 1980, pointed out Chat seventh- and tenth-

"'

& grade students had soMe vocatiorll planning and decision-making
skills; however, 'they had difficulty linking these skills with

the-real work worli--Result-s-o-f-the_study_in,cludeLd the following

Ipoints:

o Seventh graders had general decision-making skills
*but did not always link decision making to adceptance of

1

responsibility for the outdomes:
\
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0 The most compelling finding from the tenth-grade results

was the fact that although while students showed
moderate to high decision-making skills and knowledge

about planning; evaluating, and implementing life-career
goals, very few applied these in their actual life

situations. A gap existed/between what was known and

what Was practiced.

o ,Tenth=graders-showed a high level of self-knowledge in

their aaareness' of personal interests and values but

-..t? were less able to seb how they influenced or were
influenced in their interests and values.

T-rom_the_Rtatement of James H. Stevens, Counselor, West

York Area High School; York, Pennsylvania. -Hearings on

Reauthorization of the Vocatienal Edudation Act of 1963,

Part 7: Vocational Guidance and Counseling and H.R.

4974, Vocational Guidance Act of 1981. November 19,

1981.

Stevens testified that work.experience programs in which

students worked part-time and attend class part-time helped

students experience the work world first hand and receive

counseling and guidance for work adjustment from a vocational

counselor. In career exploration prograins, students received

school credit for career experiences of a volunteer nature

(office aids, hospital voluntary, etc.) to investigate different

careers. Shadowing programs also provided students ar-i oppor-

tunity for first-hand experience with wotk. (Mr. Stevens'

statement included supportive case studies.)

o From the Statement of Robert W. Stump, Educational

Consultant, Arlington, Virginia. Hearings on Reauthori-

zation of the Vocational Education Act of 1963: Part 7:

Vocational Guidance and Counseling and H.R. 4974,

Vocational Guidance Act of 1981, November 19, 1981.

In-response-to the quest-i4an,-.2-Does-vocatlonal_guidancejnake_

a difference?," Dr. Stump noted that a growing body of empirical

evidence suggests that guidance and counseling, particularly in

combination with other training and educational experiences, is

'effective in achieving Congressionally sought outcomes such as

longer and more stable employment, rbduced periods of unemploy-

ment, greater flexibility in changing jobs, and a reduction in

incidence of school absenteeism, criminal recidivism, dropping

out, and other behaviors.



Lastly, two other importcint statements were made to

Congress. Although they did not focus on career guidance

. effects, they dealt with broader related rores,and

responsibilities.

o Nancy Pinson, Trustee 1979-1981), National Vocational

Guidance Association, Representing the American'

Personnel-and Guidande Association. Hearings.on
Reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act of

1963; Part 7:, Vocational Guidande and.Counseling and

H.R. 4974, Vocational Guidance Act of 1981, November 19,

1981.

Dr. Pinson provided a rationale.fo a rediredtion of
_o a Re _f o r

vocational guidance, and proposed a so. n on how vocational

guidance can better be included with voca ional education.

o Norman C. Gysbers, Professor, Counseling and

Professional Services, University of MiSsouri,

Columbia, Missou-ki, Representing the American

Vocational AssoCiation. Hearings'on Reauthori-

zation of the.g-ciaTional Education,Act of 1963;

Part 7: Vocational Guidance and Counseling and H.R.

4974. Vocational Guidance Act ,of 1981, November 19,

1981.

Dr. Gysbers looked at some needs for guidance and counseling

programs, presented possible roles of the federal government in

meeting these needs, and offered some major pOlicy recommenda-

tions.
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CHAPTER 4

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter summarizes the study, presents conclusions, and

offers recommendations for career guidance policy, practice, Ind

research.

The review was conducted in ,order to identify reported
research studies in the United States and its territories since
1970 that related to career guidance effects resulting from
interventions intended to enhance an individual's.career
development. With few exceptions, the studies included in the

report were selected according to the following criteria: (1) the

study was conducted after 1970, (2) the population of the study

was in grades 9-14, (3) the size of the sample was twenty-five or

more, (4) the setting for the study was an educational agency or
community service organization, and (5) the study was empirical.
Approximately, two hundred studies mere reviewed. In addition,

the findings of fourteen earlier review of,the\effects of career

gdidance interventions were summarized.

Limitations Of The Studies

For most studies, the following methodological limitations

were observed:

1. Most studies assessing cakeer guidance effects were field

evaluations of program evaluations of program interventions

and were not rigorous experimental investigations and/or

laboratory experiments.. Consequently, the findings should

be viewed with the following methodological limitations
and problems of field studies in mind: (1) control over

sample selection, (2) attrition, and (3) the construction

of adequate measurement tools.

2. Group treatments that represent a mix of sucH intervention
techniques as courses, seminars, workshops, iob-finding

and interviewing instruction, values clarification,\and
special courses for specific populations. (e.g., women,

retirees, blacks) are frequently reported to be sucessful.
However, it is difficult to attribute outcomes to a
specific experience within a treatment or to generalize
from one treatment to the next.

3. As in other disciplines, career guidance classifies traits

as enduring personality characteristics that are very
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diffi ult to modify (e.g., attitudes, and motivations).
Even t e most sophisticated treatment interventions
typically have little impact on modifying these
charact ristics, especially if used at a later point in

11
the dev lopm4ntal cycle.

Conclusions
e

1. The prepo deranpe of evidence suggests .Ehit career
guidance interventions achieve their intended objectives

11
ik guidanc pergpnnel are given the-opportunity to
provide structured guidance interventions in a systema:Eici,

developmEltal sequence.

2. Career guida,ce has demonstrated itS effectiveness in

influencing he career development and adjustment of

individuals i five broad areas:

--improved school involvement and performance
--personal\anOnte4personal work skills
--preparation for cakeers
"career planning skills
--career awareri,ess arld exploration

3. Career guidance has been.successful in assisting
individuals representing a Wide range of subpopulations
and settings, such as in correctional institutions,
vocational training centers, community colleges, and-

rehabilitation centers.

4. The number and variety of career imeerventions has
greatly increased giving,tesearchers and practitio4ers
a larger pool of treatments from which to draw. For

example, due to significant progress in computer
applications for career exploration and choice, there

are several dozen models from which to choose.

State and Federal Policy Recommendations

Since 1917 the Federal government and the states have

made substantial investments in career guidance programs

and services. The findings on the effects of cakeer

guiddnce as reported in this review clearly indicate that

these inveStments are paying substantial dividends. Career

guidance progtams and services have demonstrated its
importance and usefulness across all segments of society for
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enhancing the development of our nation's human resources.

To sustain and.strengthen the contributions of career

guidance, to meet national, state, and local conerns,ind

individdal-needs, the following recommendations are provided:

1. National, state, and local education- and employment and

trainin. olicies should be written to include the total

comprehensive career guidance concept. The concept

should be employed in all future employment and training

and education legislation. Aithough the studies

demonstrated effects for,five broad areas of career

development, it waS rare to find studies that examined"

the impact of interventions on career development

longitudinaly across areas.. For career guidance to be ,

more effective, it needs to be supported and evaluated :

as a total coMprehensive program from early childhood

through,the adult years and not as a "hit or miss'A

fragmented collection o2 'services.

2. National, state, and local employment and training and

education policy statements should recognize a.ld Support

the inclusion of career guidance pro/rams and service

as an integral and central strategy forecOnomic
development and revitalization. It has been clearly

demonstrated in.the studies reviewed that career guidance

programs and.services are key in helping our nation

respond to the need for national, state, and local

economic development and revitalization.

3. Federal career.guidance leadership should be at, least at

the level to insure that the leadership

participa s fully in policy determinations and'has the

appropriate'level budget and staff to_meet the

expectations and mandates of national policy and

legislation.- For career guidance programs and services,

to be effective, leadership at the fe.4eral level needs

to be strengthened. At present, provisions for career

guidance are contained in fourteen federal acts

spanning multiple agencies.

4. Policy and legislative provisiohs should clearly

indicate and provide for state career guidance

leadership. For career guidance programs nd services

to be effective, leadership at the State level also needs

to be strengthened. State level leadershiip for career

guidance plays a pivotal role in relating local and

state needs to national needs and vice versa. State

level leadership are a key link in,the overall national,

state, and local delivery system for career guidance

programg- and service.
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5. Employment', training, and education policy and
legislation should contain provisions to improve and
strengthen state ard local efforts to collect, organize
and-disseminate career and labor market information..
Career information waS a criticar tool in almost all
tstddies of.careei gdidance effectivenesS. It is vital
that adequate sUpport be given to continue_tO improve
and strengthen tha development and-delivery of caréer
information. This.wduld inc1u41e the continued support
of U.S. Department of 1.Jabor prograMs such as thp Dictionary
of Occupational Titles,-the OCcupational Outlook
Handbook and the NOICC/SOICC gystems.

6. National, state, and local policy and legislation should
support a wide range of updating activities for guidance
personnel. This would include but not be limited,to:

--regular contacts with local business and industry
--short term workshops in local business and'industry
--regular exchanges between education and employment
personnel '

--on-going updating sessions' for guidance personnel On
, new career and labor materials and techniques.

.
.

For career guidance programs and services to be effective,
career guidance personnel at .all levels need to be
updated concerning new techniques, materials, and
resources on a regular basis.. At present, there-are

.limited opportunities for this to occur. /, ,

7. National, state, and local poiicy and legiSlation Should
provide for a'nationally coordinated research and
development effort for daree'r guidance programs and

services. This would include but not be limited to:

?

. 4

--a nationally coordinated and fun&d research prOg.ram
to improve career guidance programs and services

--a nationally coordinated and funded developMent
program to improve career4gtidance techniques, ,
materials, and resources.

At present; there are ver.y limited resourcek to sustain
a consistent &tack on priority research issues and to
provide support for programs to upgrade their services.'

-

To insure that career guidance programs are well
organized and systematic, annual state planning)should
indicate how programs aie to be implemented and
evaluated. Although some states have developed state
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plans, there is a notable absence of periodic
evaluations of the plans. Evaluative information wOuld
be useful to correct program deficiencies and to identify

gaps in program delivery.

Career Guidance Practice Recommendations

1. Programs should be designed for the continuity of

individual career development. A major disadvantage of
examining the outcomes of various career interventions

is that one often overlooks the total continuity of
individual career development as a persdn progresses
from one career stage to the next. Typically, the
studies that have been reported only deal with a piece

of individual career development (e.g., exploration or,

decision making). It is important that programs be

designed and evaluated to look at the continuous growth
of individuals developmentally across stages. Programs

should be more comprehensive in providing this
developmental process for the individual. Too often

program developers feel they have done their job simply

by completing the initial stages of developing career
awareness,'exploration, and decision making. Additional
assistance Should be offered for the continuation of

this development through subsequent stages through such
activities as assisting with the implementation of plans,

the selection of education programs, and job placement

and adjustment.

2. More emphasis should be placed on exploiting what
activities work and on strengthening them to achieve

optimum career guidance effects. Too often program
developers invest their time in reinventing the wheel

rather than in strengthening what currently exists.
Resources should also be expended to'strengthen weaker

areas of intervention, such as job finding, placement

strategies, and vocational adaptation.

3. There is the need to establish a larger number of

highly trained, institutionally supported and effective

teams ot guidance workers. Pinson, Gysbers, and Drie-i-

(1981) advocate this to assure a more comprehensive
delivery of guidance services to all students in all

settings.

.

/

4. A comprehensive list of client competencies should be

developed to provide program direction. The many studies

reviewed in this report identified an impressive array

of Client objectives to be achieved by career guidance

programs. Although they were organized here into five
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broad themes for reporting purPoses, there was no
attempt to organize them into ,a systematic program
for career development due to'the diffuse collection
of studies. However, they suggest the need to
formulate a comprehensive set of career guidance
objectives and to translate theM into a series of

sequential client competencies that could provide
national direction for programs.

5. School- and agency-based career guidance activities
should be more cloeelY-integrated with private sector
experiences for clients, ,Whenever feasible. A number of
studies demonstrated the importance of real world
experience in achieving career guidance objectives; they
proO.ded an essential element of realism and relevance
for the student.

6. Programs should not rely solely on a few traditional
tedhniques to achieve their program goals. Due to the
wide ranges of program goals and individuals within a

program, programs shodld be expanded to include a
veriety-of interrelated activities that systematically
foster career development.

7. Career guidance activities that are too general or
aMbiguous should be avoided. Carefully planned and
h'ighly structured career guidance activities are

gavocated. The structured activities should include

(,) clearly stated Objectives in-terms of client

oUtcomes, (2) specific and meaningful client activities

to achieve the objectives, and (3) a measure of assessing
cl4ent achievement of the objectives.

8. Self-initiated, periodic evaluation of the degree to
,which career guidance Rrograms are achieving their
objectdvee should be conducted more frequently. If

forMal evaluatione.are not feasible due to time

consraints, alternative.evaluation procedures should be

consi\dered inforMally, such as holding an open forum to
assese program status-- The latter can be quite effective

in determining what works, what does not work, and in
identfying program impediments.

9. Counselpr education programs should be competency based

in order to insure that counselors acquire the necessary
skillS to meet the full range of their client's needs.
The stud'es reflected a wide latitude of program
objectiv s which require a broader range of skills than

traditio ally have beeh provided.
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Research Recommendations
_

1. There is a need for researchers to reort more complete

data. A frequent frustration in reviewing research

reports is that the reports often are too sketchy and

Icey- inlormation is missing. The importance of fully

reporting the data is crucial. It is not uncommon for

researchers to fail to report key information, such as

an adequate description of the interventien and/or data

on outcomes,.

2 A classification of outcomes should be developed and

tested. Student outcomes and interventions strategies

were described in this report as they were reported by

the researchers. Although it was beyond the scope of the

study to develop a refined system of classifying out-

comes, it would be a contribution to do so. Most re-

search reports provide limited information about the

vocational effects a treatment hap had on an individual's,

vocational behavior. For example, reporting that

students made significant gains on a specific test tells

very little about_what this means vocationally-for the

person. Oliver and Spokane (see Olir979-rare
developing a classification system of outcome measures,

but it must be tested and refined and, if'it proves

useful,Jaust be accepted and used by other vocational

researchers.

3. A classification of interventions should be developed

and tested. Similarly, research to improve the classi-

fication of interventions is recommended. Tn this report,

a broad classification was used, but it was nonspecific

and overlapping; it failed to give specific information

about what works for a given intervention. For-example,

videotape models used as a group counseling technique

were found to be useful, but specifically what was it

about the use of videotape.models as a group counseling

technique that brought about the behavioral change? A

thorough analysis of the critical factors for various

intervention techniques would be a major undertaking

and would serve as a useful guide for guidance counselors.

The classification of interventions would require a

careful analysis of the,key factors that produce outcomes

and would require much more thorough information than is

typically found in most published reports.
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4. Comparative studies .are needed of intervention
techniques for the same problem. Herr (1982) has
proposed that we need more research on the comparative
effects of different-guidance counseling processes
addressing the same problems. In other.words, how do we
know what'works and what does not work with different
clients having the same problem? A compendium of
differential techniques would be ektremely useful as a
guide for practitioners.

5. Research is needed on differential interventions by age.
Are there differences in the type of\techniques used at

different develOpmental ages? For'ekample, are
techniques used for career exploration the same for.youth
as for older adults? Campbell et al. (1979) have
developed a diagnostic taxonomy of adult career problems
that outlines the range of possible career problems
encountered by adults across the life spah:' Each of
these could be examined for their relevance to
appropriate techniques.

6. Research is needed on interventions siSecific to varying

populations,. Should_intervention techniques vary for
different populations; that is, 'do persons of different
ethnic and/or racial backgrounds require different
guidance techniques?

7. A substantial comparative study of comprehensive
approa6hes is needed. Except for a few isolated studies
there is very little longitudinal.research on the impact
of career guidance:and its long-term validation. A
numper of liossible highly useful designs could be

generated. Fot example, it would be helpful to study
the comparative effects of different comprehensive,
approaches for providing carper guidance. This would
,require a massive research investment, but it would
reveal what approaches are most strongly advocated,
that is, whether truly systematic.comprehensive programs
of career guidancd are more effective than piecemeal

approaches.

8. Cost-benefit studies are needed. In this age'of
accountability, there is increasing pressure to conduct
cost-benefit analyses of the effects of guidanoe and
counseling. Some models have been proposed but very
few have been implemented. It would be useful to test
both micro- and macro-approaches.
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9. Research is heeded on the optimum mix of public and
private sector services. In every cOmmunity there are
numerous career guidance agencies offering different
services, such asjob placement, vocational assessment,
and career exploration to various target populations.

. Studies are needed io determine the optimum combination
of services in a community for the most effective
delivery of career guidance. For example, what is the
best combination of private and public sector services
to assist people with their career development? Too
offen there is unnecessary duplication of these services
within a community. The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education, in cooperation with the American
Institutes for Research and the University of Missouri,
Columbia, are presentiy engaged in examining a community
collaboration career guidance concept; this involves a
tryout of the concept"in twenty-two experimental
community field sites across the country representing
rural, urban, inner-city, and suburbah communities.

10. More research is needed to determine what kinds of
career uidance intervention activities do not work.
Emphasis-in-most-research_ls_usually_placed_on_examining
what does work for career guidance intervention. _It
might be profitable to examine, the reverse of these by
studying what activities do not work, and by carefully
identifying the critical factors. This infJrmation
should be useful in identifying what guidance
intervention activities should be avoided or are
generally useless.

11. Research to enable more careful diagnosis of client
needs in the design of interventions is needed. More
rigorous and analytical evaluations are necessary ip

which client goals are linked to treatments via a goal
attainment scale or diagnostic procedures in order to

acquire a comprehensive knowledge of client.treatment
interactions and .related outcomes. .Too often the
effects of the intervention on a total population are
assessed without more carefully examining the specific
needs of individuals within that population.
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APFTHDIX A

STUDIES GROUPER BY THEkS OF CAREER GUIDANCE OBJEiTIVES

THEME ' ' tIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS OUTCOMES AUTHOR - DATE

IMPROVED SCHOOL
INVOLVEMENT AND
PERFORMANCE

School Retention School retention

,

.

Individual coviseling,
group counseling, field
trips to local employ-
ment sites, guest
speakers, films.

a

Egg Harbor School

District, New Jersey

V
Target population:

100 ninth-grade
students identified
as potential drop-
outs in each school,

A significant decrease in drop-
out rate was noted for Oakcrest
High School (11.4 percent). A
neighboring school that'Aid
not have the program had an
increase in dropouts of 11.4
percent. There was an increasec
use of the computer for career
nformation, more field trips,
and an increase in possible
careers identifiable by
participants.

Campbell, R.B,
1981.

,

,

.

,

A-

.

Improved attitudes Vocational, personal,
toward.school; ane school counseling;
reduction in Seminars and chaperoned,
"dropouts; increased sponsored job explqra-
vocational aware- tion field trips; guest
ness; increased speakers.
motivation toward

future vocational

opportunities; re-
duced contacts with
the law; increased
awareness of fUture
employers; exposure
to successfully
employed Indians
and tribal membert.

.

,

Five Arizona high
schools

10th and Ilth grade
Indian youths,

ii 160

The following summarize major
findings:
an increased awareness of
services offered by the
Colorado River Indian tribes
and of how school problems may
be related, to cultural factor%

,a general impression that
Indian students' attitudes
toward school were much im-
proved; ,

ii a'significant reduction in
school droPouts;

ii a significant improvement in
vocational awareness;

ii increased motivation toward
future vocational oppor-
tunities;
reduced contaCts with the
law;
increased awareness of future
employers;

ii exposure to sUccessfiully
employed Indians and tribal

mimbers.

Career Guidance
for Indian
Youth, 1976.

.

-

'

.
,

.

Basic academic ' Alternate learning pro-
skills; career ject--individual basic
decision-raking skills program, college
skills; community preparatory course;
learning experiencesicommunity-wide career

school retention; 'exploration activities;

attitudes toward a broad arts program;
self and school. counseling.

Secondary schools
(also middle and
adult).

Students in grades
9-12. .

.

.

.

Absenteeism and dropout rates

were reduced. Attitudes toward
self and school were Improved.

. 6

Kenyon, C.B.,
1974.

.

.

*Some studies will be listed x,ler more than one theme. These will be noted as appropriate.
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APPENDIX A (Eontinued)

THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS

School Retention
(continued)

Completion of voca-
tional training
programs.

School retention--

stay in school
earn more credits
reduce unexcused
absences
increase partici-
pation in school
activities
set and attain own

learning
objectives
improve reading
skills
raise self-esteem.

GATB Profiles and
Counseling or no pre-
screening nor counseling
prior to enrolling in
training prOgrams.

Chaffin Vocational
Center, Youngstown,
Ohio.

Classroom guidance, caselr-TaT;; Valley

conferences, peer Unified School

counseling, parent in- District, California

formation, counseling
groups for parents,
community group cooper-
ation, self-esteem
group, teacher Support,
attendance monitoring.

AUTHOR - DATE

Male-trainees (16-to-Of the thirty-seven trainees

22 years of age); who did not undergo the prepar-
ation procedure (General Apti-
tude Test Battery and Coun-
%eling), only 13 percent grad+

-uated from theiryrespective
courses. In contrast, about 83
percent of the 36 trainees who

-had prescreening and counseling
completedatheir respective
courses. Results are consistent

with previous assertions sup-
porting the inclusion of the

GAT8 as part of a preselection
procedure and vocational coun-
sejing a5 a preparatory pro-
cedure for admittance into Vo-
cational training programs.

73

Students in graces

9-12 (potential
dropouts);

n.448

After three years, 72 percent
of the target potential drop-
outs were enrolled in the
'district high schools, whereas
only 22 percent of the compar-
ison students were still en-
rolled (chi square 81.42;

significant beyond .001). All

seven student performance
objectives were met or exceeded

in year three. With regard td
attendance, more that half of
the chronic truants (twenty or
mOre days absent in preceding
year) had no unexcused absences

__in_year-threeRegardinOinits
or credits earned, forty7f)ve
target students with less than

20 units per student increased
to 794 total units in-the fill

of 1978 from 479 units in the

fall of 1977. Gain was 66 per-

cent. Comparison students
gained only 5 pereent.

Serednesky, G.;
Cahill, L.;
and Engelhart,
C.I.; 1974.

Stoker, J.,
1979.
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a APPENDIX A (Continued)

SI. N. IP 101111

THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS . SE1TINGS POPULATIONS
\,

.

OUTCOMES
't

.

AUTHOR - DATE

School Attendance

_

Student achievement
in English skill
areas; student
attitudes toward
education; student
_attitudes towaid
work; improved
attendance,

.

Experience-based career
education (-BCE).

'

Kanawha County,
West V4rginia School
System

.

Twelfth grade
students;

n 60

' --their

A significant difference was

found to exist between
experimental and,control groups
on the five Comprehensive Test
of Basic Stills-(CTBS) subtest-
posttett scores when considered

simultaneously. Analysis of the
data relevant to growth in the
area of career Matd ity, as
measured by the att tude subtest
of the Career MaturitY Inventory
showed no significan difference

between the experime tal and
control groups. Evalation of
the data on student p rceptions
of education obtained from the
semantie differential Scales
(Osgeod)also showed no\sign-
nificant differences 4e ween the

EBCE students' perceptio s of
-educational experi nce and

'those ofthe control gro .

Carey, M.A., and

Weber, L.J.,
1979.

.

'

' .

.

,

1

.

.

Self-knowledge
interests, abilities,

needs, values;
positive work
attitudes; knowledge

of occupational
possibilities,
structure of world
of work, job duties

and requirements:
decision-mating,
problem-solving,
planning skills;
seeking, creating,
evaluating, communi-
cating vocational
information; job-5
seeking skills;
school attendance.

,

r

Curricular experiences
(one class period per
day for one term--
about 100 hours).

,

.

....

,

.

,

An inner-city high
school in New York

City,

. '

S

,

,

Forty-two boys and

thirty-five girls
enrolled in tenth-
grade general edu-
cation curriculum;

n 77

.

I

The treatment group engage in

i significantly greater nu er

'of exploratory activities ( elf-

initiated). At the end of çhe
treatment, the number'of studente
expressing no vocational pre -
erence had declined from 30
percent to 10 percent. There

was a significant improvement
in attendance and punctuality
during the treatment period.
Four months after treatment.
test results of treatment stu-
dents on.the Career Maturity
Inventory revealed that the

gains in vocational maturity
were still present. Improve-

ment in attendance was also -

mentioned. The number of school-

and self-initiated exploratory
activities declined after the
treatment period ended. Howeven

the experimental students were
still showing more exploratory
behavior than nonpartfciOnts.

' ,

liamdani, A., 1977,

i

i

t
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APPENDIX A (Continued) /

THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS ' POPULATIONS OUTCOMES AUTHOR - DATE

4 School Attendance
(continued)

Attitudes toward
work; school
attendance; improved
work habits in
school.

Experience-based career
education.

,

Harrisburg, Pennsyl-
vania high schools.

High school studentsl

..

e .

. '

EBCE students showed improved
'attitudes toward work and
recognized the importance of
learning-marketable skills,
improving work habits, and
attending school. Overall re-

actions from parents,

employers, and students were

favorable.
-

Handler, L.,, et al.

1978.

, /

/

See Stoker, J.,
1979, in the theme
section on School

Retention.
,

,

. , .

School Partici-
nation

*

Improve basic
skills; generate
positive attitudes;
develop career and

occupational
competencies; im-
prove cooperation
and understanding
between career and
vocational educatio

staffs; improve
Antegration of pro-
grams and services.

Integration of cempen-

satory, vocational, and
career education,

,

Seven California
high schools,

,

High school
educationally
disadvantaged stu-

dents.

Pre- to -post-test data from Holmes, D.H.,

two programs strongly suggested1g7g.
significant changes in achieve-

ment levels over the project
period.

.

.

See Stoker, J..
1979, in the theme
section on School
Retention.

.

.

Academic
PerformanCe

Improvements Ln

attitudes toward
s'elf, school.

others, education
in general; im-
proved academic
achievement,

,

Experience-based career
education (based on

Northwest Regional
Education Laboratory
model).

,

Conecuh County,
Evergree,,, Alabama

Twenty-three VICE
students and fifteen
comparison students;

n . 38

Improvements in self-attitudes,

attitude toward school.
attitude toward education in
general, and4pereases ip
academic achieVement comparable
to that of students who partici.
pated in the traditional setting
indicated substantial need for

the pr2gram.,

. .,

.
'

ConecuM County
Experience-
based Career
Education,
077.

,

S

MIN MIS MIN
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVE INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS .OUTCOMES
'AUTHOR - DATE

Academic
rcrformance

ontinued)

-

Improved academic

achievement,
attitudes toward
careers, career
maturity.

Community-based career
experiences and career
resource room, individ-
ualtzed course of
instruction with
community experiences,

J. L. Mann High
School, Greenville,
South Carolina.

.

High school

students;

n .,87

English and mathematics lier-

formance on standardized tests
indicated that E8CE students
were performing as well as

comparison students. E8CE

students showed significant
growtk in writing skills as a

result of a focused effort on

writing ability. The Career

Maturity Index showed total

battery superiority of.E8CE
students to comparison students.'

There was sore evidence of
appropriate attitude development;

A review of the guiaince /
component by an outside goiAance

specialist yielded high results

for the entire guidance Program.

Experience-based
Career Educa-

tion, 1978

Academic skills;
life skills; carper

development.

Experience-based career

education (individual-
ized projects).

4.-----
Schools-- grades 7-

IA.

Students in
grades 7 through
seLond year of

college.

Significant increases/were
reported in students', career

planning. Progress as also

noted in students" ability to

'relate their personal interests
and'values to career choices.

Hagans, R.,
1975.

Career maturity,
academic achieve-
ment; career
development.

Career Education
Incremental Project

.

Elementary and
secondary schools.

.,

Students in grades
7, 9, 11.

The Career Education group had

higher levels of career educa-

tion maturity, especially grades
7 and 9. The Career Education
group's scores exceeded the
Career Mafurity Inventory norms.
Program assessment findings were
that twelfth-grade students felt
the need for more career-relatee
p. I-- and activities

especially in school-to-work

transition. Achievfment test

scores thai were below norm
improved to be at oh above the

norms in later grades. Students

tentative career cnoices over a

period of eight years showed less

variation, Professional findings

revealed that seventy principals,
counselors, and teachers surveyed

had positive attitudes towards
the importance of career educa-

tion activities, their involve-
lunt, and career education in
general, and rated their programs

Is effective.

Omvig, C.P.,
1979. ' .
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

THEME
CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS OUTCOMES

AUTHOR - DATE

a Academic Per-

---f4hieitJe

Growth in academic

---sk-i-3-1-s-,--career---

awareness, basic

skills,social
skills,

Experience-based career

educatiOn.

High school. High school students,
Effect'veness was shown in

achiet ng student growth in
basic _kills, career awareness.

--iiiiiriiiiiWalskills;--and

Peterson, R.,
1975.

(continued) motivation to learn. Moreover,

there was evidence of increased
mobilization of coMmunity sup-

port, and.preparation of
graduates to enter college,
seek employment, or seek

further training.

.

.

Greater familiarity
with career oPpor-
tunities in the
field of public
service; greater

self-awareness;
good work habits;
academic, voca-
tional.zand employ-
ability skills,

,

A public service
administration intern-

ship program,

A Montgomery County,
Maryland high school

Gifted and talented
high school juniors

and seniors;

n - 33

Among the findings were overall
student satisfaction with the
program, and overall sponsor
satisfaction with the program,
especially in the area of
demonstrating good work habits.

In the area of self-awareness.
results from Student Attitude
Survey showed that s:,^nd
semester interns held
basically positive attitudes
about themselves and felt .

that they knew themselves
well enough at-least to begin

to make logical career decis-

ions. In spite of their

basically positive self-concept

even at the beginning of the

program, some pretest (January)

to posttest (May) changes were

noticed. Regarding academic,
vocational, and employability
skills, there was some incon-

sistency in interns' attitudes

about the relevancy of skills

they learned in school to their

function in the world of work.

Sixteen of eighteen students
agreed or strongly agreed that

they may use the same skills

they used in 'school.

Public

Service Admin-

istration
Internship
Program in
Career Educa-
Lion, 1978. 0
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THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS - SETTINGS POPULATIONS OUTCOMES AUTHOR - DATE

fr-Academic-Per------ Lile-Skills-- _Employer-based career High school ane High schooi stu- The study showed a great deal Sanders, J.H., and

formance

(continued)

1

including career,
social, and avoca-
tional; decision
making; academic
performance.

education. community.

,

dents. of-Success but Was not compared-
to other guidance programs.

--ffieti-aac-t-1..

1973.

Career planning;
attitude improve-
ment; academic
performance; career

maturity.

Alternative career
education program.

Eleven County high
schools.

Junior and senior
high school
students. .

.

-

The program successfully served
as an alternative career educa-

ti.n program. It was demon-

strated to be an integrated,
transportable product since it

was successfulliimplemented
in a local high school. It was

demonstrated to be an enjoyable
experience since it was
positively received by students,
*emploYers, parents, and former

students.

Shively, J.E.,
1975,

.

Career decision ,

making; employment
seeking; academic
achievement; motiva.
tion toward school,

Exoerfence-based career

educatton.

High school. Twelfth-grade

students;

n 40

The project received substantial
support from the community.
Students made significant gains
in academic subjects as Well

as in career decision-making and

employment-seeking skills.
Students' motivation level
toward school was increased;
the project was well managed,
implemented, and publicized.

Stead, F. L.,
and Hartnett,

R.A.. 1978.

.

.

Academic achieve-
ment and locus of
control.

'

.

I. Group counseling
and group skills
instruction.

2. Group counseling,
study skills
instruction, and
faculty counseling

or consultation. .

3, Group counseling,

study skills
instruction, and
individual intermli
external locus of
control counseling,

(

Davis and Elkins
College, West
Virginia ,

. '

Students partici-
pating in the
Williams James
Wane counseling
pragram;

n = 63

'

Upon completion of the program,

the groups were compared on
'first-term grade-point averages

and.the Rotter Internal/
External Locus of Control Scale.
Tht t-test was used to analyze
the test score means of the
three groups, two at a time.

to test the null hypotheses that

were generated by the study:
a) There will be no significant

difference between the first-

,term grade-point ayerage
means of Groups 1 and 2,

2 and.3, and 1 and 3.

b) There will be no statis-
tically Significant
difference in post-internality
scores among Groups 1, 2, 3.

(continued on next page) ,

Whyte, C.B., 1978

.

,
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THEME
CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS

,

OUTCOM ES .

AUTHOR - DATE

Academic Perform-
ance (continued)

Analysis of variance was used,te
analyze the test score means of

groups with reference to grade

.

point average before the t-tist

ilas applied.

.

,

.

Group 3 students had a statis-

tically higher grade4oint
average than participants in
Groups 1 or 2 at a .001 level.

Students with faculty/counselor
consultation as a part of the
treatment scored significantly .

higher,on grade.point average
than did students in Group 1 at

a .001 level. Individual ,

attention and emphasis on
internal/external locus of
control counseling may have bene-

fited high-risk students.

Learning-Study
Skills and
Attitudes towards
School

See Career Guid-

,

'

ance for Indian
Youthw.i06, in
the theme section

on School
Retention.

,

SeC Carey, M.A.,
and Weber, L.J..
1979, in the
theme section on
Attendance.

S

.

See Conecuh County

*
\

er

.Experience-Based
Career Education
TV7-7, in the
theMe section oR
Academic.

earfo=ranea

.

a

.

Improved basic
skills, attitudes
toward work and
study, career
exploration; in-
creased knowledge
about nln-
traditional work.

role's.

Experience- ased career

education.

.

.

Wichita East Nigh

School

.

Students i

\
n,nrades

10, 11, andR;
fifty-ope ECBE\
students, forty-One

control-group
students;

\

n . 92

0

The objective measures of the
achievement of EBCE program
objectives revealed only minor
ffferences between EBCE and

control groups. .

.

.

Crawford. G
and Miskell,C.,

1978.

'
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THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS

.

OUTCOMES .
AUTHOR - DATE

111 Learning-Study

Skills and
Attitudes towards

Career exploratinn
skills and know-

ledge; communica-
-tion-skfIII-T-study-

Career exploration. Three pilot schools
in Jefferson County,
Colorado.

Gifted and talented
high school .

students,

The project was evaldated as
being successful in producing
both affective and cognitive

in the

Crusey, C.,
19/9.

School (continued)-
skills; higher
level thinking
skills; problem-
solving skills.

gains particlpants -in----

terms of real life career
exploration.

. .

Prepare for career

opportunitiv;
growth in Erglish
and math6mat,e;;
increased accuracy
and breadth of
perceptions of
envirbnment; en-
hanced motivation
to learn; increased
abilities to plan,
solve problems,
make decisions, and
take action.

Experience-based career

tducation.

High schools and
community.

High school students
(300 in treatment).

Significant student gains were
reported for career development,
basic skills, and attitudes.
toward school.

Experience-Based
rareer Education

.0757gETTOR7

c

See Kenyon, C.B....

1974, School
Rentention.

.

See Shively, J.E.,,
1975, Academic
Performance.

Tine management
and short-range and
long-range planning

Experience-based career
education

.

..

Secondary schools.

..,

J

Students in grades
9-12.

Student growth was shown in the

following areas: basic skills,

self-awartness, career awareness
'career development skills, life
skills, and motivation to learn.

McClure, L.,
1975.

Academic skills.
planfulness;
positive 'attitudes
toward community
add school; in-
crease in knowledge
.and use of
resources in non-
traditional
occupations.

Experience-based career
education,

,

Secondary schools in
a community college
district,

10th and llth
grade students. sooe

Results indicate maintenance of
academic skills, increase

in attitudes of planfulness.
positive attitudes toward
community pnd school (for boys).
and an increase in knowledge
and use of resources in non-
traditional occUpations (for

girls).

Neely, MA.,
1979.

.
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THE4E CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVE TIONS SETTINGS
POPULATIONS OUTCOMES

' AUTHOR. DATE

Learning-Study
Skills and
Attitudes towards
School (continued)

t

Preparation for

career opportu-
nities; growth in

communication
skills and math;
increased accuracy
and breadth of .

students' per-
-ceptions of envi-

ronment; enhanced
motivation to
learn; increased
abilities to plan,

solve problems,
make decisions, and
take action.

Experience-based career

education.
i 4

-..

High school.
Students in grades

9-12.

.

Results supported program
effectiveness in .all areas.

It also appears to reduce school

dropout rates.

c

Quinn, M.,
1973.

.

Career knowledge
and planning;
career maturity;
attitudes toward

education;
attitudes toward
sex role stereo.
*ping; attitudes
toward self.

.

Experience-based career

education.

Conecuh County, ,

Alabama schools,

..

EBCE and non.EBCE

students.

A--

Analysis of studegt outcome data

indicated that (BCE students did

as well as comparison students

and in some cases higher on testS

ol basic skills. EBCE students

showed positive increases in

test results concerning career

knowledge and planning, career
maturity, attitudes toward
education, sex role stereotyping

locus of control, and attitudes

toward self.

Shively. J.E.
and Davis,
C.S., 1979b. .

.

Improve attitudes

toward learning,

o

Alternative high school

program,

High school.
High school students
dissatisfied with
previous high
school experience.

.

Evaluation results showed that

in all areas measured, the

treatment group compared
favorabty with other high

school stbdents. Greatest

gains were found in reading

Skills and in attitude-towar4

school.

Smith, G.,
1975.

,

,

Basic skills; atti-
tudes toward school
relationships with

adults; career

development.

Experience-basee career
dducation.

e .

High schools (three
sites).

.

..

0
EBCE ail(' non-EBEE

students.

'

Both experience-based career

education (EBCE) and control

students progressed normally

in, basic skills and showed.an

increased level of career

development activities, improved

school attitudes..and
improved

relationships with adults. EBCE

students showed gains in areas

measuring activities
rather than

in knowledge, and more positive

perceptions of growth thanNdid

the control group.

Spotts, R., and
Evenson, J., 197Z

" 7r.
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THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS

,

OUTCOMES
AUTHOR - DATE

Learning-Study
Skills and
Attitudes towards
School (continued,

See Stead, P.L.,
and Harnett. R.A.,
1978, Academic

Performance. .

, :....

0

,

See Stoker, J., 1979,

School Retention. ,

-

.

.

.

.

Positive attitudes
toward task comple-
don; pride in ac-
comdlishment;
awareness of vari-

ety of workftrs,
dignity of work,

self-worth. .
4

Career education.

.

4

1

High schoo . -' Students in grades

9)2.

/
/

,
.

P ogram efforAl provided know

}edge consistently higher gains
Aor_program students than for .

/other students.

4.

,

Topougis. N.,

978.

,

.

'

pL__

CareefEducation:

Basic Skills

'

Work habits and
values; decision-
making skills; jetr-

hunting skills,
job-getting skills;
job-entry skills;
oral communication;
writing'skills.
basic quantitative
skills.

Career Education Plus

(CE +). ,
,

'

J

.

Vinot High School.
North Dakota,

.

9th and 10th jgrade

students.

Specific behayioral objectives.

either achieved or partially

achieved, follow: improvement

in oral communication, improved

writing skills, improved quanti-

tative skills. Satisfactory
coxpletion of projects-and com-
peiencies and development-of
career knowledge-and career ex-

ploratiog,was accomplished.
.ObjeCtives not achieved folloW:

improvement in reading skills,
development of self-knowiedge.
more positive attitudes toward

work, and higher level of career

awareness.

Planning, Learn,

inch Understand-
Ing, and Suc-

cee n 4).

-

See Carey, M. A.,
and Weber, L. J.,
1979, School Atten-

dance.

, ,

See Crawford, G.:
and Hiskell. C.,
1979, Learning-
Study Ski.11s.

, -

See Crusey, C.,
1979, Learning-
Study Skills.

I
,.
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MDT.. CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS

.

SETTINGS ,

.

POPULATIONS OUTCOMES 'AUTHOR DATE

Career development
(planning, ilecision

making and problem
solving), experi-
mental learning
opportunities; aca-
demic growth in
mathematics and
communication
skills.

Experience-based career

education.

Three high schools 80 experimental, 80

in Puerto Rico. control group high
school students;

n = 160.

,

Seven communities IJHigh school juniors

... Rhode Island. and seniors,

k

Projecemet all purported objec-
tives; staff were trained to
carry out program; EBCE can be
utilized in urban and rural set-
tings in Puerto Rico;$roject
students heavily endorsed
project over regular school
program; parents praised
project; analysis of test data

in academic areas for experimen-
tal and control groups indicated
that the EBCE students showed a
greater gaineover the control
group in almost all areas.

Test results indicated that EBCE
students tended to,show gains
(some significant, some not) in

all test areas.apd that academic
achievement was not hindered by
EBCE participation. Stafr,

students:and employers rated
career exploration as the
strongest component. The
counseling component was helpful
in sharing ideas and experiences.

Experience-Based
Career Education
Project, 1982.

,

Experience-Based
a Casic Skills

(continued)

Career maturity
career knowledge,
learning attitudes,

self concipts;
basic skills.

Career exploration
activities, career
counseling, academic
instruction.

4

Career Educe-
tion

,
1978.

_........

.

a
'

See 4
Experience-Based

,

,

.Career Education
FOTect..., 1975,
Learning-Study
Skills.

Zee Holmes, D. H.,
1979, sctfool Par-

ticipation.
,

.

.

Career knowledge;
attitudes toward
learning ehviron-
ment;'basic skilli.

Career exploration,
career guidance, basic
skills.

Secondary school. 259 experimental
students; 109 com-
parlson students;

.

,

n = 368.

:
.

.

Data analysis supported program
effectiveness in the career
knowledge component of-Career
skills over a two-year period.
Both first- and second-year ex-
perimental students showed sig-
nificant improvement in attitud
toward learning environments.
The experimental studentsost-
test levels were found to be
significantly higher than-the,

conthl students' scores. The
experimental program was not
demonstrated to offer adyantages
in the provision of basic skills

instructioli.

Kershner, K. N.
and E'air, N. W.
1975.

,

.

D

78

c.
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THEME CLIENT'OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS

_

, OUTCOMES
,

.,

,

AUTHOR - DATE
.

Basic Skills
(continued)

,

Prevocational
skills; guided fob,

exploration; read-

ing comprehension,,
mathematical skill&
observation of and
experience in non-

tradit4onal work
setting.

.

.,.

Experience-based,career
education (individual-
ized curriculum).

,

a

Six secondary and

two postsecondary
schools.

-

"

.

r.

,

Seoondary seniors,
hiih school drop-
outs, high school
graduates, Post-
secondary students,
individuals not
enrolled-in school
(educationally

.disadvantaged--
more than.600 par-
ticipants directly
involved.

'
,

The experience-L3ased'career
education students' mean score
increaled on two of the five
Career Maturity In4entory (CMI)
subtests and declined on Parts

I-II. The nonparticipants'
mean score deOlined on all of

the CMI subtests. With regard

to reading comprehension, the
EBCE group had clearly higher
posttest scores at the points

of comparison. Although-the
differences were not statisti-
cally significant with regard

to %he CTBS matherhtics compu-
tation scores, the EBCE group
mean increased from pretest to
posttest by about one point.
The comparison group, however,
declined in mean score by about

one and one-half points. (The

researchers speculated that

lhck of motivilion to perform
well probably affected results.:
With regard to CTBS inithematics
applications scores. the EBCE
group mean increased about one
point while'that of the coMpar-

ison group decreased about six-

tenths of a point. (The de-

cl'ne in scores of the compari-
son group may have exaggerated
any,exist,ing differences

.

between thft groups.)

.

Mattison, W. 11-..

'1979. .

.

.

Career skills
(awareness and
knowledge); life
skills; basic aca-
demic skills.

t

Experience-based career

educatioh.

,

-

-

Four Utah high
schools.

e

.

EBCE students (115
girls, 113 boys)
-and control group
students. (randomly
selected students
from English

.

classes);

n - 228.

_

The Experience-eased Career
Education (EOCE) project was

well organized and managed.at
all levels. High commitment
and enthusiasm were shown by

school personnel, administra-
tors. parents, community employ-

ers, and students. Grade pat-

terns of EBCE students were
basically uniform with those of

control students. Tests of

academic ski/J developeent did

not show signfficant gains in

EBCE students as compared to

.control students. Overall,

EBCE students did show in-
creased career awareness and

career knowledge. .

Muse, I. D., and
Coombs, C.G.
1978.

- .

.

t
.
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THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES
.e,

INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS OUTCOMES , ,,

. .

AUTHOR - DATE

Basic Skills

(continued)

'

.,

Career skills; life
skills; basic aca-
demic skills.

Experience-based career
a

education.
.

,

High schools in
Weber and-Morgan
County school dis-
tricts, Utah.

-

,

,

10th grade students*
in Weber Countyti 9th
and 10th grade stu-
dents in Morgan
CorniAschool dis-
trict.

,

Students did make changes in
their career knowledge and
attitudes tcward learning envi-
ronments; and although they did

not show any increased mastery
in all career skills, life
skills, and basic skills,
nejther did they show any de-

crease. Results.of question--
naires administered to students.
parents, site coordinators,*and
teachers were generally favor-

able. Evaluation of grade pat-

terns for EBCE students in
English, science, and math
showed that, on a group basis
grades remained about the same

for the year. It was 'signifi-
cant that the EBCE.program had

no detrimental-effect on student

grades even though students
spent a considerable amount of,

,1171oesoff campus at employer

, Muse, I. D. , and

Coombs, G.,
1977. .

,

b.

.

.

See Neely, M. A.,

1979, Learning-
Study Skills.

'

Cife skills, baSic
skills; career

development.

Experience-based career

education.

-

.

High school.

,

Ilth and 12th grade

students;
n .63 .

.

Experience-Based careen educe-
tiontstudents generally per-
formed better on the criterion
referenced tests than did the.

control students. Both students

and parents viewed the program'

positively.

Parkway Expert-

.ence-based
'tareer Educe-
il-c5T--077.

.

See Peterson, R.,

0975, Academic
Performance.

. -

.

.
lb.4 \ ,
,

.

.

See Quinn, M.,
1973, Learniig-
Study Skills.

,

.

See Spotts, R., and
Evenson, J., 1977,

,LearAing-Study
Skills. ,

.,-.

.
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»

CLIENT OBJECTIVES

,

INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS 'POPULATIONS
-

,

OUTCOMES
AUTHOR - DATE

Basic Skills

(cOntinued)

#

,

Life skills and
career development;
basic skills.

t

Experience-based career

education. -
, ,

a

Four school district!
in Wyoming: Chey-

enne, Laramie', Lan-

der, Glenrock.
,

..

EBCE and non-EBCE

students:

. _____

,

.

Students had positive feelings
about the project, with strong
emphasis on student journals and

and job explorations. The over-

all conclusion was that t1e-DX9.7,...

ject was implemented and managed

in In excellent%fashion and that

prfogress in all areas was satis-

factory. -

Wyomirig State
Department of
Education, 1977.e

4

/

Educational

Planning

,

.
.

Develop a positive
self-image as a

potential worker;
develop appropriate.
career interest
patterns based on
self-awareness and
vocational aware-
ness; develop educa-
tional and vocation-
al planning abili-

ties.
,

Career exploration
programs.

,

Ap area vocational
school, a general
high school, a con-
trol school wfth no
vocational programs.

4

9th and 10th grade
Students.

-

,

,.

Students 'from the area vocation-

al school were better informed
about career choice and demon- ,

stilted more positive attitudes
toward their abilities and
chances for vocational advance-
ment as compared to students
frOm the control school and the

general high school. Changes

in vocational interests weremore
closfly related to grade level

than to ichool programs.
Parents of,the vocational stu-
dents were the most favorably
imprissed with the school's

career exploration program.

Cochran, J. R., and

Weis. O. M..
.

1972.

.,

.

* .

...-----

.

. -

Self-evaluation,
explore broad occu-

national goals;
awareness of eco-

nomic, sociological,
and social values of
work; consideration
of educational and
training alterna-

tives;,developmeng
of decision-making
skills related to

other goals.

, s

Career education,
including hands-on
activities, role play-

ing, field tripi,
resource persons in
classrooms, subject
matter tie-ins; intro-
duction to occupations
in the community.

Cobb County Public -

Schools, Marietta,

Georgia.

.

.

4

K-12.(oyer BOO stu-

dents dbring a
three year period),

i

Goals and Objectives .stated at
progrSm onset were achfeyed to ...

a significant degree.

!

,
,

,

Cr o

,

Comer, J., 1974.

,

'
.

.

193
81
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POPULATIONS OUTCOMES , AUTHOR - DATE

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

Educational
Planning
(continued)

.

e,

,

.

S

,

.

.
.

,

.

e

.

Awareness of aca-
demio majors; voca-
Lionel oppgrtuni7
ties and require-
ments; occupational

informationtrain-
ing reoUirements.
wages, advantages,
disadvantages; in-

terpretation'and
evaluation of apti-

tude add interests
tests; discussion
of efIects of per-
sonal-sociai fac-

tors on vocational
choice; making edu-
cational'and voca-
tional choices;
goal setting.,

-

,

Vocational counseliag;
individual, group, and

programmed selfeinstruc:

tion.

)

.

..

..

4

a . .

e

--

.

.

Counseling and
testing center at

Southern Illinois
University.

O.
7

' .

.

,

.
.

.

.

, .

_

.

219 'freshmen and
sophocores se'eking

vocational counsel-
ing; 128 males and

91 females.

. - - -

0

.
.

'

.

%

,

On all criteria, the.three
treatment groups' scores were
significantly higher than the
control group's in amount of

assfstance received. Clients

in the progiammed instruction
treatment'group receiNed sighif-
icantly more assistance than the
clients in individual And group
treatments in-three areas: (1)

peing informed of vocaticinal -

opportunities and iequirements;
(2).learning how to make educa-

tional decisions;,and (3) set-
ting up educitional And voca-.
tional goals consistent with
abilities, inteiests, and per-

sonality characteristics. In

the otherfour areas--(1) be-
comihg aware of the various
academie:majors; (2) interpret-

ing aptitude and interest tests;

(3) discussing how personal-
sotial factors hive an.effect on

...vocational choice; and (4) dis-
cussing one's philosophy of life

and values and their iiplJca-
Lions for voiational choice--no.
significant.diffirences existed
in the amount of assistance re-
ceived among the,three groups.
:The results suggest thit the
vocational-educational counsel"-
ing by all treatments was
reasonably effective in most of

the areas investigated in this

study. Mere -important, however,
js the finding that the pro-

grammed self-instruction
approach prayed superior to
either the Individual or group
treatment od the three areas
"cited above, and was equal to
the twvother treatments on the
remiining four areas studied.

-

.

Graff, R. W.;
Danish, S.; and
Austin, B., 1972.

a

. .

.

.

..,

,

.

.

j.
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fPPEUDIX A (Continued)

THEME ,' COENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIO NS
,N. ...

SETTINGS

.

POPULATIONS OUTCOMES

1

'AUTHOR - DATE

.

PERSONAL AND INTER-
PERSONAL WORK

SKILLS

Self-Awareness

.

c . .

Exploration of
career goals with
an awarenoss of in-
fluence of sexism

and stereotyping
attitudes on occu-
pation*choices.

,

Curriculum model to
'D'redace sex bias and sex

role stereotyping in
career exploration%

.'

--:

.....

Montgomery Comomni-
ty College, Rock-
vilre, Maryland.

.

.

.

Male and female

freShmen: 92
females, 116 males

enrolled in an
orientation ceurs;

n = 207.

.

No significant differences were
found between the experimental
and comparison groups on-any pf
the criteria. No differences
were found between groups in .
their Bem Sex Role Inventory
scores, career saliency scores,
the,percentage ofNnontraditional
occupational briefS selected or
the evaluTtion briefs selected,
.or"the evaluation.of the occupa-

tional briefs Selected. Sex

differences were found on the
OccUpational Daydreams measure

and on two questionrof-the eval-
uation form. Significant differ-

ences were found between males
and females.

Blimline, C. A.,

1976.

.

.

,

.

...

.

Career education
infusion and carter
maturation regard--
ing Self-apprais41
occtipational infor-
mation, goal selec-

tion, plannthg,
problem solving,

.

* .

4

. 1

. .

A planned cluster of
diverse career-focused
acpvities channelled
through the.Career Edu-
cation Resource Center
(CERCP), which houses
lnd centrali/escareer ,
services. domponents

are: career informa-.

tion, staff.iraining,
community tnvolvement,
ipstruztiolial programs,

assessment activities,
and curricular prepar-
ation.

. .
.

Large urban school
system, Washington,
D.C.

.

.

a'

,

,

10th grade student;
aged 15-19 years,
predominantly black,
who scored in excess
of 20 percentile
points below the
national norm in
basic skills

achievement.
.

. t

Results indicated (hat treatment
students wue-comparable o com-
parison students in every mea-

sured dimension. In one way,

however, Males differed from

females: achievement of compari-

sop miles was lower than achieve-
ment for comparison lees. ,The
results'support a vet: strong

inference that the Career Educa-
tion ResOurce Center Program
positively influenced the career-
relaked dompetencieS of partici-

pants. Treatment males exceeded
the comparison males on lotal
Crites' Maturity Inventory (CMI)
competency scores by 'over 13

points. Treatment females

exceeded comparison females.10
over 6 points.

Career Education
Resource Center
PrograviT040)
1979.
4

o

..

.

,

.

-..

Vocational explor-
ation:_self-
concept.

.

Cooperative education

program.

.

.

1

Tioretta H. LaGuar-
dia Community Col-
lege cooperative
education program.

85 Commdnity col-
lege students in a
work setting (in-
ternship). 99

community college
stuaents in a
classroom setting;

-,,

n = 184.
=

The+internchip may have had a
greater impact Chan the class-

rooM experience onverceptions
o'f.sea, while the classrqom
experience may have lad greater
impact khan the internship
experience on perceptiOns oi .
preferred occupation.

,

.
.

,

Ducat, D. E.,
1980.

.

;

83



APPENDIX A (Continued)

THEME

.

CLIENT OBJECTIVES

,

INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS

.

POPULATIONS OUTCOMES . AUTHOR - DATE

Self-Awareness
(continued)

.

Vocational explor-
ation; self- A
concept.

Cooperative education

program.

,

'

'

Fioretta H. LaGuar-
dia Community Col-
lege cooperative
education program.

85 community col- ,

lege students in a

work setting (in-
tirnship), 99
community college
students in a
classroom setting;

n 184.

The internship may have had a
greater impact than the class-
room experience on perceptions
of self, while the classroom
experience may have had greater
impact than the internship ,

experience on percepticins of

preferred occupation.

Ducat, D. E.,
1980.

.

See Hamdani, A.,
)977, School
Attend nce

7\;

c

,

\

.

,

.

(

Improve skills and

knowledge neces-
sary for them to
choose,
advance in, and

find,satisfaction
in adults roles,

Experience-based career

education. .

High school,, High school stu-
dents

Effectiveness was demonstrated

in growth in basic skills,
career iwareness, and interper-

sonal skills; student motivation
was enhanced; Cbmmunity support

was mobilized; graduates were'

prepared for college or work.

,

Chatham, K.,
1975.

--

.

See Cochran, J. R.,
and Weis, D. M.,
1972, Educational

Planning. ,

t

,

°

r

Career develop-
ment; self-
knowledge, isolate
a career field;
examine a course
of stuay as a

Possible chosen
career area.

S

Laboratory,exploration,
bbservation of mentors,

working (internship)
experience.

.

Af. M Consolidated
High School, College
Station, Texas.

.

,

Gifted and talented

students;
n = 20.

Performances in the Career

Education Measurement Services
improved from the pre-Guidance
Laboratory, to the post-intern-

ship administrations. A sig-

nificant trials effect was
found for certain sections of

the Career Maturity Inventory:
Attitude Scale and Planning

and Problem-Solving sections
of the Competency test. Tbeo

researchers noted a significant
decrease in scores for the
Problem-Solving section of

the Competency scale.

,

Colson, 15., et al.

1979.

,

84



APPENDIX A (Continued) ,

THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES

-

INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS OUTCOMES AUTHOR- DAIL

Self-Awareness
(continued)

See Comer, J.,
1974. Educa-

tional Planning.

-

.

,

.

Knowledge and
skills in self-
awareness and
self-esteem, the
world of work,
and decision
making.

Infusion at all grade
levels; exposure to
work experiences at the
high school level.

Elementary and
secondary schools.

Students in grades
4-12.

The sample of progr*Sm students
performed better in all cate-
goriesof the locally developed
Careers Test than did nonpro-

gram students.

Hanson, B.,
1978.

4 .

Career. explora-

Lion; self-aware-
ness; skhlls to
negotiate adult
life successfully;
career experi-

ences.

Experience-based
career education.

High school.
-

Students in grades
9-12 wanting
career knowledge
and exploration.

Results favored EEICE students in
cognitive and affective areas.
Parents and employers c,mmented
favorably. E8CE graduates sup-
ported the program and testified

to its positive impact.

Henderson. H..
1975.

Job requirements;
self-knowledge;
stereotypes.

Community-based career
education.

Highline School
District--three of
five-high .schools.

80 Experimental
and 100 control
group high school
students;

n . 180.

The community-based career edu-,
cation program had a definite
impact on the students' abili-
ties to analy4e conditions and
requirements of occupations, but
little or no impact on the stu-

dents' increased understanding
of,positive and negative rewa"rds
associated with various types of
work, The treatment ol students
demonstrated increased interest
in and understanding of their

can abilities. The community-

based career education prOgram
had littTe on no impact on the
actual selection of jobs stereo-
typed for the opposite sex.

HIgnline's Voca-
dom. -EZiploi,
ilW7ind
Prepariany
pmgram, 1978.

' -

,

See Kenyon, C.d.,
1974, School
Retention.

,

85
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

.

THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES

_

INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS
.:

OUTOMES

.

.

AUTHOR - DAIE

Self-Awareness
(continued)

,

Perceptualization;
seli- and environ-
mental orienta-
tions; conceptual-
ization: direction-
al choice and
adaptive behavior;
generalization:
accommodation,
satisfaction,
maitery.

An intermediate career

education course.

Four high schools.

-

734 pre-tested
students; 613
post-tested stu-

dents.

.

u

Statistically significant
knowledge improvement was found.

Ceton, D. A.,

1975.

,

.

Increase self-
recognition of
work potential and

job satisfiers.

Vocational Exploration
Group (developed,by
C. J. Deane), career
education program.

.

4 or 5 school ac-
creditation rate-
gories in Kansas;

the largest school
systems are not

represented,

' .

89 nonhandicapped
students (39 males,
50 females); 54
physically impaired
stOdents (13'males,
41 females); EMR
(IQ(85) were not
incligled;

n . 143

The data showed pre-, post- and
delayed-test changes in favor of

a self.report . of more options.

Significant increases were also
fouhd in aspirations that tended

to reveal both silf-confidence
(leadership and supervision) and
independence (money). The,data

also showed significant changes
6 the,self-recognition of work

potential. The pre- and

delayed tests'brought increases
in'the number of work areas con-
sidered personally relevant.

Neely, M. A., and
Kosier, M. W.,
1977.

,

.

,

Career planning
and decision
making through ,

assisting students
to look at them-
selves and various
career Options.

Experience-based
career education.

High schools, Students in Ilth

and 12ta grades,

,

-

Results favored exPerience-based
students over control students

V

in both cognitive and affective

areas.

Nelson, R.,

1979.
,

Increased self-
apPraisal, occu-
pational informa-
tioh, goal selec-
don, planning.
and problem
solving .

.

,

Coordinated activities

in Career Education
Resource Center, class-
.room, and community.

'

-

High school. Low-achieving
urban 10th graders.

,

.

Significant gains for partici-
pants.were reported in self-

appraisal, occupational ifor-
mation, goal selection, planning
and.problem solving. Treatment

males exceeded control males by

13.8 points. Treatment females
exceeded control females by 6.4

points. Scores for both males

and females are Significant at

pr beyond .002.

'

Page, E.,.19130.

,

1
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

'NEM( CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS

.

,OUTCOMES AUTHOR - DATL

Self-Adareness

(continued)

'

Self-knowledge-
intelligence and

interests.

,

,

.

Computer-based voca-
tional exOloration.

.

High school.
-

,

.

fith grade malesl
n ,,, 128,,

\,

, N

Measures of self-knowledge
showed increased accuracy about
intelligence, hut not about
interests, after treatments
that included the feedback.

. Increases were largely due to

changes,in subjects who ortgi-
nally underestimated their
intelligence, A delayed post-
test indiCated that the in-

creases did not persist.

Pilato, G. T. and

Myers, R. A.,
1973. -

.
..

See Quinn. il.,

1973, Learning-

Study Skills.
'

,

:\
N\

.

4
-

See Shively, J. E.,

and Davis, C. 5.,
19794, in

Learning-Study
5kil1s.

.

t

.

.

..

Interpersonal
and Life Skills

See Spotts. R..and
Evenson, J., 1977

Learning-Study
Skills. ..

. .

,

.

,

,

,

See Chatham, K.,
1975, Self-

Awareness.

,

,

See flagans. R.,
1275, Academic
Performance.

.

,

,

,

. .

87
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APPENDIX A (CONTINUED)

THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTFRVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS * OUTCOMES AUTHOR,- CATE

Interpersonal
and Life Skills

See Muse, I. 0.
and Coombs, G.,
1977. Gasic Skills,'

.
.

.

See Peterson, A.,
1975, Academic
Performance.

,

,

Work Values

-

See Career Educa-

.

tion: Planning,
Learning, Under-
Standing, nd

uccee ng E+),

1977, pasic Skills.

See Comer, J.,
1974, Educa-
tional Planning.

,

. 6.

Career development. Career OevelopMent

Seminar,

r,

College.
24 experimental
and 22 control
group Undergraduate
college students;

n m 46.

Stminar pkrticipants evidenced
significant improvement over
control students on four of the

cix scales of Crites' Career
Maturity filventory. The-semf-

nar participadts viewed work as

a more important aspect of life,

became more personally involved
in the s:areer choice process,
and grew more independent in
decision Making as compared to

control students.

Ganster, D. C.,
and Lovell, J.

1g78.

E

See Handler, L.,
et al., 1978,
School Attendance. %

Job skills (occupa-
t(onal survival
skills); positive
attitudes toward

employment.

Occupational Survival
Skills Modules (class-

room).

High school.

0

High school -stu-

dents,

The variables of amount of work

experience, work.plans, and edu.

cationarplans were found to

bear significant relationships
to attainment of occupational

survival skills. ,Significant
relationships were found between

students' attitudes toward em-
ployment and tfie variables of

grade level, sex, work plans,

and educational plans.
, -

Leach, J. A.,
1978.

1. 7
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APPENDIX A (CONTINUED

,

THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS , SETTINGS 'POPULATIONS

,

OUTCOMES AUTHOR - DATE

Work Values
(continued)

,

.

See Topougis, N.,
1978, Learning-
Study Skills.

.

PREPARATION FOR
CAREERS

See Career Educa- .

.

.

I

.

tion: Planning,

Learning-, Under-

standing, Succeed-
ing (CEO, 1977,-
Basic Skills.

See teamdani, A.,

1977, School

Attendance,
.

.

SeeLeach, J. A.,
1978, Work Values.

-

.

See Mattison, WM.,
1979, Basic
Skills.

P

,

See Public Service

-

.

_

_

_

.

S

.

,

.

Administrat on
Internship Program
in Career Educa-

tion, 1978,
Eamic Perfor-
mance.

89

119
120 . `t,
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

.

fliEME
CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS

.,

POPULATIONS - OUTCOMES .
AUTHOR -SOME

PREPARATION FOR
CAREERS (continued)

,

"
'

.

,

'

.

Caregi,decision-
makiarskills
educational and
training decisions;
job-seeking skills:
job-keeping skills.

.

. .

Guidance Information
System--occupational,
armed services occupa-
tionar, twoJ ear

college, -year,f0
colleg , financial

aidcgraduate school.
(computer-based).

, .

,

\
.

,..,

.

.'

.

Public secondary
schools and various
community agencies

in Maine.

1

...--

High sihoof students
and agency partici-
pants.

0
.

.

.

c)

'

,

.

ConCiusions wire drawn as

follows:
a) Users undedlood the pur-

pose of Guidance Inform-
tion System %IS) and had
no trouble ,in ueing the GIS

guide and summary sheet.
b) The system was interesting

and motivational to users.

c) GIS was most effectivein
providing occupation and.

career itifcrmation.

d) GIS had an impact on educa-
tional decision making,

more so fOr ptiblic school
than agency users. .

el GIS was not designed to
develop job-seeking skills
or job-keeping skills, but
was perceived by some as

aiding them.

f GIS was not designed to
develop self-understanding
and awareness, but utilized
.dimension: of the self in

guiding the search.process.

g GIS stimulated a degree of

change in guidance programs

and in the role-of the -

counselor. .

.

Ryan, 11W., et al,

et al., 1980
'-

_

.
,

0

. .

"

,

-

.

0

.Job,-seeking inter-

view skills,

Model exposure; role
playing; model exposure
plus role playing;
model exposure and
role playing with
video feedback.

.
.

,

'

PrisOn--Prerelease
apd Aftercare Gen..

ter, Greensboro,
North Carolina.

.4r
. 4

,...

.

a .

Male subjects fn 3
prerelease train-
ing cycles; age
range 18-47 years;
mean age of 26

years;
n 56.

4

.

...

4

'Both the model-e%prsure plus
role playing (mkP) and the
model exposure ano role playing

with video feeddack (video)
treatments were signiftgantly
greatei- than the contrel proce-

dure on all depondent-variableS.
The role playing (RP) treatment

was more effective th.in the

control procedtuc Gn two cri-

teria; the model exposure group
and the i-odel exposure plus

-

role playin7 group differed ,

significantly on one criterion.

On follow-up ratings, the model,

exposura and role playing group

differed significantly from the

contro: group on one variable,

while the video group differed
significantly on,three areas
of behavior and on probability

of hire.

Speas, C. M.,

1979.

.

t

90 122



APPENDIX A (Continued)

THEME CeIENT OBJECTIVE'S INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS OUTCOMES . AUTHOR - DATE

PREPARATION FOR
CAREERS (continued)

See Stead, F. L.,

--and-ilartnetE-A7;
1978, Academic
Performance.

,

See Carber ,

Education: Plan-

Him. Learning,.
'Understanding,
Succeediny-(CE1)

1977, Basic Skills.

See Chatham, K.,
1975, Self-
Awareness. -

.

.

. .

, "

.

Employability and
work adjustment;
increased knowledge
of world of work:.
decision making.

-

.

'

Program to Supplement
the 9th and 10th grade
components of the Ohio.
Development Program.

,

$ /

,

Secondary schools
in six Ohio dis-
tricts: Akron,
Boardman Local
Dayton City, Kirt-
land LOcal, Lorain

'City, Minford Local.

9th and 10th ,grade

students,

.

. .

Students in the intensified
program displayed more career-
related learning in developmen-

tal areas, especially cognitive

learning.

1 .
,

McCauley, L. D. ,

and Rusling,
D. E., 1979.

,

.

.

Schmidt, W. I. ,,

and Dykeman,
B. F., 1979.

.

t

, I
,

See Quinn, M.,
1973, Learning.

Study Skills.

t°

Junior high and
high school stu-
dents identified ,

as potential drop-
outs,

.

...4'

-,---
I
The career education progr am

was significantly related
(p!(.05) to increase in the
meislired vocational maturity

of potential dropouts. Evidence

regarding the effectiveness of.
the career program in reducing
Propqrtions of students dropping
out of school was not conclusive.
There was an increase in the
number of,days of school atten-
dance (p4(.01) for potential
dropouts enrolled in'this career

education program. There was a

decrease in the number of dis-
ciplinaryreferrals (p4;.01) for

Waukegan Public
School District,
Waukegan, Illfnois
(three junior high
schools and two
high schools).

Career Implemen-

tation-Skills
and/or Employa-
bility Skills
(continued)

.

VocaG ional devel-
opment and im-

proved school
adjustment.

v

Work Experience and
Career Exploration
Program (WECEP).

.--..,

0

9 1
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

THEME CLIENT 08JECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS OUTCOMES AUTHOR - DATE

potential dropouti enrolled in
_this_coreer education program.

The results-as:10 the Fe-Fatten-Career Implemen---
titian Skills

.

and/or Employa-

- bility Skills

(continued)

.

.

'

/

ship between the career educa-
tion program and the impe6Vemehr
of grade point average were not

conclusive.
i

See Speas, C. W.,
1979, Vocational
kills or Work-

related Skills.

%.

,

1

.

_

. _

...,

Vocational explora-
tion; obtain-full-
time jobs after
graduation; com-
plete high school,

Vocational Exploration
in the Private Sector
peogram (counseling,
support-services, work
experience, assistance
in locating full-time
Jobs).

High school tn 7
cities.

.

Dropout-prone
Neighborhood Youth
Corps young people

n .716.

.- ,

Neighborhood Youth Corps student
enrollees exhibited the follow-

ing findings: 91.1 Percent

remained in school or Traduated;

53.9 percent completed the full

year program; 48.8 percent

missed fewer days of School than

the previous year. Improved

grade-point average was experi-

enced by 62.0 percent of program

completers as comparesd to pre-

vious year." Of 179 seniors who
completed the Vocational
Exploration program, 71,5 per-
'cent continued their employment,
9.5 percent continued their
education, 4.5 percent joined
the military, 10.6 peecent were

not working after,graduation-,
and 2,8 percent were married.

a
N

'

SPrengel, D. P.,
and Tomey, E. A.,

1974.

'

_

!

.
,

92
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

THEME CLIENT.OBJECTIVES- INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS OUTCOMES AUTHOR - DATE

s Career Implemen-
-tation Si.ills

and/or EMploy-
ability Skills
(continued)

See Stead, F. L.,
and Hartnett, R. A.,
19/8, Academic
Performance.

,

/

CAREER PLANNING

-.

SKILLS

,

.

.

Career information-
seeking behaviors.

.

,..

-

.

Group reinforcement
counseling.

-

.

University of

Missouri/Columbia.

.

- .
,

.

.

A Male college
6-eshmen and

' sophomores;
n . 94,

.

,/

.

'

Group reinforcement counseling
and vocational consistency were
significantly related to behav-
ior change. A positive rela-
tionship exist'between'the use
of-group reinforcement counsel-
ing and an increase in career
Information-seeking responses. .

A-relationship was found to.
. exist between Holland's Voca-
' tional consistency-inconsiv-
tency Vocational Preference
Inventory paradlgm and informa-
tion-seekihg:reSponse; namely,
consistentlubjects tended to
increase their exploratory be-

,havior as a result 0 couniel-
ing more than votationally
inconsistent subjects.

Aiken, J., and

Johnston, J. A.,
1973.

.

'

...

.

4

Decision-ma king

skills.

.

_

.

Three different coun-
seling procedures;
group social models,
structured interaction,
and wait control group.

Three high schools
in Evanston, Illi-

nois.

Male, Ilth grade
students enrolled
in a course in
vocational experf-
ence for entering
,world of work;

n . 40.

No
>
significant difference' were

found aMong the grodps regarding
'the major,hypothesis of the
study--that students a,ssigned

to the three experimental group
counseling procedur6 woild

'carry out more career decision-
making behaviors as measured by

the five questionnaires than
would-students assigned to the
control group.

Bergland, B. W.;
Auatrano, L.A.;
and 4undquist,
G. W., 1975.

.

'

,

.

'
..

To analyze-the
effect of giving
'occupational infor-
'nation to decided

and undecided
students.

,

Vocational information
vergus "no-information."

-

Texas TeCh Univer-
,sity.

,

. ,.

-CollegeStudents
enrolled in.intro-
ductory Psychology
courses; 35 males
and 57 females;
60 freshmen, 21

sophomeres,,6
juniors, 6-seniors.

n . 93.

e

No significant differences were
found between "undecided" stu-
dents and "decided" ttudents as
a result of the iocational
information they were given.

,

Cesar, J. P.;

et al., 1982.
,

,

/

.

.
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

THEME

,

CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS
,SETTINGS POPULATIONS OUTCOMES

AUTHOR - DATE

CAREER PLANNING
SKILLS (continued)

_

See Cochran, J. R.,

and yeis, D. M.,
1972, Educational

.

.

See Colson, S.;
etal.., 1979,

Self-Awareness.

f

.

.

,

See Comer, J.,
1974, Educational

Planning.r.
.

S.
.

. .

.

.

)

Career decision
making,

r.

Troject BITE (Business.
Industry, Training,

Education).
.

Two inner-city high
schools in the
Inglewood (Califor-
nia) Unified School'

District.

29 BITE students,
SQ control group
students,

n 79.

.
-,petency

The average Businessiinduitry,

Training, Education (BITE)

student raised his/her score

on both the
attitude and com-

scales S'y twenty perc(i-

tage points during the semester,

the average control student

increased his/her score by one-

)half of qpe percentage point

during the semester:

The Effect of

---61-7/67-Aware-
ness, 1978.

,

.

__

'Austin,

.

Career maturity.
Short-,term counseling. High school.

Experimental group
was 17 tenth-grade
students.

-r

Analysis of variance revealed

a statistically significant
interaction.with both the Self-

Appraisal subscale scores and-

total scale scores. <areer

maturity as a developmental

process could'be measured and

facilitated through counseling.
.

Plake,11. H.;

Rokh. A.J.,Jr.
and Stenning,
w, F,, 2975,

,

--

See Graff, R. H.;

Danish, S.;'and
B., 1922.

Educational Plan-

ning.
,

S
.

,

.

.
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS OUTCOMES -AUTHOR - DATE

. CAREER PLANNING
SKILLS (continued)

See Hagani, R.,.
1975, Academic
Performance.

.

.
. ,..

See Namdani, A.,
1977, School
Attendance.

-
,

See Hanson, B.,
1978, Self-Aware-

ness. .

A rural midwestern
consolidated high

schooi.
--

,.

'

Ilth and 12th grade
boys with unreal-
istic vocatin 1----"UnderSlieete-rs"-who-were-indi=------1-..
plans;

n . 60,

,

'

..

.

.

..

"Overshooters" whohad.Oarticipa -
ted in group counSeling and

vidually counseled showed
mlrked-movement toWare more
realistic choices when compared
to the control grotip. Under-

shoo oters who participatedi-in

group counseling and overshoot-
ers who received individual
counseligg did not sh-ow similar
significant Improvement in
realism when compared with the

control group. .

..

Hanson, J. T.,
and Sander,

1973.

.

(

Realistic voca-
tiona.L.thoiro

.

..

.

,IsA

Indiyidual and group
counseling,

-,

'

Effects o self-,

'directed search--
career decision
making.

Self-Directed Search--
structured or unstruc-
tured and with or

without Occupations
Finder booklet.

Idol school. High school females,
n u 104.

After taking the Self-Directed
Search, students obtained more
options and engaged in more
information seeking. \

HollanO, J. L.;

et al., 1978. -

Career maturity;
career decision
making.

Course on career
decision-making skills

Sii high schools.

s

Ilth grade academic
and nonacademic
students;

n 337,

Career decision course seemed
p cle.more effective with the

nonacademic groups. Career
maturity and I.Q. had a moder-

ately high relationship to
career decision making.

Jackson, D'. J.

and Egner, J.R.
1976.

-

...

Career maturity.

:

Career education
program through social
studies and language,

arts courses.,

Rome, Georgia high
schools.

10th grade students
in career education
program in social
studies and Ian-
guage'arts courses,

.

Student evaluations revealed
that students perceived that
their teachers discdssed careers
principally in their language
arts and social studies classes

:and that there.was an active
involvement and support of
career education on the part of
'teachers, counselors, and
through schobl programming.
Career Maturity Inventory re-
sults showed evidence of support

Jennings, G. D.;
et al., 1976.

.

-

95
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APPENDIX A'(Continued)

THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTOVENTIONi SETTINGS POPULATIONS OUTCOMES AUTHOR-DATE

CAREER PLANNING
SKILLS (continued)

of a positive effect of,. he
career education program on
tenth-graders' career maturity.

Career decision
making; to test the

effectiveness of
the self-directed
search;,,to test the
validity qf hypoth-
esis the career
indecision and in-
decisiveness are
diflerentially
related to anxiety

-and-vocational'
maturity.

Self-Directed Search,
Taylor Manifest Anxiety
Scale, Attitude Scale
of the Career Maturity
Inventory.

A large urban high 112th grade 'students,

school in the metro- 66 males, 601emales; of those using the Self-

politan New York n - 126. Alirected Search could

City arga.
t . arrive at a career choice

without the aid of a
counselor.

lain 50 percent-Eli-60 percent--4--McGowa-n, A7-1.
1978. *

Vocational decision,Individual counseling
making. or Computerized Voca-

tional Information
System (CVIS).

High school. Top 54 and bottom
54 high school

fsophomores from a

:1 class of 853 selec-
ted on basis of
Educational Devel-
opment series test

scores;
n 10R.

The preiiction that,high-'
readiness subjects would
change more With a
computerized vocational
information system (CVIS)

was not confirmed. The

prediction that low-
readiness Subjdcts would
change more with counsel,
ing was confirmed. The

groups did dot differ in
satisfaction with their
post-treatment vocational

choices. Findings sug-
gested that individual
counseling be'emohasized
with low-readiness clients
when both options_are
available.

Career exploration-
variety and fre-
quency of informa-

tion-seeking
behaviors

Peer Social Modeling.
Videotape only;
videotape and
reinforcement;
videotape, rein-
forcement, and
stimulus materials;
stimulus and
reinforcement
materials.

ism, mew aim. aim

Two high schools in
a rural university
community.

96

9th grade females;
n . 216.

Peer social modeling wat related
to increasing both the variety
and frequency of information-
seeking behaviers. A counseling

group using modeling, positive
reinforcement, and overt prac-

tice of the modeled behaviors
.4ith stimulus materials was more
likely than the other treatment
conditions investigated to pro-

]

vide an increasein the variety
and frequency of information-
sc.4ing behavior among 9th grade

girls,-- _ _____

Helhus, G. E.,
Hershenson,
D. 8., and
Vermillion,
M. F., 1973.

Motsch, P., --

1980.

1 354
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APPENDII.A.(Continued)
.4

THEME

,

CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS/STRATEGV SETTINGS
.

,

POPULATIONS OUTCOMES
.

AUTHOR - DATE

CAREER PLANNING
SKILLS (Continued)

,

.

,

Planning shills;
knowledge of
resources for
planning; de-
cision-Making
skills.

.,

.

,
.

.

.Educational and Career_

Exploration System-=r
computer-based educa-
tional and Occupational
exploration system,
(ECES).

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

Secondary schools in
"Ciiiiiee County, Mich-

igan.

0

%

Tenth-grade students,

376 males,"415'fe-
males with usable
pretests and post-
tests who used ECES:
718 males, 738 fe-
males from control
schdols with usable
pretiits and post-

tests; \

h . 2,247.

.

......
Adjusted re s tku'Career
Oevelopment nventory COI)
were significantly lar_slr for
users of the Educational and
Career Exploration System (ECES)
There were larger gains in
terms of choice and use of
resources for occupational
exploration for users. Com-
pared with controls, ECES users
showed significantly larger,
gains in both degree of planning
orientation and in choice and
use of resources for occupa-
tfonal exploration, but.not in
information and decision making.
The use of ECES in conjunction
with the regular guidance pro-
gram had relatively skallbut
clearly positive effect in
promoting aspects of vocational
maturity as measured by Career

Develo5ment Scales.A and B.
.

.

Myers, R. A.;
et al., 1975

.

,

.

See Neely, M:).,
1979, Learning-
Study Skills.

0
,

See Nelson, R.,

1979, Self-
Awareness.

.

See Omvig; C. P.,
1979, Academic
Performance. '

.
,

See Page, E.,
1980, Self-

Awareness. . : . 1

Increase occupa-
tional exploration
and congruence
-between occupa-
tional preferences
and measured
interests.

,.>

Report of vocational Three high school's

interest scores and in and near St,

small group sessions Louis. HIssour4.

on vocational 'Panning.

%

.
1

l

r
e

.

,

'

9th gradk females
with average or

above academic
ability were ran-
domlpassigned to
intervention group;
or contror group.

n = 390.

.

vie intervention stimulated ,

occupational exploration and
increased congruence between
occupational preferences and

mgasured interests. Outcomes
differed according to interest
ryperthus suggesting that
certainstudents may need more
couiselor attention than otherS.

Predige'r, D.

J., and .

Noeth, R.
J., 1979

135
136
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APPENDIX A (Contliued) .

THEME
.

CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS

,

SETTINGS POPULATIONS OUTCOMES
.

.

AUTHOR - DATE

CAREER PLANKING
SKILLS (Continued)
,

...

%

-.

tareer information.

, ,

, Computeicbased career
exploration (CHOeCES)
and Self-Directed
Search (paper and
pencil).

,

College . .' o

.

.

College students L'

17 males, 58 fe-
males, 59% fresh-

min, 24%-sopho-
mores, 11% juniors,

6% others;
h a 75

-

Results indicated a user
preference for CHOICES, in
interactive computer-based
career guidance program.
over the Self-Directed
Seirch, although both
programs received positive
ratings. No data were
given regarding whicb
program provided more
information.1'

Reardon, R. C.;
Bonnell, R. 0..
Ji.; and

. Huddleston, M.

R., 1982.

/

4

.

.

.

Career decision
making.

.

.

.

Rational vs.
intuitive. (sfmula- .

ted methodGuided
Design vse several
exercises from
Deiisions and

.

An urban, commuter,
open-admissions
community college.

,

.

.

.

$

;),i,

Full-time dly-
session under-,
graduate freshmin;

n 420

_

.

Those students partici-
pating in the two expert-
mental lroups significant-
ly increased their voca-
tional choices. Rational

decis)on makers did best
with the rational inter-
vention, whereas intuitive
decision makers did best
With the intuitive inter-
ventions. Thus. both
styles can be considered
effective. Dependent
_decision makers had an
ineffective style, demon-
strating decreases on
both dependent measures

.
in ill groups.

1 , .

Rubintori, N..

1980

1
.

OutcOmes).

,

%

.

Career decision
making,

,

Computer-assisted
guidance program
and counselor aid.

Santa Fe Community
College, Gaines-
ville, Florida.

.

.

Community colIege
students;

n 124

Students found the prograth

to be helpful fn decision-
making skills. It was most.

effective when combined.
with structured counselor
intervention.

Sampsdn, Ji P.
and Stripling,
R. O., 1979.

,
1

.

.

Vocational maturity.

;

Career group exper-

ience.
-

College,

.

,

.

-Students significantly
increated their vocational
maturity as a result of

the group experience.
Within experimental
groups, inconsistent and
non-differentiated stu-
dents improved maturity
meaiures than consistent

or differentiated students.

Schenk; G. E.;
Johnston, J. A.; :
and Jacobsen, K.,;
1979. I

t

') "1 98



APPENDIX A (Continued)

THEME - CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULKTIONS OUTCOMES
_ AUTHOR - DATE

CAREER PLANNING
SKILLS (Continued) /

c

Students who were both
inconsistent and non-
differentiated showed
consistently greater
increaSes on virtually all

vocational maturity
measures than all other
theoretical 'groups.

'

.

t

Career knowledge;
career planning;
reading comprehen-
sion; math concepts;
math applications.

'

Experience-based
career education.

.,

.

High Point, North
Carolina schools,

!

.

EBCE and non-EBCE

students,

.

'An analysis of demographic ,
data showed that in the
comparison group non-EBCE
students), there were more
females, more whites,

better eddcated,parents,
and more fathers employed in

professional/administrative
occupations. Analysis of

scores on 'standardized
basic skills tests indica-
ted that HICEIstudents.did '
as well as comparison stu-
dents on reading comprehen-
sion and math concepts; and
coMparison students did
significantly better than .

EBCE students .on math -

applications, Analysis of

s6rei od Part 2 of 'the
Student Attitude Survey
battery indicated that ECBE
students did not acquire
significantly greater
mastry in career knowledge

nor in career planning.
Parent and employer survey
data indicated that both
groups were positive toward

the program.

Shively, J. E.,
and Davis, C. S.,
1979a.

.

.

See Shively, J. E.,
and Davis, C. S.,
1979b, Learning-
study Skills.

,

. 1 3

A
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APPENDIX A (Continued),

1THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS OUTCOMES AUTHOR-DATE

CAREER PLANNING
SKILLS (Continued)

Assessment of vo-
cational strengths
and weaknesses;
assessment of !du-
cational strengths
and weaknesses;
tutorial or support
services to enter
and complete a
vocational prdgram;
career exploration;
career decision
making; career
planning.

Seeking Alternative
Vocational Education
(SAVE); self-awareness
activities; training
workshops; one-to-one
formal Counseling and
guidance sessions.

Mohave County
School District,
Arizona--three
locations:
ilullhead

Kingman
Lake Harasu.

High school stu-
dents (freshmen to
seniors); disad-
vantaged--dropouts
and potential drop-
outs;

n = 394.

Future iduca_tiona4 goals were

improved. InZreaskswere noted
in the percentage of students s
planning to.graduate from high
school and college; to attend
businessItrade schobl; to 'Work

full-time and take night classes;
to'learn a trade in military;
and to complete a G.E.D. A di-

crease was found in-the percen-
tage responding as "undecided:"
ProJeCt SAVE was considered by
93.7 percent of the students aS

helpful in keeping them in
school.

i -

54sco, W. M.,

1980.

See Spotts, R., and
'Evensol, J., 1977,
Learning-Study
Skills.

.
'

See Stead, F. L.,
and Hartnett,.R. A.
1978, Academic

Performance.

, .

4
.

,

See Van Dussel-
dorp, R. A., 1975.
Self-Awareness. .

.

,
'

Career decision
making.

-

Hunt's Matching Mddel Two Idwa high

schools.

Nigh sChool
juniors;

n 95.

Group foemit:-was related to the
critiria of,choice basis com-
plexity in cuter deCisions for
the high-conteptual-level stu-
dents only. No significant
interaction or main effecti were
'obtained for ittitudes toward
career decisions and Plahning
activity. High-conceptual-level
students in simulation groups
'scored higher on.choice basis
complexity than those in the
experimental groups.

Warner, 5'. 4.

and JePse,q

D.'A .,

1979,

.

.

paradigo

'

Achieve preselec-
ted goals in voca-
tional counseling.

o

Three group counseling

methods.

.

College. Freshman college
students; K males;
29 females;

n 57

During the first four weeks of
the study..the test interpre-
tation-occupational information
group made rapid progress and
reported more learning on cho-
sen goals than on goals not,

chosen 61(.05). The case study

group and the control group

....

Westbrook,
F. D., 1974.

100
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APPENDIX A "(Continued)

THEME
,

/

CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS
.

POPULATIONS

. , 4
OUTCOMES . UTHOR - DAT'E

CAR:ZR PLANNING
SKILLS (Continued)

; .

.

.
.

.

.

,

.

.

reported no significant learn-

ing. The occupational informa-
tion-test interpretation group
reported moei learning than the
latter groups, but less than

the former geoup,..and,the -

difference was not significant.'
By the end of the counseling
program, the test interpreta-
tion-occupational information
group and the control group
reported no significant learn-
ihg between chsen goals and
goals not chosen, the occupa-
tional information-test inter-
prefation grodp and the case
study group reported signi-
ficantly.learning, p < .05 an

p <.01, respectively.

i

---,

..1

1

1

1

I

,

See Zytowski, D.
G., 1977, Self-
Awareness.

.

, ;....

CAREER AWARENESS/
EXPLORATION

,

.

Career decision
making

Group counseling; 3
group approaches; 01
women, hay min - half,

woMen, control,

Binghamton North

High School.

.

. .

Male and female
11th grade students,
20,Women, 12 men

n 3Z .

.

.

-

Women in an all-woments. group
were better able to.make
career decisions than woMen

in a.sexially allied group.

Brenner, D., and

Gazda-Grace,
P. A., 1979.

.

..

Knowledge of job
factors,

-

Vocational explora-
Lion, Vocation explor-
ation'without inter-
action, wait control.

A junior high '

school, Denver,
Colorado.

Male Mexican-
Ameripan 9th grade
students;

n 30 -

,

.

There were no significant
differences among groups
6:7( = .05). The treatment

group nieans were la6er
than the control means for

every question. All of the

treatment subjects felt the
experience was helPful and
would recommend it to,other

students.

Bergland, B. W.
and Lundquist,
'G. W., 1975.

See Blimlina, C.
A., 1976, Self-

Awareness. .

.

e

1.1.3
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

---

THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS OUTCOMES

.

AUTHOR-OATE
.

CAREER AWARENESS/
EXPLORATION

,

_

See California
State,Department
of Education, 1978,
Career Planning
Skills.

.

.

,

See Career Educa-
,

,

.

. '

tion Resource
tenter Program
(CUM, 1979,
Self-AwarenessA.

.

.

See Career Guid-
. .

-

ance for Indian

Youth,
School Retention.

See Cesar, J. P.:
et al., 1982,
Career Plapning
Skill's.

, .

,

.

. . ,

.

See Chatham, K.,
1975, Self-

AwareneSs. .

.
.

,

.

.

,

-

See Cochran. J.
R., and Weis, D.
M., 1972,
Educational
Planning.,

, .

.

,

See Colson, D.;
et al., 1979,
Self-Awareness.

, t

.

,...._

See Conier, J..
1974, Educational

Planning. -

.
,

.

102,

116
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APPENDIX A (ContinUed)

THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS
.

'rqULATIONS OUTCOMES .

.
AUTHOR -.DATE

2AREER.AWARENESS/
EXPLORATION

(Continued)

,

Career exploration.

.

Career exploration -

utilizing a mobile
career exploration

center.

. .

A.

!..

Des..Moines Area

Community College
District.

Students in rural
school systems;

n 323

._

'

..,

Participants tended to.enter
postsecondary education at a
substantially higher rate than
controls; the rate of ente
the same.area of tmployment or
continuing education as stated
occupational preference was
nearly equal for the tWO groups

and was much higher than the
rate for the highest interest

score outcomes; paiticipants
had a lesser tendencyAo switch'
educatiohal program enrollment
or'employment within six months

or graduation.

Community College
and Local Rural

ondary School;
ocl erative

areer Assess-
ment,and Explora-
tion Program,

1975.
.

.

See Crawford, G.,
and Miskell, C.,
1978, Learning-
Study Skills.

-
I f

.

Seg Crusey, C.,
109, Learning-
Study Skills.

,

.

. ,

.

. .

-.

See Ducpt, D. E.,
1980, Self-
Awareness.

.

.

Evaluation Report
1

\

,

.

.

for Career Educa-
tion Strategies,
1975, Career
Planning Skills.

Career maturity
and Career aware-

ness.

Career education

program.

Eight selected Texas

school districts,

.

Stud4nts and staff
members in pilot
career education
classes; different
grade levels.

,

By level and location groups,
means and.gains were near'the
same levels and showed varying
levels of significance. When

all schools were considered
together, there were statistic-

ally lignificant gains on
combined parts of each measure.
It was concluded that, on the
whole, the..program produced
signiftcant gains in career
education apd the well-
develoPed career education
programs could be transported

Evaluation Report
for Career
Ed cation

. 5trateg1es,

1975.

.

117
103



APPENDIX A (Contihued)

THEME . . CLIENT OBJECTIVEI INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS "L\4...........

Q . ,
_

POPULATIONS '

- .

OUTCOMES .

.

AUTHOR - OFE

CAREER AWARENESS/
EXPLORATIONt
(Continued)

.

,
.

.

and_installed on a regionwidi

basis with-student gains in
career awareness and cireer
matdrity probable through

intervention. .

.

.

'

See Experience-

s

Based-Career
Education, 1978,
Basic Sk Ils.

See Experience- .

.

.

-

.

.

. ,

-

-.

.

.,

.

. .

Based Career
Education
Project, 1982,

Learning-Study
Skills.

.

'

.

Vocational
maturity.

Career Planning'Experi-
ence-lgroup discussion,
testing, individual
counseling.

Two
.

county and two

state Massachuietts
correctional insti-

tutes.

..

Inmatet; .

n 6 90

A short, individualized voca-
tional counseling promo
slgnificantly raised the ioca-
tiaal maturity level of an

inmate population.

Feldman, S. II:,
and Marinelli,

R. P.. 1975.
,

.

Vocational
evaluation.

'

-

Singer Vocational

Evaluation System.
'

.

.

:

,

.

,

Monroe County, yew

York St/YR Project
(Social Service/
Vocational Rehabili-
tation).

55 handicapped and
70 disadvantaged
ttudents; 81".males
and 44 femaies;

n .. 125.
0
..

The generally positive outcomes "Gannaway,

fupport the experimental hypoth-

eses, The resulti of this.study
reinforced the findings of the

1976'study. The-Zinger Voce-
tional Evaluation System OES)
has demonstrated relatively
strong predictive valiaity in
use with handicapped and disad-
vantaged individuals receiving
vocktional evaluation services
at the Monroe County Social
Service Vocational Rehabilita-
tion Project.

I

I 44900

T.

W., Sink, J.
M.; and,
Becket, W.
C., 1980.

a '

.

Career exploration. Clreer exploration
Courses with 4 major

components: self-,

'awareness, career
awareness, decision
making, career planning

Counseling center at

Central Michigan
University.

College freshmen
and sophomores;

n f 113.

The course helped the majority
of students to make better

career decisions.

.

Gillingham, W.
H. and ,

' Lounsbury,'

J. l979.
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

..----.

THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES

.

INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS 'OUTCOMES
_--

--

AUTHOR - DATE

.

CAREER AWARENESS/
EXPLORATION
(continued)

1

,

Career maturity;
career competencies.

,

Curricula, guidance
and counseling,
placement.

.

Jdnior and senior
high schools.
. '

Junioe'and senior
high school stu-

deots;
n . 531

The exp erimental career educa-
tion program appeared to in-
crease effectively the maturity
of career attitudes and to
foster gains on career compe-
tencies as measured by the

Career Matdrity Inventory,
competency tests.

Greene, S. D.,
1973.

-

See Hamaani, A.,
1977, School

Attendance.
.

.

.

.
.

a

-

Career maturity. Career education
program through social
studies and language

arts courses:

Rome, Georgia High
schools,

,

.

10th grade students
in career education
program in social
studies and lang-
uage arts courses.

>

<

Student evaluations revealed
that stildents pefteived that
their teachers discussed
careers principally in their

'language arts and social
studies classes and that 'there

was an active involvement and
support oY career education
on the part of teachers,
counselors, and through school

programming. Careei Maturity

Inventory results showed
evidence of support of a posi-
tive effect of the career
education program on tinth,7_

graders' career maturity.

Jennings, G. D.;
et al., 1976.

.

4

See Henderson, 11.,
1975, Self-
Awareness.

-

>

See Highline's .

t

.

Vocational
UTATIT53Ty and
Preparatory Pro-
zarn, 1978,

Self-Awareness.

Career Information.

4

.Pre-postsecondary
program (career explor-
atibn program) in
health and social
science classes.

Four Ohio secondary 'llth

schools,

and 12th
grade studenti,

General achievement.was.the
same as for regular high

school courses. In addition,

information was provided
regarding specific occupations.

Kent State
University,
1975.

105,
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS OUTCOMES lUTHOR - DATE

CAREER AWARENESS/
EXPLORATION
(continued)

See Kershner, K.
M., and Blair, N.
14., 1975, Basic
Skirls.

-

'

,

-

Broaden career
optiohs; stimulate
exploratoryobe-
havior.

Non-Sexist Vocational
Card Sort (standard
and revised forms);
Self-Directed Search
(standard and revised
forms).

.

t

College.

.

Undergraduate
women -- 85% soph-
omores, 15% fresh-
men -- describing
themselves as
uncertain *about

their vocational
future and as .

interested in
participating in
a program of
career exploration,

n. 198.

The Non-Sexist Vocational Card
Sort (NSVCS) suggested a
broader range of career alter-
natives to the participants

than did the Self-Directed
Search (SDS): The results
seem to indicate that the SOS-
expeiiences yielded a more
stereotypic.al set of suggested
occupations than the NSVCS
experiences, and probably
reflected the socialization
experiences of the students
more accurately. The NSVCS
eXperiences tended to suggest
wider opportunities than those
to which participants had,
already been exposed. In term!

of stimulating career inform-
tion-seeking behaviors, either
self-reported or observed, no

significant differences were
found among the groups.

tawler, A. C.,
1979.

.

,

I

See Mattison, W.
H., 1979, Basic
Skills.

See Motsch, P.,
1980, Career
Planning Skills.

See Muse, 1. D.,
and Coombs, C. G.,
1978, Basic
Skills. . -----------

See Nelson, R.,
1979, Self-
Awareness.

1'3
106

1 1



APPENDIX A (Continued)

THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS POPULATIONS

_

OUTCOMES UTHOR - DATE

CAREER AWARENESS/

EXPLORATION
(Contidued)

.

Increase experience
base and heighten
awareness of kindi

of work for which
students' abilities
and interests suit

them. ,

r

Project Discovery
Materials.

School.

/

368 students,at
four schools.

.

The greater the group mean for
Project Discoverymaterials ex-
plored, the greater the mean

change on all sCales of the
Mature.Assessment of Discovery

Exploration%
,

Olive, P. A.,

1978.

.

.

,

See Omig, C. P.,
1979 in Academic
Performance.

.

,

.

Career awareness
and attitudes.

Career Education in
the Arts 'Program.

Nigh school.

..

Gifted and talented
students. 18 fe-

males; 7 males:
- n 25.

In both the pre-tests and post-
tests, students showed fairly
favorable attitudes toward
themselves, the arts, and the
world of work in the arts.
Students showed many positive
changes in cognitive items
that dealt with knowledge
about'work in the arts and
career decision making. Stu-

dents' attitudes toward the
program were verrpositiye as
determined through talks at Joh

sites. Through the questiOn-
naire, it was found that sligh:-
ly over-half the students felt
that students who participate
in the program could expect to
gain enough knowledge to make

a final decision about
pursuing a career in the arts.

Paul, R. H.,
1977. .

.

See Peterson, R.,
1975, Academic ,

Performance.

See Prediger, 0. J..
and Noeth, R. J.,
1979, Career
Planning Skills.

.

See Rolle, G. F.,
Sr., et al., 1977.
Career Planning
Skills.

-
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APPENOIX A (Continued).

-,------
THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES INTERVENTIONS

.

SETTINGS

.

POPULATIONS

.

OUTCOMES AUTHOR - DATE

.

CAREER' AWARENESS/
EXPLORATION -

(continued)

See Shively, J. E.,
-and Oavis, C. S.,
1979b, Learning-

Study Skills.
-

'

.

.

i

\

.

. -
.

,

_

See Thomas, H, B.,
et al., 1980,

Self-Awareness.

.

,
..,

'

.

,

,

.

,v.
,

Vocational
exploration.

,

.

-

Four career explpra-
tion approaches.

'

1 r

-

High school.

i

.

,

. -
High school

seniors;
n . 168

,

\

All approaches, except for the

cluster approach, produced
an improveMent in final ...'

test scores. The cluster
approach obtained the poorest
comparative resultsamong the
four approaches studied. The

second approach, the Career
Maturity Inventory, was found
to be somewhat lower in tested
effectiveness thad-both the
Self-Directed Search and the

Career Sdrvey-VocatIonal Pref-
erence Inventory. There was

no significant differedte
found when the Self-Directed
Search was compared to the
Career Survey-Vocatlonal Pref-
erance Inventory.

Wiggins, 13. 13.4

and Moody, A.,
1981.

.

%b.

.

Broaden students
consideration of
varigtis occupa-

tionA.

Self-Directed Search
(SDS).

.

,

Four high schools.

.

Students in 10th,,
Ilth, and 12th
grades;

n 1092.

.

Both versions of the Self-
Directed Search were effective
in increasing the number of
occupations being considered.
However, students In Group I;
using the published version,
considered more appropriate
occupations based on their
activities, competencies,
interests, and self-ratings
than those who took the non-
self-directed version (Group

II). Both versions of the
Self-Directed Search weii
effective in increasing
satisfaetion and certainty
about vocationa) plans. The

effectiveness of both versions
was/evaluated as moderately
phsitive by the studehts.

.

Zener, T. 8., and
Schnuelle, L.,
1972.

.

4. ......

10 8



APPENDIX A (Continued)

THEME CLIENT OBJECTIVES

,

INTERVENTIONS SETTINGS PDPULAT1ONS OUTCOMES AUTHOR - mu

CAREER AWARENESS/
EXPLORATION .

(continued)

.

Consider occupa-
tional alterna-

tives.

,

.

,

Vocational Preference
Inventory (VPI) and
Self-Directed Search-
(SDS).

\

,

High schools.

.

nigh school stu-
dents.

..

____ _ __Directed_Search

*Students in either the Voca-

tional Preference inventory
or the Self-Directed Search
groups were found to be'co-nsi-

dering more occupationat alter-
natives and were more satisfied

with their current-Occupational
chofceslhan were students in

lfthe control group. The Se-
group_reported

less of a need to see a coun-
selor than did students in
either the Vocational Preference
Inventory or control groups.
Overall, although there were
differences between the Voca-
tional Preference Inventory ,and
Self-Direcfed Search groups,

the more sufiiirfifidfrirWaS-
the relativelrminor difference
between.the two groups. ;

Zener, T. B.,tand
Schnuelle, L.,
1976.

-

.

,

, .

,

.

1

.

.

'

.

%

159

10.9

160
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STUDIES GROUPED BY CAREER GUIDANCE INTERVENTION

Intervention Studies

Couhseling *Aiken, J., and Johnston, J:A., 1973

*Bergland, B.W.; Quatrano, L.A.; and Lundquist, G.W., 1975

*Brenner, D., and Gazda-Grace, P.A., J979

*Campbell R.B., 1981

*Career Guidance for IndianirdUtr,=1-976--------

*Feldman, H.S., and Marinelli, R.P., 1975

*Flake, M.H.; Roach, A.J., Jr.; Stenning, W.F., 1975

*Graff,-R.W.; Danish, S.; and Austin, B., 1972

*Greene, S.D., 1973
*Hanson, J.T., and Sander, D,L., 1973

*Melhus, G.E.;,Hershenson, D.B.; and Vermillion, M.E., 1973

*Prediger, D.J., and Noeth, 1979

*Rhode island Department of Education, 1979

*Serednesky, G.; Cahill, L.; and Eng6lhart, C.I., 1974

*Sisco, W.M., 1980
*Speas, C.M., 1979
*Sprengel, D.P., and Tomey E.A., 1974

*Stoker, J, 1979
*Westbrook, F.D., 1974

*Whyte, C.B.,1978
Amor

Classroom *Blimline, C.A., 1-976

Activities *California State Department of Education, 1978
.

*Campbell,.R.B., 1981
. .

*Career Education; Planning, Learning, Understanding, and

Succ6eding (CE -0, 1977

*Career Education Resource Center Program (CERCP.), 1979

_____*Career GUidance_for_Indian_Youth, 1976

*Cesar, J.P.; et al., 1982

*Comer, J., 1974
*Evans, J.R., and Rector, 1978

*Experience-based Career Education, 1978

*Greene, S.D., 1973

*Hamdani, A., 1977"

*Hanson, B., 1978
*Holmes, D.H., 1979
*Jckson, D.J., and-Egner, J.R., 1976

*Jennings, G.D.; et al., 1976

*Kent State University, 1975

*Kenyon, C.B., 1974
*Kershner, K.M., and Blair, M.W., 1975

*Leach, J.A., 1978
*Leton, D.A., 1975
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STUDIES GROUPED BY CAREER GUIDANCE-INTERVENTION
(Continued)

Intervention Studies

Clatsroom *Olive, P.A., 1978

Activities *binvig, C.P., 1979

(Continued) *Page, E., 1980
=--*RUTT=RTH., 1977

a

*Phode Island Department of EOucation, 1979
Rolle, G.F., Sr.; et al., 1977
*Stoker, J., 1979
*Thomas, H.B.; et al.; 1980
*Whyte, C.B., 1978

WOMB*

Computer-based *Cochran, D.J.; et al., 1977

Programs *Melhus, G.E.; Hershenson, D.B.; and Vermillion, M.E., 1973
*Myers, R.A.; et a;., 1975
*Ptlato, G.T., and Myers, R.A., 1973 .

*Reardon, R.C.; Bonnell, R.O., Jr.; and Huddleston, M.R., 1982
*Risser, J.J., and Tulley, J.E., 1977
*Ryan, C.W.; et al., 1980
*Sampson,.J.P., and Stripling, R.O., 1979

Placement *Gree , S.D., 1973 .

*Spren e , D.P., and Tomey, E.A., 1974

Seminars and *Career Guidance for Indian Youth, 1976

Workshops *Ganster, D.C., and Lovell, J.E., 1978.'7
1

__!IarranomaC-,_1915 ; Im
Experience- *Carey, M.A., and Weber, 1979

Based Qareer *Chatham, K., 1975

Education *Conecuh Couty Experience-Based Career Education, 1977
"*Crawford, G., and Misk01, C., 1978
*Experience-Based Career Education, 1978 '

*Experience-Based Car-eer Education Project, 1982

*Hagans, R., 1975
*Handler, L,; et.al., 1978
*Henderson, H.i.1975

4 *Highline's Vocational Exploratory and Preparatory

Program, 1978
*Maguire, L.., 1975

*Mattitori, W.H., 1979
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STUDIES GROUPED BY CAREER GUIDANCE INTERVENTITA

(Continued)

f

P

Intervention Studies

Experience-
.

Based Career

(Continued)

*McClure, L., 1975

"Muse, and Coombs, C.G., 1978'

*Musel I.D., add Coombs-, C.G., 1977

*Neely, A.A.,-1-4.19

*Nelson,' R., 1979 , .

*Parkway EXperience- ased Career Education, 1977

*Peterson, R., 1975

*Quinq, M., 1973 ,

*Shively; J.E., and Davis, C.S., 1979a

J.E., and Daqs,.C.S., 1979b

*Spotts, R., and Evenson, J., 1977

*Stead, F.L., and'Hartnett, R.A., 1978

*Van Dusseldorp, R.A., 1978

*Wyomirg State Tepartment of Education, 1977

=mmomwm

Cooperative
Education

*Ducat, D.E., 1480

Employer-based *Sanders, J.H., and Bertram, C.L., 1973.

Career
-

Education

,
Al ternative

*Kenyon, C.B., 1974 ,

Career *Shively, J.E., 1975

Utica tton

Career and
Vbcational

J Exploration
Techniques

4

*gergland, B.W., and LundOist,,G.W., 1975

*California State Department of Education, 1978

*Career Education Resource Center Program (CERCP), 1979 ,4,4

*Career Guidance for Indian.Youth,-1976 .

*Cochran, J.R., and Weis, p.m., 197Z
4

,

*Conon, S.; et al., 1979 ,

*tommunity College and Local Rural Secondary 1975

*Crusey, C., 1979
.1

*The Effect of Career Awareness', 1978

*Experience-gased Career
Education.Project, 1982_ --

*Feldman, H.S., and Maririelli, R,P., 1975-----
,.

*Gannaway, R.W.; Sink, J.W and Becket,-,-W.C., 1980
.

.
*Gilligham, W.H., and,LOungbury, J., 1979. -

,
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Intervention

STUDIES GROUPED CAREER GUIDANCE INTERVENTION
(Continued)

Studies

Career and
Vocational
Exploration
Techniques
(Continued)

*Hanson, B., 1978
*Holland, J.L.; et al., 1978
*Jackson, D.J., and Egner, J.R., 1976
*Kent State University, 1975
*Kenyon, C.B.; 1974
*Kershner, K.M., and Blair, M.W., 1975

A.C., 1979
*McCauley, LEP:, and Rusling, D.E., 1979
*McGowan, A.S., 1977 .

*Neely, M.A., and Kosier, M.W., 1977
*Page, E., 1980
*Prediger, K.J., and Noeth, R.J., 1979
*Ptiblic Service Administration Internship Program
intareer Education, 1978

*Rolld, G.F., Sr.; et al., 1977
*Rubinton, N., 1980
*Schenk, G.E.; Johnston, J.S.; and Jacobsen, K., 1979
*Schmidt, W.I., and Dykeman, B.F., 1979
*Serednesky, G.; Cahill, L.; and Engelhart, C.I., 1974

*Sisco, W.M., 1980
*Sprengel, D.P., and Tomey, E.A., 1974
*Topougis, N., 1978
*Warner, S.G., and Jepsen, D.A., 1979
*Wiggins, J.D., and Moody, A., 1981
*Zener, T.B., and Schnuelle, L., 1972
*Zener, T.B., and Schnuelle, L., 1976
*Zytowski, D.G.; 1977
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Population

STUDIES GROUPED BY CAREER GUIDANCE POPULATIONS

Studies

Secondary and
Postsecondary
Level Students
(Grades 9-14)

ci Rural

*Community College and Local Rural Secondary

Schools, 1975

o Inner-City and Disadvantaged

*Career Education Resource Center Program
(CERCP), 1979

*Gannaway, T.W.; Sink, J.M.; and Becket, W.C.,

1980

*Holmes, D.H., 1979
*Mattison, W.H., 1979
*Melhus, G.E.; Hershenson, D.B.; and Vermillion, M.E.,

1973

*Page, E., 1980
'*Rolle, G.F., Sr.; et al., 1977
*Sisco, W.M., 1980
*Whyte, C.B., 1978

o Gifted and Talented

*Colson, S.; et al., 1979
*Crusey, D., 1979
*Melhus, G.E.; Hershenson, D.B.; and Vermillion, M.E.,

1973

*Paul, R.H., 1977
*Public Service Administration Internship Program
in Career Education, 1978

o Hanciicapped

*Gannaway, T.W.; Sink, J.M.; and Becket, W.C., 1980

*Neely, M.A., and Kosier, M.W., 1977

o Females

*Holland, J.L.; et al., 1978
*Lawler, A.C., 1979
*Motsch, P., 1980
*Prediger, D.J., and Noeth, R.J., 1979
*Thomas, H.B.; et al., 1980

o Dropouts/Potential Dropouts,

*Campbell, R.B., 1981



STUDIES GROUPED, BY CAREER GUIDANCE POPULATIONS

Population Studies_

Secondary and
Postsecondary
Level Students
(Continued)

o .Droupouts/Potential Dropouts (Continued)

*Ma.ptison, W.H., 1979 ,

*Schmidt, W.I., and Dykeman, B.F., 1979
*Sisco, W.M., 1980 :

*Sprengel-, D.P., and Tomey'l E.A., 1974

*Stoker, J., 1979

o Mexican-American

*Bergland, B.W., and Lundquist, G.W., 1975

o Indian (Native American)

*Career Guidance for Indian Youth, 1976

o Males

*Aiken, J., and Johnston, J.A., 1973
*Bergland, B.W., and Lundquist, G.W., 1975
*Bergland, g.W.; Quatrano, L.A.; and Lundquist, G.W.,

1975
*Hanson, J.T., and Sander, D.L., 1973
*Pilato, G.T., and Myers, R.A., 1973

o Black

*Career Education Resource Center Program (CERCP),

1979,
*Rolle, G.F., Sr.; et al., 1977

o Other (Students not specifically categorized as one of

the above)

*Blimline, C.A., 1976
*Brenner, D., and Gazda-Grace, P.A., 1979
*California State Department of Education, 1978

*Career Education: Planning, Learning, Understand,

and SucceedinOCE 0P), 1977
*Carey, M.A., and Weber, L.J., 1979
*Cesar, J.P.; et al., 1982'
*Chatham, K., 1975
*Cochran, D.J.; et al., 1977
*Cochran, J.R., and Weis, D.M., 1972
*Conecuh County Experien6e-based Career Education,

1977
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STUDIES GROUPED BY CAREER GUIDANCE POPULATIONS

POpaation Studies

Secondary and

Postecondary
Level Students
(Continued)

o Other (Continued)

*Crawford, G., and Miskell, C., 1978
*Ducat, 0.E., 1980
*The Effect of Career Awareness, 1978
*Evaluation Report for Career Education Stra'egies,

1975
*Evans, J.R., and Rector, A.P., 1978
*Experience-Based Career Education Project, 1982

*Flake, M.H.; Roach, A.J., Jr.; and Stenning, W.R.,

1975
*Ganster, D.C., and Lovell, J.E., 1978

*Gillingham, W.H,, and Lounsbury, J., 1979

*Graff, R. W,; Danish, S.;'and Aus:tin, B., 1972

*Greene, S.D., 1973
*Hamdani, A., 1977
*Handler, L.; et al., 1978
*Henderson, H., 1975
*Highljne's Vocational Exploratory and Preparatory

Program, 1978
*Jackson, D.J., and Egner, J.R., 1976
*Jennings, G.D.; et al., 1976
*Kent State University, 1975
*Kenyon, C.B., 1974
*Kershner, K.M., and Blair, M.W., 1975

*Leach, J.A., 1978
*Leton, D.A., 1975
*Maguire, L., 1975
*Mattison, W.H., 1979
*McCauley, L.D., and Rusling, D.E., 1979

*McClure, L., 1975
*McGowan, A.S., 1977
*Muse, I.D., and Coombs, C.G., 1977
*Muse, I.D., and Coombs, 1978

*Myers, R.R.; et al., 1975
*Neely, M.A., 1979
*Nelson, R., 1979
*Olive, P.A., 1978"
*Parkway Experince-Based Career Education, 1977

*Peterson R., 1975
*Quinn, M., 1973
*Reardon, R.C.; Bonnell, R.O., Jr.; and

Huddleston, M.R., 1982
*Rhode Island Department of Education, 1979

*Risser, J.J., and Tulley, J.E., 1977

*Rubinton, N., 1980
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STUDIES GROUPED BY CAREER GUIDANCE, POPULATIONS

Populatian Studies

,

Secondary and

Postsecondary
Level Students
(Continued)

.

o Other (Continued)

*Ryan, D.W.; et al., 1980
*Sampson, J.P., Jr., and Stripling, R.O., 1979
*Sanders, J.H., and BertraM, C.L., 1973
*Schenk, G.EI; Johnston, J.A.; and Jocobsen, K.,

*Shively, J.E., 1975
*Shively, J.E., and-Davis,,C.S.,1979a
*Shively, J.E., and Davis,'C.S., 1979b
Smith, G., 1975 .

*Spotts, R., and'Evenson, J., 1977
*Stead, F.L., and Hartnett, R.A., 1978 ',,

*Terranova; C., 1976
*Topougis, N., 1978
*Van DuS'seldorp, R.A., 1978
*Warner, S.G., and Jepsen, D.A., 1979
*Westbrook, J.D..; 1974

, *Whyte, C.B., 1978
.

.
,

*Wiggins, J.D., and Moody, A., 1981
*Wyoming State Department of Education, 1977

*Zener, T. B., and Schnuelle, L., 1972 ,

*Zener, T.B., and Schnuelle, L., 1976
*Zytowski, D.G., 1977

,

Vocational
Center
Trainees

.
*Rhode Island Department of Education, 1979

*Serednesky, G,., Cahill, 1.; and Engelhart, C.I.,

1974

..

Inmates *Feldman, H.S., and Marinelli, R.P. 1975

*Speas, C.M., 1979 l...

Mixed Grade
Levels

,

o Grades K-12 .

*Comer, J., 1974.

o Grades 4-12

*Hanson, B., 1978

122
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STUDIES GROUPED BY CARE'ER GUIDANCE POPULATIONS

Population Studies:

Mixed Grade
Levels

o Grades 7, 9, 11

*Omvig, C.P., 1979

o Grades 7-14

*Hagans, R., 1975

.1.71
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